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Plus Focal Point, Packet Panorama, Satellite Scene
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Sensational
Noisy, crowded frequencies are about as productive as motorways at rush hour. Now you can
skip the jams and head for the wide open spaces with the FT -650 from Yaesu.
The three frequency operation lets you win the battle of the bands and communicate clearly
on 6m, 10m and 12m frequencies. These less crowded bands put your transmission high in
the sky and above the noise.
The FT -650 packs substantial communications power in a streamlined, compact case. A flip out handle makes it the perfect portable, while an optional power supply lets it function as a
base station. Broadcast from anywhere - mountain tops, remote islands, boats, vehicles or
just the suburbs - and hear the difference with the FT -650.
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FT-650
With 6 10 and 12m frequencies you can avoid the crowds
100 Watts On All Modes:
25 Watts carrier on AM.

DDS:

105 Memory Channels:
99 channel memories, 4
programmable scan memories
and 2 priority channels.

Direct Digital Synthesis.

All -Mode Operation:

Low -Noise:
(NF 1.2dB) RF preamp with
switched 5MHz bandwidth BPF,
veractor tuned.

Extended Receiver Coverage:
24.5 to 56MHz.

Automatic Seeking IF Notch
Filter.

SSB, CW, FM and AM.

Selectable Scan Skip:
For busy channels.

Optional Accessories:
DVS -2 Digital Voice Recording
System, MD -1C8 Desktop
Microphone, SP -5 External
Speaker with AF Filter, FP22
240V AC Power Supply.

FT-690RII
The choice radio for the serious field
operations enthusiast

An -mode 6 meter (690R11)/2.5 watt mobile
Convenient FM performance
Three selectable FM scanning steps
Analogue S/PO meter
One -touch reverse split button.
Selectable SSB and CW Tuning Steps:
25/100/2500Hz

Full Featured Microproccessor
Operation

10 Memories
Simplex or Duplex
2 Independant VFOs
All -Mode Noise Blanker
Optional CTCSS Tone Squelch (FTS-7)
Semi Break -In CW Keyl and
Side Tone.

100% Continuous Operation
Duty Cycle.

Call today for complete information about this and other Yaesttornducts"..

Performance without compromise
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FT -290R2
FT -690R2
FT -790R2

SPECIAL PACKAGE
INCLUDING NICADS,
CHARGER, CASE.

FT -736R

THIS CAN INCLUDE
EVERYTHING, IT'S
JUST A QUESTION OF
HOW MUCH.

FT -26/
FT -415
Including
S -microphone
and soft case
70cm version
also available

FT -530
BEST COMMUTATIONS
RECEIVER 1992

The dual bandy handy of the 90s
there's not much more that this
can include it's all in there!

The latest HF receiver from
Yaesu which is tipped to outsell
all other shortwave receivers

MVT-7000

FT-990/FT-990DC

IC -R1

You have the choice with or
without P.S.U. never let it be
said Yaesu cannot cater for your

DJ-X1D

AOR-1500

needs

The four most
popular
scanners, now
supplied with a
very special
frequency
guide - FREE

TS -850S, TS -450S, FT -890,
FT-890UT, IC -728, FT-747GX
All the above HF transceivers supplied with 12 volt,
25 amp power supply FREE (offer valid until 28/2/93)

-

After hours line

0836
550899

2
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For the very best in Communications Receivers

Li4-4k to Lowe
LOWE HF RECEIVERS DO IT AGAIN!
HF-225 voted "RECEIVER OF THE YEAR" in 1990 by W.R.T.H.
HF-225 "FINLANDIA" voted "BEST DX RECEIVER 1992" at
the EDXC Convention in Finland. Final choice was from
HF-225, NRD-535 and IC-R72E.

ONCE
AGAIN
THE BEST IS
BRITISH!

LOWE ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone: (0629) 580800 Fax: (0629) 580020

LOWE

BRANCH ADDRESSES:
London (Middlesex): 223 Field End Road, Eastcote. Tel: 081-429 3256
London (Heathrow): 6 Cherwell Close, Langley. Tel: (0753) 545255
Newcastle: Newcastle International Airport. Tel: (0661) 860418
Cumbernauld: Cumbernauld Airport Foyer. Tel: (0236) 721 004
Bristol: 6 Ferry Steps Industrial Estate. Tel: (0272) 771770
Cambridge: 162 High Street, Chesterton. Tel: (0223) 311230
Bournemouth: 27 Gillam Road, Northbourne. Tel: (0202) 577760
Leeds: 34 New Briggate, Leeds. Tel: (0532) 452657

LOWE

STRUMECH
VERSATOWER

AAA

MAIN STOCKIST

No Interest Finance is available on
Yaesu products at suggested selling price.
r--11

No surcharge for Credit Cards
AS LEVIED BY SOME OTHER DEALERS

IL7)

cN,N) SALE
0

SPECIALS

THIS MONTH ONLY!!!
OR UNTIL STOCKS RUN OUT

50/726 6m Unit
z

0

cp
4-3

for FT726
£295 Limited Stock

70% Off

HX850E
SCANNER

Here at SMC
we do stock a
wide range
of
power
supplies
suit

lications. There are two major ranges
to choose from, the Daiwa range and

the Yaesu range. Both ranges are

high quality products which will

provide many hours of continuous
fault free use.

The models range from 4A to 32A
continuous with convenient models at
9,

12, 20 and 24A. Many models

have comprehensive current/voltage

metering with prices to suit all
pockets.
13.8v fixed

FP700

10A cont/20A peak
FP7571W

FP800
FP400C

60-89, 118-136, 40-174, 406-495 MHz
was Cp3135 Now £99.95

FP8

SMC 120406

13.8v fixed
20A cont.
13,8v fixed
20A cont
13.8v fixed

£259.00
£305.00
£279.00

10A cont/20A peak

£165.00

13.8v fixed
8A cont
13.8v fixed

£165.68

4A cont/6A peak

et

to

all app-

£20.39

gliD 70 Off 430/726
70cms module for FT726R

\CD

Was fpleci Now E169

CY)

60% Off 144TV
2m module for FTV107, 707, 901 etc

Was V25 Now £49

1"1

4

ALL OFFER ITEMS SUBJECT TO CARRIAGE CHARGES.

All

the Daiwa range, except the

PS140MKII, feature variable voltage
with switchable voltage/current
metering. Both the PS304 and RS4OX
feature a cigar lighter socket,
convenient for powering your
handheld transceiver.
PS120MICII
PS140MICI1

PS304
RS4OX

3-15v variable
9A cont/12A max
13.8v fixed
12A cont/14A max
1-15v variable
24A cont/32A max
1-15v variable
32A cont/40A max

£69.95
£65.00

£129.95
£189.00

Practical Wireless, February 1993

Main SMC HQ - Branch Distribution Centre
0703 255111

Ably equipped service department 0703 254247
Retail showroom open 9:30-5:00 Monday -Friday
9:30-1:00 Saturday 0703 251549

Axminster (0297) 34918
Reg Word & Co. Ltd

I Western Parade
West Street
Axminster
Devon EXI3 5NY

9am-5.20pm Thes-Sat
Southampton (0703)255111
Showroom (0703) 2251549
SMC HO, & Mail Order
School Close
Chandlers Ford Ind. Est.
Eostleigh. Hants 505 3BY
9arn-5pm Mon -Fri

Chesterfield (0246) 453340
SMC Midlands
102 High Street
New Whittington
Chesterfield
9 30can-5 30prn
Tues-Sat

earn -/pm Sat
Leeds (0532) 350606
SMC Northern
Nowell Lane Ind. Est.
Nowell Lane
Leeds LS9 OJE

9orn-530prn Mon -Fri

gam-1pm Sat

Birmingham 021-327
SMC Birmingham
504 Alum Rock Road
Alum Rock
Birmingham 58 3RX
Ram-5prn Tres -Ph

9am-4pm Sat

111Same day despatch wherever possible.
Yaesu Distributor Warranty, 12 months parts and labour.
Carriage charged on all items as indicated or by quotation.
Prices and availability subject to change without prior notice.
Free Finance' on selected items, subject to status. Details
available on request.
Up to £1000 instant credit, a quotation in writing is available
on request, subject to status.

Practical Wireless, February1993
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ALINCO

ALINCO ELECTRONICS

2m & 70cms Dual
Bander DJ -580E

£409
inc VAT

"The Most
Comprehensive
Specification Ever

Offered!"

Available direct or from your loL.,
dealer
Auto repeater mode
AM Airband Reception
Expanded Receive to 995MHz

The DJ -580E hand-held is the most
advanced design ever offered to the
radio amateur. Building on the winning
formula of the DJ -560E, ALINCO have
now reduced the size dramatically and
introduced a combination of
innovative features that will make
your operating even more fun and
certainly more versatile.

UK "Gold Seal"
Warranty

Now with every unit
Look for the sign on the box!

Specification

It goes without saying that ALINCO offer
you all the standard features you expect
from a hand-held including dual watch,
dual controls, scanning, searching, priority,
etc. Of course ALINCO's standard of
engineering and reliability is now becoming
the envy of its competitors. (They're also
pretty envious of ALINCO's prices!)
Naturally you get a full 12 month warranty
including parts and labour. It's the extra
features that really make this a winner.

Tx

144-146MHz
430-440MHz

Rx

AM 108-143MHz
FM 130-174MHz
FM 400-470MHz
FM 810-995MHz

Steps

5, 10, 12.5, 20, 25kHz

For example you now have ALINCO's
patented circuit that retains full operation
with dry cells even when battery voltage
falls by 50%. Great for emergency
applications. You get a programmable auto
power off feature, battery saver, digital
telephone dialler and three output power
levels. And we've only just started! Key in a
special code on the keypad and your rig will
turn into a fully operational automatic
crossband repeater. Key in another code
and you will open up the receiver for a.m.
airband reception and frequency segments
up to 995MHz! You can even use the DTMF
feature to send and receive two digit code

Memories

42

Power Output
2.5/1.0/0.3 Watts
5 Watts with 12V DC

Scan

8 Modes

Tones

1750Hz plus DTMF
Optional CTSS

Sensitivity 12dB SINAD -15dBu

messages.

To learn more about the
transceiver that has already
taken the Japanese and
American markets by storm,

phone or write for a full colour
brochure.

Size

140x58x33mm

Weight

410g

Accessories Supplied
Ni-Cad pack, AC charger, belt clip,
carry strap, dual band antenna.

WATERS & STANTON ELECTRONICS

22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex. Tel: (0702) 206835
Retail and Mail Order: 22 Main Road, HOCKLEY, Essex SS5 4QS. Tel. (0702) 206835 / 204965
Retail Only: 12 North Street, HORNCHURCH, Essex. Tel. (04024) 44765
VISA & ACCESS MAIL ORDER: 24 Hour Answerphone. Open 6 days a week 9 am - 5.30 pm
Rail: Liverpool Street/Hockley or District Line/Hornchurch

HAM RADIO MST-- MAIL ORDER
72 Noffas fi/a/-i-afferp

dolutet-t:feal OeFaCcA,

300 Watt Dummy Load

HANDY STAND HB-100

I7Improve
your
Audio Quality

Your Handheld Becomes
A Base Station!

MFJ-260B

P&P

AM

135.95
Post £3.00
SO -239

1 KW Version 1 - 650MHz
MFJ-264 £69.95 Post £4.00

Get rid of that old hand mic and experience the
quality of ADONIS. Crisp, clear speech; the difference
is amazing. Ask for matching rig plug when ordering.

HIGH POWER ATU's

DIAMOND POWER RANGE

from MFJ

Fibre Glass

High Gain

Low VSWR Pre -Tuned

/MI VZROA TVNIA V

1111410.1n MINI*80.01.11.11C.

oetrou tr. rc

uMW

mom.

V-2000

6m/2m/70cm 2/6/8dB 2.5m

X-30

2m/70cm 3/5.5dB 1.3m
2m/70cm 4.5/7.2dB 1.7m
2m/70cm 6.5/9dB 3.1m
2m/70cm 8.3/11.7dB 5.2m
2m/70cm 9.3/13dB 7.2m
2m/70/23cm 4.5/8dB 1.8m

X-50

iff7

X-300

7

.4-

X-510
X -700H

X5000

989C 3kW 1.8-30MHz
986 3kW Differential
962C 1.5kW 1.8-30MHz

£375.95
£309.95
£259.95

will provide the means of
mounting either a handheld

or head unit right next to
you

in

your

ear.

Fully

adjustable and flexible, the
kit comprises main unit,
universal

seat/bulkhead

clamp, and head unit. If it
won't fit your car we'll take
it back! Order HB-200 for
handhelds and HB-300 for
remote head units

£44.95

ge

PLo2s.0
ta0

PACKET ON A BUDGET!
MFJ-1270

1139
Post £5

£59.95

Host Mode
KISS Interface
32k RAM
If you haven't got into Packet Radio and don't feel
inclined to build one of our kits, then this is an offer
you should not miss! All you need to add is 12V
DC and a computer. MFJ dominate the American
Packet Radio scene and it's not hard to see why.
You get a proper manual and we can supply IBM
starter software with cable kit for £25.95

£29.95

£109.95

WINDOW MOUNT
ANTENNA
Fits over any vehicle window to permit
temporary mobile operation. BNC socket for
aerial and thin 50 Ohm cable terminated in
BNC plug. Ideal for hand-held radios.

£159.95
£259.95
£129.95

CA -35R SO -239 Socket 300W
CA -23R "N" Socket 300W

Post £1.50

122.95
Post £2

£69.95

HANDY AERIALS!

£18.95
£21.95

DIAMOND RH-9 £23.95
Ideal for all those users of dual band
hand-held radios or scanners. This
compact, yet efficient aerial has been
sold in its hundreds. You get tx
144/430/900MHz plus wide
band receive!! Just 2.5" long!

DIAMOND RH-2SB £10.95
Just the thing for 2m hand-helds. Very
efficient and very compact at just 4"

MAST -HEAD PRE -AMPS
N.F. 0.9dB

long.

Auto Switch
Mast Clamps

Spare 2m Helical Antennas.
BNC fitting at trade price. Suits any
hand-held. £6.95

12V DC Single wire
These famous MICROSET Pre -Amps are now widely
used by enthusiasts around the world. Cuts out all
receive coaxial cable losses and lets you hear signals
not possible before! Essential for DX and contests. Fail
safe supply feed.

£89.95
£119.95
£99.95

PR -145 2m 100W
PRH-145 2m 400
PR -430 70cms
Post £3

HANDY POWER METER
REVEX W-160

VHF & HF Operation!
WeFAX Weather Maps
Mailbox expandable to 128K

The smartest gadget
we've seen for years.

DC-500MHz/1500MHz
Protects Rig
In -line coax
Replacement Cartridge

HANDY

Made by Diamond of
Japan, these sturdy units

and SO -239 base socket.

WM-BNC

£109.95

STATIC PROTECTORS

Carriage and Insurance £8 extra

MOBILE MOUNTS

It's so simple yet nobody
ever thought of it until
now! Comprises universal
adjustable angle mount
with rubber feet and none
scratch surface. BNC lead

Condenser Insert
Matches Any Rig
Response Selector
Low Noise Amp
PTT/LOCK/Up-Down
Variable Output

305

Air cooled

.1)1

at-affeee,/

ADONIS MICROPHONES

HF -2 Metres

r

70 Pap Now? gad

SUPER -ROD 2M WHIP £14.95
The ideal way to add power gain to your 2m
hand-held at lowest possible cost. Fitted BNC use as
a 4 wave or extend to a 34th wave. Adds up to 10dB
in performance!
Add £1 Postage any aerial

DIAMOND
CP-6
80-40-20-15-10-6m

£41.95

Post £3
2m/70cm
Power/VSWR
15/60W FSD
Cast Alloy SO -239
Revex make superb Power Meters for industry. Designed for
the Amateur market, the W-160 is ideal for mobile or portable
use. Very compact and very accurate.

DUPLEXERS & TRIPLEXERS
50dB Isolation
1 kW HF 250W UHF
Save on coax. Ideal for mobiles 2 or 3 rigs
to one aerial. 2 or 3 aerials to one rig!

D-24
D -24N
MX -3000N

HF-2m170ctn 2 x PL -259

As above with one "N" plug
2m170ctn/23cm

£27.95
£29.95
£56.95

Power:
Impedance:

200W
50 Ohms

VSWR:

Less than 1.5:1

Length:
4.6m
Radials:
1.8m approx.
Weight:
4.9kg
Wind Rating: 90mph
Mast Fixing: 1.5"-2.25"
Socket:
SO -239
The ideal base station aerial for all those with
restricted space. It comes absolutely complete
including rigid radials. The low angle
radiation of the CP-6 makes it superb for DX
working. Easily adjusted, it provides very
low VSWR thanks to the matching section
which also reduces static. Ruggedly built, it
comes with all the necessary clamps for
immediate erection.

1249.95
Carriage £8.00

Post £3

WATERS & STANTON

TO 0 RODNE

NEXTE

INFORMATION
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WATERS & STANTO

UK's LARGEST SELECTIO

We can supply almost anything in this magazine within 24 hours!
All Popular HF Rigs
from Stock
YAESU - KENWOOD - ICOM

GENUINE UK STOCK! 12 MONTHS WARRANTY

MFJ 20m QRP
CW RIG

£199

The long awaited MFJ QRP rig has arrived.
5 Watts of CW with an excellent receiver
Including a 500Hz xtal filter. You also get semi
break-in, rit in and a very smooth vfo from 14.0014.075 MHz. Power requirements are 13.8V DC.

Used 3 Month Warranty
Ten -Tee Omni V

Yaesu F7-1-1ZD
Yaesu FT-747GX2
Yaesu FT -980
Yaesu FTV-107R
Tokyo HX-240

Daiwa CNW-51B atu
Alinco DJ-160EA 2m
Kenwood TH-215 2m
Kenwood TH-405 70cms
Kenwood TH2O5E 2m
Icon IC -2E
Alinco DJ -460E
Kenwood TR-2500
Alinco ALD-24E 2m/70cm
Alinco ALR-72E 2m mobile
Yaesu F7 -290R all mode
Kenwood R-1000
Yaesu FRG -8800
Kenwood R-600
Sony Air -7

Datong PC -1 Rx hf - 2m
Telereader RTTY/CW
Codemasler ATTY/CW
Sony Pro -80 Rx
Fairmate HP -82 Scanner

MFJ 1278 Multi mode
Data Controller

£1395
£399
£499
£899
£159
£189
£149

VHF/UHF

All with "N"
connectors
"THE BEST"

f179
£169
£189
£159
£139
£179
£149
£299
£169
£299
£249
£449
£219
£149
£49
£129
£99
£199
£119

Fastest Mail Order.
We Promise!

TONNA BEAMS

20505 5 cl

Price
£64.95

2M
20804 4 el
20808 4 el
20809 9 el
20089 9 el
20822 11 el
20813 13 el
20817 17 el

£37.95
£45.95
£42.95
£45.95
£99.95
£59.95
£79.95

70cm
20909 9 el
29919 19 el

£39.95
£45.95

23cm
20623 23 el
20655 55 el

C
0

4..
cts 70

0 co 0
Ztr.

t%

0
0 cp

s'
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Our mail order operation is the fastest and best -

.2.

stocked in the UK.

Z 0 C1

fir

Ten-Tec Omni -Vie
160-10m 0-100W

£299.95111.111r16--i?

receiving your order. We operate a completely
computerised system with two terminals and even
have three staff solely packing goods. We also take
care of you and your order. Everything we despatch
is carefully checked, packed and insured against
loss or damage. No risk to you whatsoever. And if
the goods are not satisfactory immediately upon
arrival we will offer a full refund or an alternative
Peter Waters G30JV/GOPEP

item.
The MFJ-1278 is the most comprehensive data controller ever offered
by us. It has more modes than any other model and is now outselling
all other competitive units. You get 9 modes: Packet (including mail

AZDEN

box) FAX, AMTOR, SSTV, RTTY, NAVTEX, ASCII, Electronic
keyer, CW reader, plus a feature packed specification. Now is the
ideal time to try all these interesting modes from one single box.
Watch the data and pictures come up on the screen; converse with
fellow hams around the world and get the most out of your vhf or hf
station. Amazing value, and even more amazing performance. We can
also supply matching software package, software manual and cables
for IBM 232 port at an inclusive price of £299.95.

MFJ Products from Stock!
300W
HF ATU
The MFJ-948 is a complete 300 Watt aerial matcher in one
box. It will match coaxial, balanced feeder and single wires.
A dual needle VSWIt/Power meter makes adjustment
simple and a 3 way aerial switch completes the package.
£142.95
Fantastic value!

Other MFJ Products:
MFJ-949D
MFJ-901B
MFJ-264
MFJ-260B
MFJ-816
MFJ-812B
MEI-110
MFJ-32
MFJ-1286
MFJ-1281
MFJ-1040

MFJ-1020A
MFJ-1272B
MFJ-722
MFJ-752C
MFJ-207
MFJ-557
MFJ-407B
MFJ-931
BY -I
MFJ-704

MFJ-108B

ATU as above but with 300W dummy load
ATU less switch load and meter. Super!
I.5kW dummy load. DC-650MHz
300W dummy load DC-160MHz
HF 30/300 Watt power meter
144MHz 30/300 Watt power meter
Fabulous world clock with map
Packet radio handbook. Super guide!
Gray Line Graphics Programme for IBM
Easy DX logging programme
1.8-54MHz tx/rx preselector
Indoor active antenna station. 0-30MHz
TNC/Microphone interface
Superb rx audio filter
Tuneable audio filter
Antenna analyzer. Brilliant idea!
Self contained CW practice key and oscillator
Electronic keyer. 8.5 -WPM Self powered
Artificial HF ground unit. Ideal for flats etc.
Genuine Beecher Paddle. A precision product
HF Low Pass Filter
Dual time deck top clock. LCD Display

162.95

69.95
69.95
35.95
31.95
31.95
29.95
8.95
32.95
41.95
99.95
84.95
36.95
89.95

19.95

The OMNI VI is different from any other hi transceiver you have used
or ever seen. Craftsman built, it employs beautifully assembled circuit
boards that are easily accessible should you ever need to service
them. The factory actually encourage you to take the covers off and
examine the craftmanship. No mass production here!
Receiver experts agree that good old crystal mixing can't be beaten
and using this method the phase noise has essentially been
eliminated. The OMNI-VI can receive signals on todays crowded
bands that other popular models can't even hear. Great for contests
and DXI A truly quiet receiver.
The OMNI-VI is an engineers dream. Superb IF crystal filters, an
automatic notch filter that can handle any number of heterodynes,
pass band tuning, 10kHz IRT and DSP 5 step audio filter. A 20MHz
microprocessor takes care of all the programming with data entry
being carried out from the front panel. The OMNI-VI has the fastest
QSK in the business that gives effortless break-in operation on CW.
You also get an iambic keyer, 100 memories, a scratch pad and a true
0-100 Watt power control. Now you can run true QRP, even milliwatts
with this rig.
We have a colour brochure on this fine transceiver. The price is
correct at the time of going to press but may be subject to alterations
owing to exchange rate fluctuations.

New Delta II tranceiver now available
100 Watt Output plus variable filter

600 Watts

£799!

Full Size

AL -811

Half Size
40-10m

£1995

AMERITRON HF LINEARS

G5RV With Compact Option!
80-10m 102ft

£21.95

£19.50

COMPACT OPTION
Using our EL-40XC coils you can operate the half size version on 80
metres without affecting its performance on the other bands. The
length is increased by only a few feet but as this added length of wire
may be dropped vertically at the end, the overall length remains the
same. 80-10m in 66ft of space! Coils £18.95 per pair.

Direct
Factory Prices!
PCS-7000

109.95

99.95
29.95
79.95
79.95
69.95
39.95

Virtually everything in this

magazine is available from us and the chances are
that we can get it to you within twenty four hours of

£42.95
£59.95

INN

2m FM 25 W
AM Airband Rx
FM 138-174MHz
20 Memories

AL-80BX lkW from 160-10m 3-500z tube. £1499.00.
Other Ameritron linears are available. Send SAE today.

Mic & Hardware

The AZDEN PCS-7000 is possibly the most underated rig
available. It is simple to operate and can store tone -burst
information in its memory. In order to promote it we are, for a
limited period, offering you the chance to purchase at "factory
prices." There's no catch: these are genuine current production
models complete with all accessories plus our money back
warranty if goods returned within ten days. How's that for an offer!

DIAMOND
BASE STATION ANTENNAS
CP-5
CP-6
D -130N
CP-22E
D-707

10-15-20-40-80m vertical with radials
6-10-15-20-40-80m vertical with radials
Discone 25-1300 MHz. 50 FT cable
2m 2 x 5/8 6.5dB gain omni directional
Active rx. 1.5-1300 MHz 12V

£229.95
.1249.95
£94.95
£49.95
£109.95

FIBREGLASS VERTICALS
X-50
X-300
X-510
X-700
V-2000
X-5000

.7m/70cms 4.5/7.2dB gain I.7m long
2rn/70cms 6.5/9dB gain 3.Im long
2m/70cms 8.3/I 1.7dB gain 5.2m long
2m/70cms 9.3/13dB gain 7.2m long
6m/2in/70cms 2.15dBi/6.2dB/8.4dB 2.5m
2m/70cms/23cms 4.5/8.3/1.7dB 1.8m

£69.95

£109.95
£159.95
£295.95
£109.95
£129.95

"HARI"

I

This linear is incredible value. We have put it throuh its paces and it
really stands abuse. 3 rugged 811A tubes provide up to 600 Watts
output from 160-10m. A hunky mains transformer and full metering is
included. Used by DX-peditions it has to be amazing value at
£799 inc VAT

Auto Tone -burst
Scanning
Programme Shift

HARI WINDOM
NO TRAPS
NO ATU

COAXIAL FEED

8040m model
8040-20-17-12-10m bands
eu40m model
40-20-10m hands

I KW or 200 W versions
40 -Wind -LP 40/20/10m 200W 2lm
40 -Wind -HP 40/20/10m I kW 2Im
80 -Wind -LP 80/40/20/17/12/10m 42m
80 -Wind -HP 80/40/20/17/12/10m 42m

Head office: Retail and Mail Order: 22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS.
Tel: (0702) 206835/204965. Fax: 205843
Retail only: 12 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex. Tel: (0708) 444765

£49.95
£59.95
£55.95
£69.95

ELECTRONICS

0702 206835
or 204965

OF HAM RADIO PRODUCTS
Super Sensitive
Frequency Counter

DISCOUNT PRICE!

£199

1 0Hz-3GHz!
We've purchased
OptoElectronics

MLINCO

quantity of the
2810
frequency
sniffers at well below the normal factory
a

£189.95

price and are passing the savings on to
you!

Used

for

DJ-180E 2m Handheld

ALINCO_

checking

out

the

* LCD Display
* 10 Memories
* Repeater Shift
* 2 Watts Output

frequency of remote transmitters, this
unit will amaze you. It's
got a beautiful clear
LCD display,
ni-cad
battery, mains charger
and telescopic aerial.
There's variable gate

Maplin

Electronics
SENDER - 145

£169.95!
FACTORY

PRICES
2 Metres
5 Watts
Rx 130-169Mhz
Full Warranty

NEW!

ALINCO

nonico ELECTRONICS GmbH.

Special Offer

DJ-F1E 2m FM
* Tx: 144-146MHz

The DJ -FIE is outselling any
other 2 metre handheld we
stock. Its performance,
reliability and construction are
unsurpassed. So convinced are
we that the DJ -FIE offers the
greatest value ever, we are
happy to offer you a full refund
if you are not immediately
happy with its performance or
features. That's right, return the
transceiver to us within 10 days
of purchase and we'll offer you
a refund or an alternative, the
choice is yours! That's
confidence.
Peter G30.1V

*

Rx: 108-174MHz

* 5 Watts output (12V DC)
* 40 Memories

* 3 way Power Setting
* Illuminated Key Pad
* 6 Programmable steps
* Programmable Shift
* 1750Hz tone
* Frequency Lock
* PTT Lock

* Beep on/off
* Automatic Lamp
* DTMF Tones

* Reverse Repeater
* 8 Scan modes
* Battery Saver
* S meter
* Priority Channel
* Fast tune function
* Rotary Dial
* Illuminated LCD
* Quick touch Squelch
* Protected Output
* BNC socket
* Ni-Cad Pack 700mAh
* AC Hod Charger

* Many Accessories

FREE! Mail Order Price List. From UK's LEADING HAM RADIO STORE
Important Notice: some prices may be subject to alteration owing to exchange rate variations. Please check when ordering.

RA1VISEY KITS USA
* All components
* Hardware & Boards
* Proper Manuals
* Cases extra

The Complete
VHF/UHF
Frequency Guide

SENDER -430

L179.95

The UK's Largest Selling
Scanning Directory

This new exciting handheld from Maplin

* Completely Updated
* Thousands of Frequencies
* 26MHz - 2250MHz
* Full Duplex Information
* Air, Sea and Land
* Military & Civil
* Government & Commercial
* Emergency & Security

Electronics is offered to you at a direct factory
price. And with the current exchange rate you
will agree that this is amazing value. You get a

proper English handbook, two battery packs
(4 and 6 x AA cells) helical aerial and carry
strap.

comprehensive scanning all go to make this a
unique radio at a unique price. And you'll love
its small size (84 x 55 x 31mm) and rugged
construction. Other features include: Battery
Save, Dual off, Rotary Dial, 6 channel steps,
Split frequency, 3 power levels, Dial Light etc.

* 5kHz-25kHz steps
* Superb Audio
* Helical Aerial
* 132 x 58 x 33mm

pocket the difference. You'll get a superbly engineered radio with a quality
name and our 12 month warranty. There are plenty of accessories to follow
including a memory expansion module to give you 50 or 200 channels.
Offer subject to current stocks only.

70 Cms Model

Direct keypad entry, 20 memory channels,
1750Hz tone, 5 Watts on 12 Volts and

* Ni-Cad Pack
* AC Charger
* Auto Power Off
* Battery Warning

features per Pound than any other rig. Take advantage of this offer and

frequency. It will sniff

bugged! Full 12 months warranty.

Free Delivery

At this price the ALINCO DJ -180E represents your last chance to purchase
a top brand name handheld at yesterday's prices. The DJ -180E offers more

times, BNC inputs of 50
Ohms and 1 Meg and a
hold button to store a

the average handheld at
a distance of 100ft and
base stations over much
greater distances. Ideal for workshop, scanning
enthusiasts and those who think they are being

Free Ni-Cads Free Charger

Famous throughout the world of radio, this latest edition is better than

ever before and carries all the latest infommtion. A must for all
scanning enthusiasts. Do not confuse this with some poorly printed
literature around: this is a properly printed professional guide that
contains more information than any other publication of its kind. Used
by enthusiasts and professional bodies; there is no substitute for this

guide. Order your "fresh off the press" copy today for delivery in
February.

£9.95 Postage £1.50

Brings Back the fun
in Ham Radio

Anybody can build these kits. They are simple
but very effective. Use alone or as a basis for
larger projects. Full back-up service.
AR -1 Airband AM Receiver. Superhet with

squelch volume and tuning controls
£24.95
FR -1 FM broadcast receiver. Ideal as novice
project. Will drive a loudspeaker easily £21.95
FR -146 Complete 2 metre receiver plus
extra coverage. Dual conversion with
ceramic filter
£29.95
HR -Series D.C. SSB/CW/AM receivers
for 80. 40 or 20m (Specify which band) £29.95
QRP-TX Complete 1 Watt vxo transmitters
for 80, 40 or 20m (Specify which band) £29.95
P -IBM The famous Packet Radio kit.
Self -powered with software

£59.95

Add £2.00 Postage & Insurance

VISA & ACCESS MAIL ORDER, 24 Hour Answerphone. Open 6 Days a Week 9am-5.30pm.

Rail: Liverpool St/Hockley or District Line/Hornchurch

TOMORROW'S
RADIO
TODAY....
New prices have finally arrived - the increase is high due to the
devaluation of the pound, but I'm offering you a deal to INSTANTLY
EASE YOUR POCKET. You'll still get top trade-in prices for all your
existing equipment, which can be used as a deposit and then pay the
balance over nine whole months, WITHOUT ANY INTEREST!

Interest Free - ZERO % APR !!
(

_

,

FT 990 100W H.F. multimode Gen. cov. FT 1000 Is it the world's no.1 TCVR. Should FT 890 Selling like hot cakes. The HF
rx plus ATU. DC version also available. be. 200w multimode. Rx-100k -30MHz
minute, mobile, multimode, multibander.

DEPOSIT £902 plus 9 x £133

DEPOSIT £1499 plus 9 x £199.99

DEPOSIT £299 plus 9 x £100

FT 530 Latest all band handy. Sw 2m and FRG 100 New arrival high performer rx FT 290R Mkt New concept in portable
70cms. Dual rx on 1 band. Spectacular!
50k-30MHz. Ultra stable. Ideal decoder! base rigs. Add an optional linear!

DEPOSIT £149 plus 3 x £100

DEPOSIT £199.99 plus 3 x £100

DEPOSIT £199.99 plus 3 x £100

tie

5'-\--Ir'm" =i67
*cAli
FT 5200 Super 'mobile pagers? So hi -tech.

2

Minn a I I
(3.

Ask Martin for mind blowing details!

Fr 736 R VHF/UHF base with 25w on
1CW21E Super handy TCVR's . Receives
2m and 70cms. Special price Just for you! both 2m and 70cms simultaneously.

DEPOSIT £ 235 plus 9 X £55.55

DEPOSIT £569 plus 9 x £111.11

DEPOSIT £131 plus 3 x £98

Guide to Amateur Radio Shopping in the U.K...

Remember! Buying Amateur radio Equipment is expensive and can be a risky business, especially when using
Mail -Order. You may well see better prices advertised elsewhere, but when you next get a quotation, before
parting with your hard earned cash, THINK ABOUT THE FOLLOWING: 3/ Is the serial number logged with the official U.K.
1/ Is the equipment to full U.K. spec?

2/ Has the equipment been tampered with
in the U.K. to meet U.K. factory
specification, or is it FACTORY FRESH
SEALED FROM JAPAN?

watrrIN LYNCH
G4HKS

1.111.

10

\

DIU

\( II

\

CFA I

Distributor for possible contact on updated modifications to

your new purchase? If so - ask what is the serial number?
4/ Do you see an advertised price, go to place an order, only
to be told to ADD 3.5% to use your credit card?

AIANTIN LYNCH £25
VOUCHENN

Still a super way to handle the
headache of buying gifts! No time limit

on spending...top up with anything
legal. Wonga is ideal! (see above)

CALL, WRITE, OR FAX FOR YOUR
4 PAGE COLOUR MARTIN LYNCH
NEWSLETTER
PACKED
WITH
GOODIES,
BARGAINS
AND
INTERESTING NEWS. WOULD YOU
LIKE TO CONTRIBUTE?
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LYNCH

CLOSEST

THE
\NE
LINE
TO HEATHROW
STORE PICCADILLY ROAD
THE
ON THEACROSS
LDS
JUST
NORTHFIEST ATION
FROM
UNDERGROUND
ARE.

WITH 9 MONTHS TO PAY!!!

I've listed some typical examples for you to see, but it's available on all
new equipment - if you don't see the item you want listed - GIVE ME A
CALL NOW. Just dial 081- 566 1120 for an instant quotation today!
(Remember too, the MARTIN LYNCH PRICE PROMISE is still in force. If
you are offered a better deal in writing from any other U.K. dealer, show
it to me and I'll match it....I must be crazy!

Interest Free

-

ZERO % APR !!

IC21 So do I...never mind! liked the IC2S
range of 2m handles? You'll love this.

IC275H -'H' for hi -power. 100w on IC 729 100w on HF and 10w on 6m plus

DEPOSIT £44 plus 3 x £75

DEPOSIT £275 plus 9 x £100

2m.it's so good I actually use one myself! PBT and speech processor. Lovely Jubbly!

DEPOSIT £285 plus 9 x £100
Ore S.*

60.10:10

11501

4

IC 32301-12m/70 rx 2 bands simultaneously DJ 180E State of the art 2m econ. tcvr. So DJ 580E Dual band. W & S can still retire
Built in duplomor. Guaranteed divorce!
small you'll lose it, and buy another from me! on this one. Smooth talking bar stewards!

DEPOSIT £175 plus 9 x £55.55

TS 850S 100w HF for purists. So many
chips with this one you'll need vinegar.

£169 TOO CHEAP FOR INTEREST FREE! DEPOSIT £89 plus 3 x £100

TS 4505 100w hf muttlmodo. Gen. coy rx
TS 690S As 450 but separate ant connector
and all the trimmings of high performance. + 50w on 50 Mhz. Real loading edge stuff!

DEPOSIT £499.95 plus 9 x £12221 DEPOSIT £249.95 plus 9 x £100
5/ Do you see an advertised price, phone to
place an order only to be told that 'the last one
went this morning', BUT ENCOURAGED TO
SEND A DEPOSIT and you'll get it sometime in
the future?
6/Visit the supplier to view your latest probable

DEPOSIT £399.95 plus 9 x £111.11

7/ Is the supplier AUTHORISED BY THE OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS
IN THE U.K. TO SELL YOU THE EQUIPMENT, guaranteeing you
spares, latest mods, and full accessory back-up? This is

important, whatever you are told, there are good reasons why
retailers are not 'appointed' to sell you U.K. approved
equipment. Contact the Distributors for a full explanation.
purchase, only to find NO STOCK WHATSOEVER 8/Ask about accessories, only to be told that SUPPLY ISN'T
- not even empty cardboard boxes?
AVAILABLE!
The list is endless -USE YOUR DISCRETION, there's nothing wrong with shopping around, I do it myself...who doesn't?
THE BITTER TASTE OF POOR SERVICE REMAINS LONG AFTER THE SWEET TASTE OF LOW PRICE IS FORGOTTEN...
24 HOUR SALES HOTLINE:0860

OPENING HOURS: Mon -Sat 10am-Gpm, Late-nite Thurs! 339339 (AFTER HOURS ONLY)
286 Northfield Avenue, Ealing, London, W5 4UB Tel: 081-566 1120 Fax: 081-566 1207
CALL OUR SALES LINE ON: 081-566 1120 NOW!
cr.
HF & IOTA V2
'OUP

MARTIN LYNCH
OFFICIAL SPONSOR

SUPPORT

-
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(4 OF THE BEST
IN BUDGET NF
You can now feast your eyes

(and ears) on the wide range of top brand,

budget NF transceivers at THREE Radio
Hamstores! Here are a few of the best...

Icom IC -728

Icom IC -735
.

1q2arnic
."4-

alOfell6&iI3 +4.1* T.04.11.
FAR Kff#:i

rn

"=03,r,

Itti.P.391.

Yaesu FT -890

Kenwood TS -850S
We also stock items by AEA, AKD, Alinco, AOR, Barenco, Comet, Cushcrati, Davis, DeeComm,
Diamond, Icom, JRC, Kenwood, Lowe, Microset, MFJ, RSGB Publications, Sony, Toyo, Yaesu, Yupiteru etc.
Second-hand & ex -demo equipment is also available.
Part -exchanges and payment by Access, Visa and Switch welcomed. Finance arranged (subject
to status). Interest free credit on selected new ICOM products. If you cannot visit an ICOM HAMSTORE in
person, why not use our efficient Mail Order Service. Stock items are normally dispatched within 24Hrs.
We give full warranty on all ICOM products bought from authorized ICOM UK dealers. In some
cases the equipment will be replaced if the fault is deemed beyond speedy and satisfactory repair. Any
ICOM equipment purchased from an unauthorized dealer is not covered by ICOM warranty.
Gordon G3LEQ & John G8VIQ at Birmingham, Chris
G8GKC at Herne Bay and Doug GOLUH & Paul G7MNI in our
O
MasterCard
new London Store are all looking forward to seeing you.

JUNCTION 2

GR
NEW SH
N PD

lecsl. 4

ICOM

Hendon
Central
HERNE BAY

WARLEY

BIRMINGHAM
HAMSTORE

LONDON
HAMSTORE

Brent
Cross

GREENHILL

HERNE BAY
HAMSTORE

LONDON
11 Watford Way,
Hendon,
London NW4 3JL.
Tel: 081 202 0073
Fax: 081 202 8873

H E R NIE BAY

Unit 8, Herne Bay West
Industrial Estate, Sea Street,
Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD.
Tel: 0227 741555
Fax: 0227 741742

BIRMINGHAM
International House,

963 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury,
West Midlands B69 4RJ
Tel: 021 552 0073
Fax: 021 552 0051

ALL STORES OPEN TUESDAYS TO FRIDAYS 09:00 - 17:00 & 09:00 - 16:00 SATURDAYS. N.B. Herne Bay closed for lunch 1300-1400

Packet radio enthusiasts among PW readers will be pleased to learn that, despite my
news in last month's issue, 'Packet
Panorama' will be appearing every month.
Roger Cooke G3LDI will continue to
explore the packet world, and on his monthly
page, he'll bring news, reviews and something for those keen to discover packet for
themselves.
'Satellite Scene' will also continue to
appear monthly, and Pat Gowen G3IOR will
take his regular look at amateur radio in
orbit. In his new single -page format, Pat will
be aiming to pass on the latest launch details,
news from around the world and something
for anyone new to amateur radio in space.
This month, PW has another new feature,
which is aimed purely at helping the reader.
The 'Arcade' section, to the rear of the magazine, as its name suggests, is designed so
that the reader can find important services
and information in one place.
The PW 'Arcade' will be open for business from now on. You'll find the Book
Service, Subscriber's Club, special coupons,
magazine information and all our 'essential
services' gathered under one roof, so to
speak. I think that readers will think the title
of the new section to be rather apt!
Recently, I've had several letters on the
subject of a 'No Code HF Licence'.
Interested readers have brought to my attention the proposals, at the discussion stage at
the time of writing, on the possibilities of
such a facility.
If you're a member of the RSGB, you'll
have received notification of the proposals.

The Society are asking members what they
think, before the possible negotiations begin.
Of the letters I've received so far, there
doesn't seem to be any strongly felt objections. In fact, one letter writer reminded me
that there's no longer an international requirement for ship's radio officers to be able to read
Morse.
So, what do you think? Do you consider
that a specific working requirement of the
Morse code should remain for h.f. operation?
Or do you think that you should be able to
work on h.f. without knowing any Morse?
I would be most interested to hear reader's
opinions on this point. Speaking for myself, I
get a great deal of pleasure from operating on
c.w. As many of you know, I like to talk, and
when operating in Morse, unlike normal
speech, I always know when I'm talking too
much...because my arm starts to ache!
Even though there are many keen c.w. operators, should we here in the 1990s still force
everyone operating on h.f. to learn Morse?
Although the Royal Signals and Royal Navy
confirmed they still teach the code, I understand that the ability to read Morse won't be
necessary for marine radio operators quite
soon. So, perhaps it's time for the amateur
radio hobby to take another look at the necessity to learn the code.

What do you think?

r

COMPETITION CORNER

Spot The Rig

Have a go and try and identify this
month's puzzle rig - it's more difficult
than you think. Steve Hunt our Art
Editor, modified the photograph of the
well-known piece of equipment just
before Christmas (need we say more?).
We look forward to receiving your entry!

First Prize
A year's subscription to Practical Wireless or a £20 book voucher.

Second Prize
Six month subscription or £10 book voucher

Subscription

Voucher

Name
Address

I think this rig is an....

L
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Send your entry (photocopies acceptable with corner coupon) to: Competition
Corner, Spot The Rig Competition, February '93, PW Publishing Ltd.,
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Editor's
decision on the winner is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
Entries to reach us by Friday 26 February 1993.

of 3
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Dear Sir
I liked your October
issue of Practical
Wireless, and it brought
back a lot of memories.
Especially the 'Using
those Versatile
Vacuums' and the
'Magic Eye Grid Dip
Oscillator'.
Some time ago I
built a g.d.o. using f.e.t.s
and built it in an
Eddystone die-cast box.
But when I completed it
after hunting around for
the f.e.t.s. I found it did
not work, and it had
blown f.e.t.s. The coils I
made, are for approximately 145 to 450MHz,
this is the range I am
interested in.
I've now completed
it as far as I can go, and
I've even made the
power supply. The only
part I'm hunting for is
the magic eye valve to
complete it. I've got all
faith in this circuit of
working. I am unemployed and cannot
afford much money to
spend on my projects. I
have to hunt around the
rubbish skips and dustbins for most things.
Can anyone please
donate a magic eye?

Ian Ruddock G8NCZ
Harlow
Essex

Editor's reply: Ian
should have his magic
eye by the time this
issue of PW appears. I
hope you find it useful Ian.
14

Dear Sir

Dear Sir

As a licensed amateur, I like to have a shot at
Regarding your lack of knowledge on Mr H. J.
Van der Bijl, mentioned in Practical Wireless
making up the odd circuit board now and again, but
lack the space for the equipment needed, or the time September 1992 page 22. I am including an article
out of the Standard Encyclopaedia of Southern
and facilities to fabricate p.c.b layouts from scratch.
Africa (SESA) on Mr Van der Bijl. Hope you will find
Your excellent magazine often prints track layouts
it interesting. Your magazine's articles and layout is
for circuits, which with the best will in the world are
very neat, and the quality of the drawings very prohard to copy or duplicate if you do not have access
fessional.
to a photocopier, etc!
What are your opinions as to the feasibility of the D. Z. Visser
Cape Province
following idea? How about component catalogues,
list sheets of tracks and pin layouts for you to lay out Republic of South Africa
your own circuits, by rubbing down the required
Editor's comment: Thank you Mr Visser. I
image.
passed on your information on your late counCould not this process be developed, to enable a
tryman Mr Van der Bijl's contribution to radio,
complete circuit to be rubbed -down onto a prepared
to George Dobbs G3RJV. No doubt, George
copper clad board? This would ease the problem of
duplicating circuit layouts, and would, if printing was will share it with us soon.
to the correct size, enable a perfect copy to be made.
The layout on the other side of a double -sided board
could also be printed by this
method. A one-sided board, by the
use of a water -soaked paint transfer could be used to print compoemphasis in
editions of PW with
Dear Sir
nent positions, etc., after the board
myself
last
two
I
found
I write regarding the
I have to tell you that languages I
had been etched, achieving a prolanguages.
all
my
five
OSOs in foreign
trying to use
fessional finish.
useless when
completely
This is of course an idea in outforcibly comes in
normally sp eak.
end, the reply
line, and may well have been
in the other
all we foreigners
This is because
thought of before, I would however
real international language
English,
the
broken
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speakers
English language
speak.
practical and economic use of the
understand why
waste of
cannot
is
a
complete
Frankly, I
language. It
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of
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time, when
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Lenio Marobin PY3DF
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**** Star Letter ****

Jack King G4EMC
Aylesford
Kent
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my hobby by learningof the foreign languageoffice!
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arrive in the
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Dear Sir
It was with great interest that I read 'Learning Foreign Languages' by Angelika Voss, as I am not a linguist, languages are a sort of hobby with me. In her text, the author made mention of Esperanto, and it's
this topic which I'm writing about.
I was persuaded by a school friend in 1937 to learn Esperanto. This I did quite quickly, having been
brought up on a diet of French, Latin, Greek and some scientific German.
By the pen -pal route, I very soon put it to use, reviving the local Esperanto Group. I had cycling holidays
in Holland in 1938/9, meeting many Esperantists on the way.
The language was devised and published in 1887 by Dr L. L. Zamenhof, a Polish occulist, under the
pseudonym Dr Esperanto ('one who hopes'). He hoped it would become everybody's second language, thus
making international understanding easy. This has not happened as he wished, but it has nevertheless
spread world-wide.
At the annual Universala Kongreso de Esperanto this summer in Vienna, there were over 3000 people
from 69 countries, all happily chatting together!
As for amateur radio, there's ILERS (Internacia Ligo de Esperantistaj Radio-Amatoroj, which hardly
needs translating!), with contacts occurring on a regular basis and with a well attended contest every
November.
Any Esperantist radio amateur wishing to join in, is invited to contact Barry Foreman GOEXS, 10
Wilmington Close, Brighton BN1 8JE. Those wanting information on Esperanto are invited to write to:

Esperanto-Associo de Britujo, 140 Holland Park Avenue, London W11 4UF, who offer a free introductory correspondence course.
I have been using Esperanto from time -to -time on the air ever since I was licensed in 1948. I have no
regrets about learning it, having made many friends in various countries.
Mi anticipas kontakton kun vi en la estonteco!

Walter Farrar G3ESP

Ackworth, Pontefract
Editor's comment: I had the pleasure of meeting G3ESP at the Rochdale QRP Convention in
October. I think his callsign is most appropriate!
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Radio Diary
Practical Wireless & Short Wave Magazine in attendance.

If you're travelling long distances to rallies, it could be worth 'phoning the contact number before setting off, to check all is well.

January 24: The Lancastrian
Rally will be held at the
University of Lancaster. Doors
open 10.30am for the disabled. Sue G1OHH on (0524)
64239.

Send your lette rs to the editorial offices in Broadstone. They must be original, and not duplicated in any other magazine. We reserye the right to
edit or shorten any letter. The views expressed in letters are not necessa r ily those of Pra ctical Wireless. The Star Letter will receive a voucher worth
£10 to spend on items from our Book, PCB or other servic( ?s offered by
Practica I Wireless. All other letters will receive a £5 v, oucher.

February 7: South Essex ARS
Radio Rally wilt be held at The
Paddocks, Long Road (A130),
Canvay Island, Essex. Doors
open 10am. Trade stands,
Bring & Buy, home-made

refreshments, free parking.
Parking outside main door for
disabled visitors. Talk -in on

April 18: Marske-by-the-Sea
Radio Rally will be held in the
Marske Leisure Centre, High
Street, Marske-by-the-Sea,
near Saltburn. Doors open
11am. Usual traders, Bring &
Buy & refreshments. Talk -in
S22. Mic G7ION on (0287)
610030.

April 26: The Bury
(Lanchashire) RS will be holding another Hamfeast/Rally at
the Leisure Centre, Bolton
Street, Bury. Laurence G4KLT
on 061-762 9308.

S22. Ken Hendry GOBBN on
(0268) 755350.

Dear Sir
With reference to 'Keylines' report of Mr Burton's licensing experience
with Subscription Services Ltd., it would appear that the licensing authority
has now got its act together.
The following is a timetable of my experience:
RSGB Morse Test
Slip from RSGB announcing a Pass

17 October 1992
22 October 1992
24 October 1992
29 October 1992

Acknowledgement of my application received form SSL
Licence received from SSL
The above reflects considerable merit, not only on SSL, but also on the
RSGB examiners, and the RSGB HQ staff for processing the paperwork so
expeditiously.
Incidentally when mentioning my experience to another recently
licensed amateur, GORTF, he stated that his had been a similar experience.
Normally I am too indolent to put pen to paper, but I felt that the improved
performance of SSL merited some effort on my part.
PS: As an amateur recently 'returned to the fold' (I had an AA licence in
1933), may I say how much I have enjoyed reading the articles and letters in
the Jubilee and other recent issues of PW, relating to the radio scene of
those distant years.
E. T. Wadsworth GOSPD

Amersham
Buckinghamshire

Dear Sir

Peter Lepino
Great Bookham
Surrey
Practical Wireless, February 1993

474292.

February 27: Tyneside ARS
5th Annual Rally will be held
at the Temple Park Leisure
Centre in South Shields. All

usual trade stands, free parking. Talk -in S22. All the amenities of the Leisure Centre,
including heated pool & gymnasium. Jack Pickersgill
GODZG on 081-265 1718.

March 13/14: The London
Amateur Radio & Computer
Show will be held at Picketts
Lock Centre, Picketts Lock
Lane, Edmonton, London N9.
Large trade presence, free
parking, lectures, disabled

facilities, Bring & Buy, special
interest group section. Talk -in

Editor's reply: I was pleased to hear of your satisfaction Mr
Wadsworth, and I hope you enjoy your return to the hobby. Thanks
for the comments on the magazine and the early days of radio. I
think you'll enjoy Ron Ham's new column 'Valves & Vintage',
which starts this month.

Reference The Greater London
Amateur Radio and Computer Show.
Having just been all the way to
Harrow for the above show only to
find it cancelled, may I suggest that
you insist that organisers must supply
a telephone number with their copy,
when advertising such events? If this
had been done, it would have saved
me and many others a long wasted
journey.
I should be pleased if you can also
find out why it should have been necessary to cancel such a popular event.
Your comments will be appreciated.

February 21: The East Coast
Amateur Radio & Computer
Rally will be held at Clacton
Leisure Centre, Vista Road,
Clacton -on -Sea, Essex. Doors
open 10.30am. Richard (0255)

Editor's reply: The editorial team
were saddened to hear of your
wasted journey Peter. We publish
such information in good faith,
and weren't told that this event
was cancelled, or why. In future,
we shall continue to urge readers
to check before leaving, when we
have been provided with a telephone number by the organisers.
New address:
PW and Short Wave Magazine

have moved to Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BH18 8PW.
Full details on page 50.

on 144 & 430MHz. (0923)
678770.

March 21: Tiverton South
West Radio Club Mid -Devon
Rally will be held at the
Pannier Market, Tiverton.
Easy access, only minutes
from junction 27 on the M5.
Two halls of trade stands,
free parking, Bring & Buy,
snack bar. Club room bar
open throughout day. Doors
open 10am, talk -in S22.
G4TSW, PO Box 3, Tiverton,
Devon.

March 28: Bournemouth
Radio Society's 6th Annual
Sale will be held at Kinson
Community Centre, Pelhams
Park, Millhams Road, Kinson,
Bournemouth. Doors open
11am to 5pm. Talk -in from
G1BRS on 144MHz S22.

Amateur radio & computer
traders, clubs & specialised
groups. Refreshments.
Admission £1, including free
raffle ticket. Ian G2BDV on

May 3: Dartmoor Radio Club
Rally will be held at Yelverton
War Memorial Village Hall,
Meavy Lane, Yelverton,
Devon. Doors open 10.30am.
Talk -in S22. Ron G7LLG on
(0822) 852586.

May 9: The 9th Yeovil QRP
Convention will be held at the
Preston Centre, Monks Dale,
Yeovil, Somerset. Featuring
lectures, displays of homemade QRP equipment & vintage radio, on -air QRP sta-

tions & trade stands.
Refreshments, doors open
9am, admission £1.50, talk -in
S22. This convention is not a

rally, but a convention for
amateurs not only to attend
interesting lectures about the
technology & practice of low
power communication, but
also to meet other QRPers.
There will also be the usual
friendly QRP Contest on 3.5 &
7MHz, during the evenings of
the previous week. This event
is known as the GRP 'Funrun'.
Peter Burridge G3CQR, 9
Quarr Drive, Sherbourne,
Dorset DT9 4HZ. Tel: (0935)
813054.

May 16: The 2nd National
Vintage Communications Fair
will be held at the NEC,
Birmingham. Doors open
10.30am to 5pm. Hundreds of
items for sale, including vintage radios, telephones,
gramophones, jukeboxes,
radiograms, etc. Admission
will be £3. Jonathan Hill on
(0398) 331532.

May 30: Maidstone YMCA
Radio Rally will be held at
YMCA Sportscentre, Melrose
Close, Maidstone, Kent ME15
6BD. Doors open 10.30am
(10am for disabled). Entry is
£1 per adult. Exhibition station
GX3TRF (on h.f.). All -day video

show for juniors.
Refreshments & snacks available. Bring & Buy tables for
hire. Brenda Puncher GOIJK
on (OM) 850277.

(0202)886887.
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Kenwood Amateur Radio Launch
The photograph shows Kenwood amateur radio dealers attending the launch of a new nationwide dealership at Kenwood's UK headquarters in Watford. As of 1 December 1992, Kenwood took over distribution of
its amateur radio products in the UK and Ireland. Distribution was previously carried out by Lowe Electronics.

Maplin CD
Earphones
New to Maplin
Electronics are the CD
Earphones - part of the
large range of earphones featured in the
1993 Maplin Buyer's
Guide.
The inner earphone
set, supplied in a tough
plastic carrying case,
are so compact they
can be taken and worn
anywhere. They are
ideal for travelling, feature great sound quality and offer excellent
value for money at just
£4.95 (including VAT).
Lightweight and
comfortable to wear,
they are ideally suited
for listening to CD and
digital material, in particular portable CD
players and personal
stereos.
The lightweight,
sensitive unit has a
1.2m long lead, which
is terminated in a goldplated 3.5mm plug, and
a converter plug is
included to use with
standard 1/4in sockets.
Specifications: sensitivity 102dB/mW; frequency response 20Hz
to 20kHz; weight (excl.
cord) approximately 5g.
Order details: CD
Earphones BZ59P.

Maplin Electronics
PO Box 3
Rayleigh
Essex SS6 8LR.
Tel: (0702) 552911
Enquiries.
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Liverpool & DARS

80th Birthday
Award

The Liverpool & DARS 80th
Birthday Award has been
introduced to celebrate the
80th birthday of the Society.
The award is open to any
licensed amateur or short
wave listener living outside
the postcode boundaries of
Liverpool.
Duration: between 1
January 1993 and 31 August
1993.

Frequencies: any for which
amateur is licensed.
Scoring: One point will be
awarded for each contact with
a member of the Liverpool &
DARS on each band or mode.
Three points will be awarded
for each contact with a special
club station e.g. G3AHD,
G8WCL or any special event
stations run by the society.
Logs: These must include
date, time, band and mode
(for s.w.l.s, the callsign of the
station worked must also be
clearly shown).
Logs must be sent to GOIFK
no later than the 30th
September 1993 and must
include an s.s.a.e. (DX two
IRCs).

First prize is a trophy and
runner-up certificates are also
available.
A full copy of the rules and
a list of current members of
the Society are available from
GOIFK and each station will
receive a full award list.

M. Faulkner GOIFK
17 Lynnbank Road

Liverpool
L18 3HE.

At Sale Magistrates Court in Cheshire on 29 May 1992, two
radio amateurs were convicted under Section 1 of the Wireless
Telegraphy Act 1949, having pleaded guilty to charges of using
radio apparatus other than in accordance with a licence. The defendants, Mr Gale Heslop and Mr James Barton, were conditionally
discharged and ordered to pay costs of £112 each. All equipment
was forfeited.

Pocket -Sized Communication!
Icom have great pleasure in introducing the IC-2iA/E 144MHz and IC4iA/E ultra -slim size transceivers, designed for maximum portability
and convenience.
Including a NiCad battery pack, these slim transceivers can fit in
your shirt pocket, inner jacket pocket or jeans pocket, as well as a handbag.

One of the slimmest transceivers around, they measure only
58(w1x91(h)x30(dImm* and weigh only 260g* including the BP -121
400mAh battery pack. *2.3(w)x3.6(h)x1.2(d)in.; 9.1oz.
Ergonomically engineered switches and controls are arranged on
the stream -lined body of the transceiver. And, the jacks are positioned
on the side panel, leaving the top panel uncluttered. All labels are printed in clear, large, letters. Therefore, easy and comfortable operation is
ensured.
The output power can be selected from 5W*, 2.5W, 500mW and
20mW (output miser) for your operating convenience. With the 5W output, long distance communication is possible, and a large aluminium
die-cast rear panel provides heat dissipation. With the 20mW output,
communication range is short, but operating periods are very long. *An external 13.8V d.c. power
source is necessary for 5W output.
Other features are: 10 memory channels
which can store repeater information; 24 hour system clock which is constantly indicated; lock function which electronically
locks switches to prevent accidental frequency changes and function access; LCD
lighting with a five second off -timer for
night-time operation.
The IC-2iE comes complete with belt
clip, wrist strap and charger. Priced at
£255, inclusive of VAT (£217.02 ex.
VAT).

Icom (UK) Ltd., Sea Street
Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD.
Tel: (0227) 741741.
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Dorset Morse Festival
Weekend 1993

asts!

and Blandford, in
Dorset. The festival runs
from 10am Saturday to
mid -day on the Sunday.
Morse fans can go for
the day, or stay for the
weekend. Overnight
accommodation and
food will be available at
the school, at an inclusive reasonable price.
Full details are
included in the Morse
Festival Information
Pack, which is available
by sending an A4 s.a.e.
to

The Morse Festival,
hosted by the school
radio society GORSC, is
to be held at
Clayesmore School,
between Shaftesbury

'Dorset Morse
Festival Weekend'
Clayesmore School
Iwerne Minster
Blandford
Dorset DT11 8PH.

Are you keen on
Morse? Do you want to
take the test, or make a
final practice before taking the plunge? If so,
then why not join The
First Clayesmore Morse
Festival Weekend, on
Saturday and Sunday
March 27 and 28th.
There will be trade
stands, RSGB Morse
tests and lectures. The
organisers say you'll
also have the chance to
meet other c.w. enthusi-

New Look RadioLine
January 9 saw the first edition of the 'new look'
RadioLine from Short Wave Magazine.
Professionally produced, it now includes news,
views, station idents and signature tunes, big prize
write-in competitions and a monthly technical feature on various aspects of short wave listening.
Subscribers - listen -in for the prize subscriber number - and if it's yours, let Short Wave Magazine
know and a prize will be on its way to you! So,
make a note of the RadioLine number (0891)
654676. Updated each Saturday, calls charged at
36p per minute cheap rate, 48p per minute at all
other times.

(i)
Buccaneer Seal Survey

H

W 7C

A. F. Bulgin & Company, have been working
closely with Conservation and Technical Officers of
the Dyfed Wildlife Trust over the past three years.
This has been in order to provide durable and
dependable connections for the various complex arrays of electrical and electronic equipment used in their field studies.
The latest in these developments is a complete electronic connection system
for their new 6.5m Tornado - Rigid Hull - inflatable recently launched in order to
carry out the Atlantic Grey Seal Census.
Under the control of the Country Side Council for Wales, Pembrokeshire
National Park, The Dyfed Wildlife Trust and the National Trust, the team's three
year project is to count all Atlantic Grey Seal pups born from September to
January each year. The Coastal area from Aberystwyth to Tenby is to be swept
every 15 days to count and dye -mark Seal pups before they leave their beaches
and caves.

In the arduous winter conditions, the call for high quality products is
paramount. All on -board, survey, datalogging and lighting electrical and electronic equipment is connected by using various types from the Buccaneer
Range, providing cable to cable, surface fitting and through panel mounting versions for power and BNC connections, together with standard sealing caps
which enables equipment to be removed for service or security.
The Bulgin range is fully approved to IP68 and BS5490: 1977. It's also accepted by Lloyds Register of Shipping and is now available in half-size mini Buccaneer providing a further range of 23 types.

A. F. Bulgin & Co. Plc, Bypass Road, Barking, Essex IG11 OAZ.
Tel: 081-594 5588.

Solihull ARS Chairman
Honoured
Tony Plant G3NXC, attended a recent
Investiture at Buckingham Palace to receive an
MBE. Tony, who is Chairman of the Solihull
ARS, was awarded the honour for services to
the aerospace industry.

New In -Car DC Plug Adaptor
Technotrend are manufacturing a new quality 'in -car' d.c. plug adaptor,
designed to ensure consistently reliable contact with all common types of vehicle cigar lighter sockets.
Incorporated in the adaptor is a universal mounting stainless steel, four pronged grounding contact and spring -loaded fuse housing. It is supplied with
an I.e.d. indication of power and high quality curled cable for connection.
This versatile product can be used to charge small electronics equipment,
NiCad batteries, etc., or as a regulated d.c. power supply for personal stereos,
cellular telephones, portable computers, fluorescent d.c. lights, emergency
flashing lights, d.f. equipment, etc.
For further information, contact Barry Bateman on (0252) 373242.
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Pioneering Work On
50MHz

Pictured here is Major Ken Ellis
G5KW (centre) receiving a silver
salver when he visited Jersey in late
October for his pioneering work on
50MHz. The salver was presented
by Geoff Brown GJ4ICD, Chairman
of the UKSMG (left) and Mike
Turner GJOPDJ, Jersey ARS
President (right) .

Dubus

Stolen
Stolen in the
Edinburgh area, Icom
Receiver model IC -R9000

serial no. 01060. Any

information to PC M.
Forsyth (PC3467)
Lothian & Borders
police on (0506)
31200 (24 hours).

Dubus is the Anglo-German magazine published
by amateurs, for amateurs. It is a non-profit making
organisation, and the magazine contains no advertisements.
Based upon the v.h.f./u.h.f./s.h.f. aspects of amateur radio, Dubus provides articles on antennas, filters, wave guides, measuring equipment, oscillators, power amps, pre -amps, receivers, transmitters
and transverters. Test reports on manufacturers
devices and products appropriate to Dubus projects
are included. Also, information on technical topics,
hints and kinks, meteor -scatter, aurora, tropo, contest news, and lots more.
A yearly subscription of four issues, costs £13.25.

Ken Hatton G4IZW
Hamilton House, Boat Road,
Bellingham, Hexham,
Northumberland NE48 2AP.
Tel: (0434) 220636.

Children In Need Appeal
The Submarine ARC based at HMS Dolphin, Gosport, put on a sponsored station GBONC on Saturday 14 and Sunday 15 November, in aid of the BBC
Children In Need Appeal.
The station was operated from the Southampton College of Higher Education
Warsash Campus, by kind permission of the principal.
The QSL cards were paid for by Anchor Surplus of Nottingham, and the total
number of contacts was 329. The amount raised will be in the region of £250.
The Submarine ARC thank everyone who worked the station.

Great Ormond Street Hospital
Between 24th and the
27th of February 1993, a
special event station is
to be held at the Great
Ormond Street Hospital
in London.
Operating frequencies will be 3.740, 7.070,
14.170, 21.170 and
50MHz, plus 144 and
430MHz, between 8am
and 8pm.

All radio equipment
for the above bands will
be supplied by South
Midlands
Communications, whilst
Waters & Stanton are
supplying antennas.
The event has two
purposes, to raise as
much as possible for the
hospital, and also to
18

widen awareness of the
Novice licence. The
event will be opened at
approximately 10.45 by
the Duke of Edinburgh,
in an opening contact
with King Hussein of
Jordan.
The station is hoping
to gain a sponsorship
from the 'individual' and
company alike, on a cost
per contact basis,
although a fixed sum
would be most appreciated.

A target of 300 contacts per day has been
set. While this isn't high
for three transceivers
and five operators, a
contest style operation
is not intended, giving

plenty of time for children, staff and guests of
the hospital to speak
with amateurs.
A vehicle anti -theft
system has kindly been
donated by Vecta
(Essex), worth over
£400, which will be
awarded to the person
raising the highest
amount above £400.
If you would like to
make a donation, or
would like to have a
sponsor pack sent, then
please call Pippa

Foreman at Great
Ormond Street Fund Raising Department
on 071-916 5678.

The Golden Antenna
Every year, on the occasion of the German Dutch Radio Amateur Festival (DNAT), the Town
of Bad Bentheim awards the 'Golden Antenna'
to radio amateurs for an exceptional humanitarian deed in the field of amateur radio.
This award has, up to now, been given to
radio amateurs from many countries.
The 12th award of the 'Golden Antenna' is to
take place on the occasion of the 25th German Dutch Radio Amateur Festival, on 27 August
1993, in Bad Bentheim.
Radio amateur organisations all over the
world, as well as every radio amateur and every
individual who has been helped in any way by
radio amateurs, are called upon to submit proposals for individuals or groups of radio amateurs. The respective detailed documents, substantiating their proposal, must be received by
15 May 1993, at the latest, to the following
address:

Stadt Bad Bentheim
PO Box 1452
D4444 Bad Bentheim
The jury will be considering proposals referring to the period of time between 1 September
1991 to 31 April 1993.
Those

eligible for
the award
include individuals, as
well as
groups of
licensed
radio amateurs who,
in emergency situations, rendered their
services to
other people self-sac-

DIE 60;.1)1.:N1.1 ANTENNE
13AD 111-NI1IUM

rificingly.
The services may

be rendered in the humanitarian field or in connection with rescue operations on the occasion
of military conflicts, disasters and catastrophes.
The only thing that counts is that radio amateur
broadcasting has played an important part in
the rendering of the humanitarian deed.
The town of Bad Bentheim will invite the
award winner to the ceremony, defraying the
cost for travel as well as for accommodation.
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Rhyl & DARC. 1st & 3rd
Mondays, 8pm. WRVS Centre,
116 Vale Road, Rhyl. January 18
- ATV Demo GW3JGA, 25th - CD
ROM Demo GW4AMZ. Ken
Padley GW7IAR on (0745)
338276.

Wrexham ARS. Maesgwyn
Community Centre, Maesgwyn
Road, Wrexham. January 19 visit to British Telecom,
Oswestry, February 16 - video
night - Amateur television. Ian
Wright GW1MVL on (0978)
845858.

part 2. Des Buckley GI3HCP on
(0247) 460251.

Simmons Lane, Chingford,
London E4 6JH. January 29 -

East Sussex

Worked All Britain Award by
Robert Snarey G4OBE. Andrew

Southdown ARS. 1st
Mondays, 7.30pm. Main hall of
the Chaseley Home for Disabled
Ex -Servicemen, South Cliff,
Eastbourne. Wednesdays
(Morse) & Fridays (Novice &
RAE), 7.30pm at the clubrooms,
Hailsham Leisure Centre,
Vicarage Road, Hailsham.
February 1 - PMR problems by
Keith G8HGM. John Vaughan
G3DQY on (0323) 485704.

Cornwall

Antrim
Carrickfergus AG. Tuesdays,
7pm. Downshire Community
School, Downshire Road,
Carrickfergus. February 2 - 70cm
& Upwards by Ian Kyle GI8AYZ.

Essex
Cornish RAC. Village Hall,
Perranwell Station, Perranwell,
nr. Truro, 7.30pm. February 4 - a
talk by St John's Ambulance
Service, 9th - Activities night.
Geoff Bate on (0209) 820836.

Gavin on (0232) 835650.

Braintree & DARS. 1st & 3rd
Mondays, 8pm. Community
Centre, Victoria Street,
Braintree. January 18 G3PEN/GODEC PMR conversion
- theory. Eddy Scherer, 21
Maysent Avenue, Braintree,

Berkshire

Derbyshire

Essex CM7 5TZ.

Maidenhead & DARC. The
Red Cross Hall, The Crescent,
Maidenhead, 7.30pm. January 19
- 'Moonbounce (EME)' by Ian
G3SEK, February 4 - 'The History
of GB2SM (Science Museum) by
Geoff G3JUL. Neil G8XYN on

Buxton Radio Amateurs. Lee
Wood Hotel, Buxton, 8pm.
January 26 - Discussion of

Chelmsford ARS. 1st
Tuesdays, 7.30pm. Marconi
College, Arbour Lane,
Chelmsford, Essex. February 6 Packet Radio by John G6JPQ.
Roy & Ela Martyr G3PMX &

(0628) 25952.

Derby & DARS. Wednesdays,
7.30pm. 119 Green Lane, Derby.
January 20 - North American

Newbury & DARS.
Wednesdays, 7.30pm.
Bucklebury Memorial Hall.
January 27 - Electronic Junk
Sale. (0635) 46241.

FOCUS, Febraury 9 - Basic PC

Construction. Derek Carson
641H0 on (0298) 25506.

G6HKM on (0245) 360545.

Travels by Martin Shardlow
G3SZJ, 27th - The Anaesthetic
Room a talk about putting people
to sleep, February 3 - Junk Sale,
10th - Video Show. Richard
Buckby G3VGW on (0773)

Buckinghamshire
Aylesbury Vale RS. 1st & 3rd
Wednesdays, 8pm. Village Hall
at Hardwick. January 20 - AVRS
vs Chesham & DARS Quiz.
Martyn G4XZJ on (0296) 81097.

Cheshire
Chester & DRS. Upton
Recreation Centre, Cheshire
County Sports & Social Club,
Plas Newton Lane, Chester CH2
1PR. David Hicks G6IFA on
(0244) 336639 or Sid Ainsworth
GOHTP on 051-355 2833.

Acton, Brentford & Chiswick

GODLC. Reg Lyddon G4ETJ QTHR
on (0237) 477301.

Torbay ARS. Fridays, 7.30pm.
ECC Social Club, Highweek,
Newton Abbot. January 22 Contest & Construction night.
Andy Stafford G4VPM on (0803)
329055.

Stockport RS. 2nd & 4th
Wednesdays, 7.45pm. Room 14,
Dialstone Centre, Lisburne Lane,
Offerton, Stockport, Cheshire.
January 27 - Oldham Blue
Coates School by R. Thorley

Greater London
ARC. 3rd Tuesdays, 7.30pm.

Appledore & DARC (Devon).
3rd Mondays, 7.30pm. Appledore
Football Clubroom. January 18 Construction night & setting
up/tuning of club transceiver by

Down

GOGDN, February 10 Computers by G. Bleeds GOHJQ.

Bangor & DARS. 1st Fridays,
8pm. Winston Hotel, Queens
Parade, Bangor, Co. Down.
February 5 - visit to the electronics department, Bangor

Jim France G3KAF on
061-439 4952. Clwyd

Technical College for practical
demonstration on curing TVI
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weekdays only.
Southgate ARC. Winchmore
Hill Cricket Club Pavilion, Firs
Lane, Winchmore Hill, London
N21. January 14 - The Latest PC
Technology by David Goodman,
22nd - Annual Dinner & Social
evening, 28th - final preparations
for 1993 London Amateur Radio
& Computer Show, February 11 Multi -mode Action on the Air.
Brian Shelton GOMEE on 081-360
2453.

Gwynedd
Dragon ARC. 1st & 3rd
Mondays, 7.30pm. Four Crosses
Hotel, Menai Bridge. January 18
- talk on a maritme subject by
Bob Williams GW3CGN,
February 1 - talk on a technical
subject by Geoff Spencer
GW4DRR. Tony Rees GWOFMQ
on (0248) 600963.

Porthmadog & DARS. 3rd
Thursdays, 8pm. Harbour Cafe,
Ffestiniog Railway, Porthmadog.

Patrick Allely GW3KJW on
Dengie Hundred ARS. 1st &
3rd Mondays. Henry Samuel
Hall, Steeple Road, Mayland,
Essex. Tracey on (0621) 783629
after 6pm.

852475.

Devon

Mowbray GOLWS on 081-529
4489 between 5.30 & 6.30pm

(0758) 88339.

Hampshire
Horndean & DARC. 1st
Thursdays, 7.30pm. Horndean
Community School, Barton Cross
(off Catherington Lane),
Horndean, Hants. February 4 Junk Sale. Stuart Swain GOFYX

Chiswick Town Hall, Heathfield
Terrace, London W4. January 19
- AGM & club quiz. Colm

on (0705) 472846.

Mulvany GOJRY on 081-749 9972.

Hertfordshire

Clifton ARS . 'Earl of Derby'
Public House, Dennetts Road,
New Cross, London SE14.
January 22 - QRP evening,
February 5 - Scanners. Keith
Lewis on 081-859 7630.

Cheshunt & DARC.
Wednesdays, 8pm. Church
Room, Church Lane, Wormley,
nr. Cheshunt, Herts. January 20 natter night, 27th - Dowsing by

Edgware & DRS. Watling
Community Centre, 145 Orange
Hill Road, Burnt Oak, 8pm.
January 14 - AGM, 16th Affiliated Societies Contest, 28th
- Morse training, February 11 Model Rockets by Bob Goss
G4CQF. Howard Drury G4HMD
on (0923) 822776.

Paul GOBQF, February 3 - mem-

bers' forum, 10th - Junk Sale.
Roger Frisby G40AA on (0992)
464795.

Dacorum AR & TS. 1st (informal) & 3rd (formal) Tuesdays,
8pm. The Heath Park, Cotterells,
Hemel Hempstead. January 19 Computers in Amateur Radio by
Ian Hamilton RS 94283. Dennis
Boast G1AKX on (0442) 259620.

Silverthorn RC. Fridays,
7.30pm. The Chingford
Community & Adult Education
Centre, Friday Hill House,

Hoddesdon RC. Alternate
Thursdays, 8pm. Conservative
Club, Rye Road, Hoddesdon,
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Herts. January 21 - Talk by
Brook Verral on His radio collection, February 4 - natter night.
Roy G4UNL on 081-804 5643.

Stevenage & DARS. Ground
Floor Rear Suite, Sitec Building,
Ridgemond Park, 7.30pm.
January 19 - Arrangements for
forthcoming Annual Darts challenge G7IEG, 26th - Sacklog
Computer Log Programme by
Alan Jubb G3PMR, February 2 Practical night - h.f. rig checking
& alignment, 9th - Woodturning
by Frank G4ISO. Pete Daly
GOGTE on (0438) 724991.

Humberside
Bridlington & DARS .
Alternate Thursdays, 7.30pm.
Combined Cadet Building at
Bridlington Upper School,
Bridlington. January 21 - Packet
Nodes by Chris G6KIA, February
4 - CW & Raynet by Brian
G4XBU. Norman Bedford G4NJP
on (0262) 673635.

Social Club, Barrowby Road,
Grantham. January 19 - Natter &
Noggin night, February 2 Electric Shock St. Johns
Ambulance. John Kirton

Merseyside
Liverpool & DARS. Tuesdays,
8pm. Churchill Club, Church
Road, Wavertree, Liverpool.
January 19 - Construction techniques GOIFK, 26th - Surplus
Sale, February 2 - Home-brew
Test Gear GFGEB, 9th - Activity
Night. Ian Mant G4WWX on 051-

South Notts ARC. Highbank
Community Centre, Farnborough
Road, Clifton Estate, Nottingham,
or Fairham Community College,
Farnborough Road, Clifton
Estate. January 15 - Talk-in/Junk
Sale, 22nd - Construction, 29th on the air, February 5 - Talkin/Open Forum. Ray G7ENK on

Scotland

Wirral & DARC. Irby Cricket
Club, Mill Hill Road, Irby, Wirral,
8pm. January 20 - D& W, Black
Horse, Lower Heswell, 27th Surplus equipment sale. Paul
Robinson GOJZP on 051-648

Dundee ARC. Tuesdays, 7pm.
College of Further Education,
Graham Street, Dundee. January
19 - Construction night, 26th Members night with John
GM3LCP, Allan GM4ZUk & Sam
GM2AOL, February 2 Construction night, 9th - My
Father & I by Leslie MacKenzie.
George Millar GM4FSB, 30
Albert Crescent, Newport -on -

Middlesex
Echelford ARS. Community
Hall, St. Martin's Court, Kinston
Crescent, Ashford, Middlesex,
7.30pm. January 14 - natter
night, 28th - Packet Radio for
Beginners by Peter Burton
G3ZPB, February 11 - Intruder
Watch by J. Cleeve G3JVC. P.
Townshend G6PMT on (0344)
843472.

Norfolk
Dereham ARC. 2nd
Thursdays, 8pm. St. Johns
Ambulance Hall, Yaxham Road,
Dereham. February 11 - SSTV by
G4TUK. Mark Taylor GOLGJ on

Somerset
Taunton & DARC. 1st & 3rd
Fridays, 7.30pm. The Basement,
County Hall, The Crescent,
Taunton. Other Fridays informal-

ly for station operation, Morse
code class, natter. January 22 Weather Satellites by M. Platt
MA, February 5 - So you think
you know your Amateur Radio
by Peter Crosland G6JNS. Mr
680778.

Lancashire

514544.

(0258) 73845.

Hesketh ARC. Every other
Tuesday. Birkdale, Southport.
January 19 - AGM. Bernie

Nottinghamshire

South Glamorgan

Mansfield ARS. Polish
Catholic Club, off Windmill Lane,
Woodhouse Road, Mansfield.
February 4 - RSGB Video
evening. Mary GONZA on (0623)

Barry ARS. Alternate
Thursdays. Old College Inn. Ann

Preston ARS. January 21 AGM - all members to be present please. Eric Eastwood

Lincolnshire
Grantham RC. 1st & 3rd
Tuesdays, 8pm. Kontak Sports &
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Nottingham ARC. Thursdays,
7.30pm. Sherwood Community
Centre, Mansfield Road,
Nottingham. January 14 - Morse
& The Morse Test by Ron
G4NZU, 21st

-

Sutton & Cheam RS. 3rd
Thursdays, 7.30pm. Sutton
United Football Club, The
Borough Sports Ground, Gander
Green Lane, Sutton, Surrey.
Natter nights - 1st Thursdays.
January 21 - Siberian Adventure
by Paul GOBXC, 16th - 3.5MHz
AFS Contest (s.s.b.), February 4 -

natter night. John Puttock
GOBWV, 53 Alexandra Avenue,
Sutton SM1 2PA.

Warwickshire
Stratford -Upon -Avon & DRS.
2nd & 4th Mondays, 7.30pm.
Home Guard Club, Main Road,
Tiddington, Stratford -Upon Avon, Warwickshire. January 25
- Contesting & IOTA, February 8
- Trials & Tribulations of an
o.w.l. by Stan G4AXW. Alan

Baker GONOL on (0922) 36162.

West Yorkshire
Keighley ARS. The lng row
Cricket Club, Ingrow, Keighley,
8pm. January 21 - natter night,
28th - AGM, February 4 - natter
night, 11th - night on the air
GXOKRS, GX7KRC. Kathy Conlon
GORLO on (0274) 496222.

Wiltshire

MacKay GW7LCP, QTHR.

Trowbridge & DARC. 1st &
3rd Wednesdays, 8pm.
Southwick Village Hall, 8pm.
February 3 - Surplus equipment
sale. Ian GOGRI on (0225) 864698.

South Yorkshire

755288.

G1WCQ on (0772) 686708.

Surrey

Barr Beacon RC. 1st
Mondays & 3rd Wednesdays,
7.30pm. 112 Walsall Road,
Aldridge, West Midlands. C. J.

Lindsay -Smith G3WNI on (0823)

from RAF Wyton. Len GORDV
(but QTHR as G7EHM) on (0536)

G7DEM on (0704) 63344.

77004.

West Midlands

Sevenoaks, Kent TN13 1HG.

District Council, Council
Offices, Argyle Road,

Kettering ARS. Tuesdays,
7.30pm. Electricity Sports &
Social Club, Eksdale Street,
Kettering. January 26 - Radio
Communications by F/O Rose

Sudbury & DARC. 1st
Tuesdays, 8pm. Five Bells Inn,
Great Cornard, Sudbury, Suffolk.
February 2 - Weather Satellites
by Mark Clark G3CQL, 7th Canvey Island Rally. Colin
Muddimer GOPAO on (0787)

Beasley GOCXJ on (0608) 82495.

Yeovil ARC. Thursdays. Red
Cross HQ, Grove Avenue, Yeovil,
Somerset. January 14 -

Northants

Suffolk

Tay, Fife DD6 8DT.

Introduction to Club Project
Transmitter Board G3MYM, 21st
- 80/20mtr project, Ciruit Theory
by G3PCJ, 28th - Completion of
club project G3MYM & G3PCJ,
February 4 - Satellite Working by
G4JBH, 11th - Vintage Radio by
G7LNJ. Cedric White G4JBL on

Sevenoaks & DARS. January
18 - Semiconductor manufacture
by Eddie Brownlow. The
Secretary, c/o Sevenoaks

716339.

(0602) 841940.

722 1178.

5892.

night. Ernie G4LUE on (0226)

(0602) 232604.

G8WWJ on (0476) 65743.

(0362) 691099.

Kent

Construction/Activity/On the Air,
28th - Junk Sale, February 4 Forum, 11th - Generating your
own power. Ian Miller G4JAE on

Barnsley & DARC. Mondays.
Radio club room & shack, at the
rear of the Darton Hotel, Station
Road, Darton, Barnsley. January
18 - Lecture to be arranged, 25th
- Proposed rig check night by
G8OWN, February 1 - on the air

of
Please send in all
your 'Club News'
items to Sharon
George at the new
editorial offices in
Broadstone.

50.
Full details on page
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LINEAR AMPLIFIERS
SMC feel we have the best selection of the most popular high quality
linear amplifiers all available at very reasonable prices. This range has been
chosen by experience built up over many years encompassing many products.
During this time we have seen many other product ranges come and go but we
feel that those we stock have passed the test of time and offer the best performance
at the price.
We have a comprehensive range of spares available for most models in the range
and can service all of these items in-house.
Henry Radio

Imago

El

2002A
2004A
3002A
3K Premier
5K Classic

2m 3CX800A7 800W out PEP (typical) 13dB gain
70cm 3CX800A7 700W out PEP (typical) 13dB gain
2m 8877 1600W out PEP (typical) 13dB gain
HF 3CX1200 1800W out PEP (typical) 13dB gain
HF pair 3CX1200 4kW out PEP (typical) 13dB gain

£1550.00
£1650.00
£2895.00
£2995.00
£4250.00

Tokyo Hy -Power HF
HL100B/10
HL100B/20
HL100B/80
HL1K
HL2K

2002A

21-28MHz 10W -100W out
14MHz 10W -100W out
3.5MHz 10W -100W out
160-10m 1 kW PEP input 2x4CX250B
160-10m 2kW PEP input 2x3 -500Z

£210.00
£210.00
£210.00
£999.95
£1599.00

Tokyo Hy -Power VHF
HL37V
HL62VSX
HL110V
HL180V

I
SAGRA 600

2m 3W -32W pre amp
2m 5/10/25W in 50W out pre amp
2m 2/10W in 100W out pre amp
2m 3/10/25W in 170W out pre amp

SAGRA600 2m 15-25W in 600-700W PEP output 2x4CX250B
HL66V
6m 10W in 50-60W out pre amp
HL166V
6m 3/10W in 80/160W out pre amp
HL1K/6
6m 10W in 500W PEP output 2x4CX250B
HL36U
70cm 5/10W in 25-30W out pre amp
HL63U
70cm 10/25W in 50W out pre amp
HL130U
70cm 3/10/25W in 120W out pre amp
HL1240U
23cm 2/10W in 40W out MGF 1202 pre amp

SAG RA -600

£109.00
£195.00
£220.00
£349.00
£939.00
£149.00
£299.00
£999.95
£155.00
£259.00
£459.00
£599.95

Daiwa
LA2080H
DLA8OH

HL110V

2m 1.5-5W in 30-80W out pre amp
2m/70cm 0.5W -25W in 80W out
2m 60W out 70cms in MGF 1302 pre amp
DLA8OH - "Ideal for dual band handie or mobiles"

£159.95
£385.00

A = £2; B = £5; C = £7.50; D = £12.50; E= £16.50

TURN IT AROUND
Superb engineering standards combined with pin sharp
setting accuracy means new technology from Yaesu &

Create. We stock a wide range of rotators to suit all
applications from TV to multi -element HF antennas with
computer control capability on some of the larger models.
CREATE RC5-1
ROTATORS
G-250
G-400
G-400RC
G-600RC
G-800SDX
G-I000SDX
G-2000RC
G-2700SDX
G -500A

G-54008
G-56008
RC5-1

RC5-3
RC5A-3
RC5B-3

Bell type twist/switch cm
Bell type meter controller
Bell type round controller
Bell type round controller
Bell type 450 deg. var. speed
Bell type 450 deg. var. speed
Bell type round controller
Bell type 450 deg. var. speed
Elevation meter controller

Azimuth/elev. dual control
Azimuth/elev. dual control
Bell type round controller
Bell type preset
Bell type var. speed. & preset
Bell type var. speed. & preset

£89.95
£189.00
£210.00
£295.00
£369.00
£409.00
£525.00
£745.00
£235.00
£429.00
£499.00
£255.00
£319.00
£475.00
£729.00

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
E

C
D
D

C
C
C
D

COMPUTER INTERFACES FOR G -5400/G-56008
IF-100PC
I/F C/W lead & software IBMPC
IF -100064
1/F C/W lead & software CBM64/128

£165.00
£169.00

B

£23.95
£35.50
£27.45
£19.95
£41.00
£41.00

B

G-800SDX

B

ROTATOR HARDWARE
GS -050
GS -065

GC -038

9523
CK46

MCI

Rotary bearing 1.5° most
Rotary bearing 2' mast
Lower mast clamp G-400. 600 etc
Channel master bearing
Rotary bearing 1.5-2.5 mast
Lower mast clamp RC5 series

ROTATOR CONTROL CABLE
6 way G-250, 400, 600, RC XR500 per intr.
RC6W
RC8W
8 way G-2000 create series

£0.74
£0.88

B
B
B
B

C

sc.

E

POA
POA
POA

Construction

Many radio
enthusiasts have
a pipe dream that
they'll build that
`special' receiver.
Roger Bennett
G3SIH designed
and built his, and
now shares some
of the experience
and ideas gained
from the project
in the form of a
helpful
constructor's
guide.

A Receiver Constr
There's no doubt in my mind that operating a piece
of home -built radio equipment is a revelation. This
article covers my experience in building a general
coverage receiver, from initial thoughts to
completion.
Hopefully, you'll get enough ideas to have a go
yourself. You can build a full specification receiver,
or attempt a less complex design based on my
information and experience.

Short Wave Bands
So that I could listen to the 1.5 to 30MHz bands,
I had originally decided to buy a commercial
receiver. There was a lot of choice, ranging from
surplus equipment to the modem commercial 'black
boxes'.
I eventually narrowed the choice down to the
Racal RA17 or RA117. Unfortunately, the sheer
physical size and weight of the receiver made me
think again.
The black boxes were ruled out for other
reasons, and I had to think about building a
receiver. But, the decision wasn't taken lightly!
As I've said, the decision to build wasn't taken
lightly. In fact, I abandoned the idea several times
before going ahead.
Even then, I had other problems to consider.
What about the circuit, the coils? What about the
tuning systems, and so on?
There was a distinct lack of information on
building a general coverage receiver. Although,
there's adequate published details on building
single or two -band receivers using 5 to 5.5MHz,
etc.
As single or dual -band receivers cover only
narrow frequency ranges, several problems
disappear. For example, stability, tracking and
receiver drift become less difficult to handle.

Basic Ideas
There are a number of circuits which can be
used. The Barlow -Wadley loop system , as used in
the Racal receivers, is one.
The Barlow -Wadley loop is rather complex
though, and this led me to other techniques. These
include single, double or triple conversion and
crystal -controlled systems. The crystal -controlled
arrangement is generally used for a amateur band
receivers, using converters feeding a tuneable
intermediate frequency stage.
Single conversion, shown in Fig. la, is
straightforward, but suffers from image problems.
Of course, such receivers can be built with a couple
of tuned r.f. stages and can give very good results.
Triple conversion, shown in Fig. lc, was used by
some manufacturers. They often based it on an i.f.
of 1.6MHz, followed by conversion to 455kHz,
followed by final conversion of somewhere
between 50 and 100kHz.
Sometimes, the receiver final i.f. was either 85
or 100kHz. However, moving the first i.f. up to
3MHz (from the more usual 455kHz) means that
the image rejection of the receiver was improved.
The image frequency problem is reduced by the
first i.f. being a high frequency. The next
conversion ensures a reasonable amount of
selectivity, and it enables Q -multipliers, notch
filters and the like to be used. The final i.f. allows
sharp selectivity.
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Dual Conversion
I decided to go for the dual -conversion superhet
arrangement, as shown in Fig. lb. My receiver uses
both i.c.s. and discrete components.
The circuit I used covers 1.7 to 30MHz without
a break. The receiver employs a tuneable i.f. (not
shown on the block diagram) which is centred
around 1.6MHz, followed by a second i.f. of
455kHz.
The receiver modes are a.m., s.s.b. and f.m.
Selectivity is controlled by a commercial homebrew filters.
I decided to use ready-made coils, and based my
work on the readily available Toko range. In some
cases, these needed modifications to suit my needs.
The difficult part of the receiver, the front end,
consists of r.f. stage, mixer and oscillator. The range
1.7 to 30MHz is split into three bands, each with a
tuning ratio of 3:1. I chose a tuneable i.f. of 1.35 to
1.85MHz, with the oscillator running 455kHz
below the signal frequency circuits.
At this point, you may be wondering why I
restricted my design to three ranges, when I could
have used more. The reason was so that I could
avoid making the receiver switching more complex
than necessary.

Band -Switching
The main thing that detracts from building a
complex receiver, is the `rat's nest' that invariably
develops around the band -switching. This problem
can be avoided by arranging each band to have its
own r.f./ mixer/oscillator board.
With the separate board method, everything is
simplified. The only switching functions then
required are: tuning capacitor, power supply, r.f.
gain, antenna and output.
There are other benefits of the separate board
approach. Particularly helpful is the fact that the
coil, trimmer, padding capacitor and other
components are mounted on their own boards. This
is very convenient, because when modifications are
made, only the board under modification is
disturbed.
Stability is also aided by the single -band board
method. This is directly due to shorter wiring to the
tuning capacitor and band -switching circuits.

Filter Circuits
The T -notch filter is one of the most valuable
circuits to be incorporated in a receiver. Generally
they are used in receivers with i.f.s of 50, 85, or
100kHz, where the width of the notch is easier to
achieve with the lower i.f.
Of paramount importance is the Q of the coil in
the resonant circuit. The higher the Q, the better the
selectivity. Normally at 455kHz, the selectivity
curve will be too wide to be useful with the Q
values normally achievable at this frequency.
Fortunately, it's possible to increase the Q value
at 455kHz by using the Q -multiplier technique.
This is done by providing a controlled amount of
feed -back in the circuit, bringing the circuit near to
the point of oscillation.
Two automatic gain control (a.g.c.) systems
were decided on. One was for a.m. reception, and
the other for s.s.b. and c.w. I opted for an audio
derived a.g.c. for s.s.b./c.w. reception.
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kiction Experience
A noise blanker was added as an afterthought,
but I incorporated two crystal markers into the
design from the outset. The oscillators provided
signals at 100 and 500kHz.

The Circuit Boards
Let's look at the circuit boards so far. There's the
r.f. amplifier/mixer board, and the tuneable i.f.
board.
There's also the main i.f. board, the a.m./s.s.b.
detector board and the f.m. detector board. The
b.f.o. and crystal calibrator units were also on their
own p.c.b.s.
My modular approach was employed throughout
the receiver. I used separate boards for the T -notch
filter, power supply, audio a.g.c., noise blanker and
the audio pre -amplifier.

Mechanical Construction
I gave much thought to the mechanical
construction of the receiver. The final decision on
how to build, had to revolve around whether to
miniaturise the project, or build for experimentation
and modification.
In the end, I chose to construct the receiver so it
could be easily modified. To do this, I bought a
piece of surplus gear built into a 19in rack. After
stripping it down, I built the project into the chassis.
Apart from the main physical constructional
aspect, the other major mechanical consideration
was the tuning mechanism. To make a really good
system, you need a good reduction drive, in
conjunction with the best tuni 1g scale you can
make or find.

Fig. 1: (a) Block
diagram of a
single -conversion
superhet receiver.
To reduce image

There are many ways a good -quality tuning
system can be obtained. One of the best, is to use an
Eddystone 898 tuning mechanism.
Although they're not made nowadays, the 898
dial can still be found, and they can often be
recovered from older home-brew equipment. Other
sources of mechanical tuning mechanisms are those
from previously scrapped CR100, and AR88
receivers.

i.f. signal
problems, it is
common practice
to have a high

first i.f.
frequency. Some
receivers use a

first i.f. of 5,
9MHz or even
higher.
(b) Block diagram
of a typical dual conversion
superhet,

Computer Aided Design
I decided to use a computer -aided design (CAD)
system to help me produce the tuning dials. But
there's nothing to stop you making them by other
methods.
The lettering for dials, controls and the rear
panels can be made from rub -down lettering.
However, if you have access to a computer in your
shack, it really is worthwhile using a CAD package
if it's available.
It cannot be stressed enough, that spending time
on producing a professional -looking dial and
control panel is well worth the job. It's really
worthwhile spending time on the dial, for there's
nothing worse than using a receiver with a

employing a first
i.f. of 1.6MHz and
a second i.f. of
455kHz (some
manufacturers,

typically
Eddystone radio,
used 85kHz as the
second i.f.). The
receiver design
chosen by G3SIH
used this
approach in

mediocre tuning assembly.

conjunction with

Overall Performance

a tuneable
(1.6MHz) i.f.
(c) A triple conversion
superhet shown
in block diagram
form. The higher

Once I had completed my receiver project, the
overall performance was better than expected. In
particular, the oscillator stability was found to be
good, although I'd anticipated it being quite a
problem.
Considering that there are three oscillators

frequency first i.f.
reduces image
problems, and the
second and third
i.f. stages provide
gain and
selectivity. The

V
r.f.

Fig. 1(a).

Mixer

i.f.

Det.

a.f.

third i.f. usually
incorporated
filtering and other
selectivity control

I.o.

circuits. (see
text).

455kHz

Second
mixer

455 kHz fo.
i.f.

Det.

a.f.

2nd I.o.

Det.

a.f.
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Fig. 2: An Eddystone
898 dial assembly,
measuring 90 x
230mm, is suitable for
larger projects.
Although they are no
longer manufactured,
898 dials can be
recovered (as this
example was) from
older home -

constructed equipment
and provide an
excellent finish to a
receiver. This type of
tuning mechanism can
be used with an I.c.d.
frequency counter
display, providing the
operator with the
advantages of
analogue and digital
frequency control.

running simultaneously, and one of these

at a high frequency, the stability is good.
The b.f.o. stability is also surprisingly
good, being only 500Hz from cold in 30
seconds, stabilising to within 2Hz within the
next 30 seconds.
The tuneable LI drift is approximately 500Hz in
the first 30 seconds from switch -on, stabilising to
within 2Hz during the next 60 seconds. It's possible
to listen to broadcast stations around 1.5MHz on
zero beat for some very considerable periods of
time.
With the completed project switched to 5MHz, it
suffered oscillator drift of only 1.7kHz during a
period of 20 minutes. Thereafter, it stabilised to
within 200Hz. At 2MHz, stability is achieved within
20Hz after one minute following switch -on.
So, you can realise from what I've reported, that
it pays to spend time on the receiver front-end. The
reward is given in stability, and I've no doubt that
much of the stability is obtained by using the
separate front-end boards for each band.

Extremely Effective
As I've already mentioned, in operation, the T notch filter is extremely effective. The filter I've
incorporated in my design, can be tuned over a
frequency span of ±5kHz about the mean frequency
of 455kHz.
The notch is capable of reducing the marker
signals at 5MHz to almost inaudible levels. The
notch filter will also reduce the most persistent
interfering heterodyne, to an exceptionally low
level.

From my tests, it would appear that the notch
depth obtained with the filter, is 50dB and possibly
more. I've estimated the notch width at 1.5 to 2kHz,
so you'll realise that I recommend fitting a Q multiplier even though there's a slight insertion loss.
The noise blanker has proved effective on
impulse type noise, and the 'woodpecker' type of
noise. The blanker in effect, silences the receiver for
the duration of the pulse.
The blanker type of filter is fine for the well spaced type of impulse interference like lightning
discharge. But if the pulses are closer together, say
every 250ms (milliseconds), the blanking gives the
impression of being continuous. So, although the
blanker has its uses, generally speaking, I don't use
it that much.

Operation Of Receiver
I found that with my project, the operation of the
receiver itself, was best carried out with the
tuneable i.f. set to 1.6MHz. I then carry out the
tuning using the main dial.
In practice, with the approach I've adopted,
tuning the receiver is straightforward. The ability to
24

tune the i.f. independently is very
impressive, as it allows the receiver
frequency to be set precisely.
An independently -tuned i.f. is also
useful in allowing you to tune locally
around a small segment of a favourite band. I
really think that a tuneable i.f. is a good system, and
recommend other designers to adopt the idea.

Image And Other Signals
As with all designs, there are image and unwanted signals. However, I have found that
problems like this can be effectively reduced by
using an antenna designed for the frequency in use.
The tuned antenna will assist the receiver, by
discriminating against signals falling outside of its
resonant frequency. Sometimes, it's possible to
virtually eliminate an un-wanted signal by simply
switching from one fixed antenna to another.
The fixed antenna method is particularly
effective when using amateur band dipoles for
general listening over the 3 to 30MHz band. It's
especially effective if the antenna orientation varies
from dipole to dipole.

Antenna Tuning Unit
The next important item ahead of the receiver, is
the antenna tuning unit (a.t.u.). The a.t.u. enables
the antenna to be matched to the receiver, and aids
the selectivity of the system as a whole, by
discriminating against off -frequency signals.
When it comes to choosing an a.t.u., there is a
very wide choice. It's up to the individual as to what
circuit to use, but I think that the band-pass type of
tuner is probably the best for the job.

Tuned Preselector
Another item that can be used with a receiver, is
a tuned pre -selector. I use a double -tuned circuit,
and it offers enough rejection to a 15MHz image,
with a receiver tuned to 12MHz to permit normal
listening.
My preselector (there are many other suitable
published circuits) is currently under development.
It is continuously tuneable from 1.7 to 30MHz,
using varicap diodes.
The unit can be left tuned to the centre of the
required band. Peaking is only carried out when the
desired station or frequency is found. As I had some
of the old Denco coils, I used these, but there's
nothing to stop you using others, including toroidal
types.

Temptation Arises
The trouble with home construction is that as
soon as the finalised project is started, the
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temptation to modify the job arises. My receiver
was no exception to this problem!
The modifications I've ended up with include:
1: Extra input terminals to the tuneable i.f.,
enabling the i.f. to be used as a receiver in its own
right, with the r.f. front-end being turned off by an
otherwise spare section of the band -change switch.

2: The 455kHz i.f. input can be terminated on
the front panel, in order to enable the receiver to be
strip.
used as an
3: Both crystal markers can be terminated on the
rear apron, together with the input to the a.f.
amplifier, together with the 9 and 12V d.c. supply
lines.
All these modifications and additional features
will be very helpful especially when I'm testing
ancillary home -constructed equipment.

In Retrospect

Other Filters

In retrospect, if I were to build my receiver again
(what a thought!), I would build the project with
some modifications. The main modification would
certainly involve the main front-end.
To help prevent oscillator pulling, I would build
the r.f. front-end physically larger. Each section
would be completely screened in its own metal
enclosure, and the separate screened enclosures
would then be supplied via feed -through capacitors.
Additionally, I think that I would also do away
with three -gang tuning capacitors, and opt for
varicap tuning diodes. This would bring the tuning
directly onto the p.c.b. associated with each band,
improving stability even more.
Digital read-out on the tuning would almost
another
receiver of this type. It's a virtual necessity in any
case, as the tuning potentiometer rotates through
approximately 300°. Despite this, with some careful
selection of the resistors controlling varicap
voltages, it is possible to obtain the necessary
tuning range over just 180°.
Another very worthwhile improvement, could be
the restriction of the tuneable i.f. tuning range. This
can be reduced to 1.66MHz ±50kHz, providing a
total tuning span of 100kHz, instead of the original
400kHz. With this modification, a receiver could
provide dial calibration to within lkHz.

I've also had other thoughts regarding filters.
The incorporation of two T -notch filters in -series is
a particularly interesting idea.
The addition of an audio notch filter instead of
the i.f. filter could be an alternative. Various
455kHz i.f. filters can also be fitted. They can be
switched in and out as required, to cover the bandwidths from (for example) 500Hz to 16kHz.
PW

Fig. 3: Smaller dial
mechanisms, such as
the Jackson epicyclic
reduction type shown
here, provide a neat
appearance together

with useful slowmotion fine tuning
control. This type of
dial, measuring 90 x
120mm, is particularly
suitable for smaller
portable equipment
incorporates a 6:1
slow-motion drive.

Story So Far
Well, that's the story so far, and what an interesting experience it was!
I've built many projects before the one that provided the ideas for this article,
but this particular receiver was by far the most complex.
The final result was a receiver that works well, is a pleasure to use and
can be easily modified. The very fact that every part of the receiver was
familiar to me, was a valuable asset, providing extra encouragement towards
further 'fine tuning'.
There are aspects of the receiver that can be improved, but that's the fun
of home construction, as there's always something to think about. So, why
don't you have a go at your own pet project?
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Making A Valved
Active Antenna
This receiving project uses a valve working with
only 12V h.t. If you suffer from local TV timebase
interference or computer hash, then it's worth a try.
The project covers the frequency range 1 to 10MHz
(30MHz with reduced gain).

let's take a look at the circuit, in Fig. 1.
In practice, an 'active antenna' is a small antenna
followed by an amplifier. Despite this, the active
antenna does have some special properties, although
there are pitfalls in its design. But they have
something to offer the amateur (even those with
large gardens).
First of all, we'll look at the 'small antenna'.
And, for our purposes, I'll suppose this is a vertical
whip lm long. A whip antenna of this size will have
sufficient pick-up at h.f., to have approximately 1µV
of background noise at the base.
Most receivers can operate with an input of
around 1µV, so there is no point using a larger
receiving antenna. Or is there?
The main problem, is one of mismatch between
the whip antenna and the receiver. The whip is
roughly equivalent to a small capacitor of, let's say,

The letters page in PW gave me a strong hint that
quite a few radio enthusiasts are interested in valved
circuits. However, the main difficulty seems to be
with the high voltage supplies required.
The heater requirements, typically 6.3V at 0.3A,
are a bit wasteful. But if the equipment is operated
from mains or from a car battery, then it doesn't
matter too much.
A surprising number of valves can be used at low
h.t. voltages. Circuits such as audio oscillators and
add-on b.f.o.s can often work with only a 12V
anode supply.
Some years ago there were car radios using 12V
h.t valves. I've recently become quite interested in
applications where 12V serves as both the low
tension or 1.t. heater supply and the high tension h.t.
anode supply.
This little circuit uses the low voltage technique.
Although it is not so good on the higher h.f bands,
it's useful on 1.8, 3.5, and the 7MHz amateur bands
and up to the 9MHz broadcast band.

At 1MHz this represents a high impedance (or
reactance) of about 16kS2. If it's connected directly
to a receiver having a 5052 input impedance, most of
the signal will be lost.
What's needed next, is some sort of matching
device which will keep the IRV delivered by the
antenna, and deliver it to 500 receiver input socket.
This can be done using an amplifier having a very
high input impedance, and low output impedance.
In the world of valves, the traditional circuit to
match a high to a low impedance is called a cathode
follower. Nowadays, it has a modern equivalent, in
the emitter follower with bipolar transistors, and the
source follower when f.e.t.s. are used.

You might be wondering what an active antenna
is, and I have to admit that the term may mystify the
uninitiated. Actually it's a very simple concept, so

+12V

supply

I
7,o,
CI

RFCI
1.6

C2

To receiver

SKI

0

Fig. 1: Circuit of the valved active
antenna, with the valve diagram and
pin -out numbering shown in Fig. 4. The
power supply insertion unit circuit is
also shown (see text).

RFC2
100pH

100µ1-1

3.8

As PW has a
receiving them this
month, Adrian Knott
G6KSN, looks at an
old idea, for solving
a very modern
problem. Adrian's
active antenna
should prove useful
and interesting, even
if you're not into
valve work.
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Fig. 2 (a,b and c) below: Diagrams

illustrating screening effect of a
ground plane, and why the coaxial
cable needs to be screened from the
active antenna. The author's practical,
and proven ground plane is also shown
with working dimensions (see text).
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Eliminate Interference
By using a small whip antenna mounted well
away from TV sets, dimmer switches, vacuum
cleaners, computers etc., it's possible to eliminate
much of the interference heard on the lower h.f.
bands. The reduction can be dramatic.
It's most unusual to find a quiet 3.5MHz band at
most amateur stations. This is because the large
antenna used for transmitting, picks up all
interference sources in the locality.
Additionally, the average antenna provides far
more pick-up than a modem receiver needs. Once
the atmospheric noise is audible, there's no point
using a large antenna, as both noise and wanted
signal increase together.
The active antenna, on the other hand, is
physically small and in use is placed well away
form interfering devices. In practice, this form of
antenna is only just large enough so that
atmospheric noise is audible. This level of input
leaves the receiver lots of overload margin for
stronger signals.

Problem Feeder
There is one particular problem in the design of
active antennas. It's that the feeder itself will pick
up far more signal than the whip antenna itself,
along with lots of interference.
The main unwanted pick-up of signals, tends to
happen on the outer braid of the coaxial cable. So,
because of this, it's necessary to avoid the feeder
introducing signals into the whip.
Reducing the problem from the feeder, is done by
providing a good ground plane made of wire netting
or cooking foil. The diagram, Fig. 2, shows how to
avoid the whip 'seeing' the feeder.
In engineering terms, we can say that the electric
field lines from the whip antenna, must terminate on
the ground plane and not the feeder. You may ask,
why not use a dipole as the small pick-up antenna?
The difficulty of using a dipole, is that to avoid

the interference on the feeder getting into the
antenna, there would need to be perfect balance.
Unfortunately, it's simply not possible to achieve the
necessary degree of balance.
I'll suggest an example and say it was specified
that an interference level of I mV on the feeder,
should only gives 11.1V on the antenna. In practice,
this requires 60dB of rejection, which is very hard
to achieve.
At the higher end of the h.f. range, there are less
advantages in using an active antenna. This is
because the atmospheric noise level is lower.
So, at the higher h.f. frequencies, the amplifier
could, with advantage, have a little more gain.
Because of this, I would recommend the present
design more for the lower frequency bands.

Small Box
The amplifier is built into a small metal box,
large enough to accommodate the few components.
The valve holder is mounted on a metal plate fitted
across the box, although any type of construction
will do.
The output connector is fitted to the lower side of
the box, and the antenna wire is brought out through
a large hole in the top. It's very important to a avoid
capacitance between the antenna wire and earth, as
this shunts the signal. I used a ceramic insulator at
this point, but it's not really necessary.
The pin connections to the valve are shown in the
inset, on the circuit diagram, Fig. 1. These are
numbered looking from below the valve in a
clockwise direction starting from the gap. This is
opposite to modem i.c. pin -out numbering.

Suitable Valves
There are many suitable valves for this project. I
used a 12AT7 (also called ECC81). This easily
obtainable valve contains two triodes, in a single
glass envelope.
To improve the performance, I connected the

Antenna

3m wire -4'

Large entry hole
for low capacitance

Antenna

240V a.c.

Ground plane
12V

Feeder

Metal box approx
115 x 60 x 50

p.s.u.

Power
feed
unit

To RX

Valve mounting
chassis plate

(A)

Fig. 3: Illustration showing complete system. The
combined 12V h.t./I.t. power supply is fed to the
amplifier from the power feed unit (circuit shown
as inset in Fig. 1). See text for details on winding
the low resistance r.f.c.

Connector
for feeder
To ground
plane

a

Fig. 4: Diagram showing the advised method of
mounting the amplifier in the metal box. For outdoor
use, suitable waterproofing precautions must be taken
to avoid loss of efficiency and damage to the
components.
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(B)

Valve base
B9A type
9 pin

Connector
for feeder

Part view underside of Valve V1
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valves in parallel. However, the two heaters, which
require 6.3V each, were connected in series to
operate from a 12V supply.
The antenna itself is 3m of wire, which in my
case, is tied to the rafters as an inverted 'I-% You can
support the antenna vertically if you wish, by using a
wooden pole or bamboo.
My ground plane was made from a roll of
aluminium cooking foil measuring 3m by about 0.5m
wide. This is ideal for loft installation. If the system
is to be used outdoors, either a similarly sized piece
of wire netting or a few wire radials would be more
suitable.
Don't forget that the idea of the ground plane, is
to screen the antenna from the feeder. So, if you're
using the antenna outdoors, run the feeder along or
under the ground in the vicinity of the active antenna
itself.

The d.c. power is fed up the feeder to the
amplifier, using r.f. chokes to separate it from the
signal. This is the same technique used in masthead
amplifiers, employed in TV applications.
As the consumption is about 300mA, it's
necessary to keep the resistance of the chokes below
about 3S2 total, to avoid an excessive voltage drop.
However, this was more or less achieved with the
prototype without any special precautions from me!

Testing And Warm-up
When you're testing, don't forget that valves take
some time to warm up. It's easy to be misled, and
most TV producers forget this fact when they're
producing wartime plays, and their radio warms up
in about two seconds!
As the valve reaches its operating temperature,
signal levels will suddenly rise. You should find the
bands sounding quite clean, with a little hash from
TV sets.
Signals will be much weaker than those received
when a full-sized wire dipole is used. Despite this,
the signal-to-noise ratio of signals will be better.

Don't be misled by the effects of the automatic
gain control (a.g.c.) when assessing results, as it
tends to raise noise in-between words. My own
impression was that 7MHz sounded more like
14MHz, and listening was much more pleasurable.

Intermodulation
Active antennas are often accused of causing
intermodulation when there are strong signals.
However, this valve circuit is difficult to overload
itself, and does not have enough gain to overload the
receiver. Normally, it's the receiver mixer which is
the vulnerable item, and it is important not to use too
much gain ahead of this stage.
It's worth mentioning that arrays of active
antennas can be built. For instance, a 2 -element array
could be made by using two active antennas spaced a
quarter of a wavelength apart. Such an array has
virtually no coupling between the antennas to
complicate matters.
Closer spacings, other than quarter wavelengths,
can also be used. But, if you do try closer spacings,
there will be a reduction in signal which may not be
tolerable.

Fun Project
I've presented this valved active antenna as a fun
project. It's very easy and interesting. If you want to
try a solid state version, then by all means go ahead,
but I suggest you use a f.e.t.
If you're thinking of purchasing an active
antenna, be most careful over the specifications. This
is because normally simple statements like 'gain'
and 'noise factor', need careful definition when the
amplifier is intended for this unusual application
where the source is a very high impedance.
Have fun with your valved active antenna. It's
virtually 'bomb -proof' and great fun to build and
use.

PW

How Difficult? Beginner
How Much? Approximately £10
(depending on spares box)
Shopping List

Inductors

Resistors

Radio frequency choke

2

RFC1, 2 10001

(max resistance

Metal film 0.6W type.
ki2

1

R2

15162

1

R1

Capacitors

1.50)
Valve
ECC81/12AT7

1

V1 (see text)

High voltage disc ceramic
1nF
10nF

2

C2, 3

1

C1

Miscellaneous
Valveholder (B9A), suitable aluminium box (die-cast with rubber seals for outdoor use), coaxial cable plugs and sockets, self -amalgamating tape (for
sealing purposes). The inductors, LI and L2, can be made up by winding 40 turns of thin connecting wire over a suitable length of ferrite rod.
Virtually any resistors will do for the circuit, and Maplin 0.6W metal film types are suitable. High voltage disc ceramic capacitors (Maplin JLO3D
and JLO4E are suitable).

Valves and Valveholders are available from: Colomor (Electronics) Ltd., 170 Goldhawk Road, London W12 8HJ. Tel: 081-749 3934.
J. Birkett, 25 The Strait, Lincoln LN2 1JF. Tel: (0522) 520767.
RST Mail Order Co., (Langrex Supplies Ltd.) 1 Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 2QP. Tel: 081-684 1166.
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On Charge

The Alinco DJ-180EB is
one of the latest easy -to -use, midrange hand-held transceivers that are coming
onto the market. Aimed firmly at the new user, or as a
second set, the DJ -180 is very competitively priced. So
what do you get for your money?
The Alinco DJ-180EB comes with a very neat and
professional package. The radio itself is finished in a
smart matt grey metal and plastic case. It comes with a

belt clip, carry strap, helical antenna, a smart 'sit in' style
charger and a 7.2V 700mAh NiCad battery pack. It also
comes with a 23 -page instruction leaflet including a
schematic diagram.

Good Judge
My father told me that a handshake was a very good
way to judge character, a yardstick I've always
remembered and used with success. A yardstick, the DJ180EB passed with flying colours.
It is a lovely radio to hold, being compact but not so
small that controls and readouts become lost. It is small
enough to fit in a pocket or small handbag, but has the
feel of being substantial. This feel gives you the
confidence that it will do its job, and do it well.
The radio has simple and clearly labelled controls.
No matter whether you are left or right-handed, the
essential controls fall naturally at your fmgertips.
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As I was eager to find out what the DJ -180
could do, I put it on charge, which takes 12 to 14
hours. I used this period to have a look at the
manual. The supplied battery pack, gives 2W
output on high power. Low power is a mystery
however, for nowhere could I find any mention
of what the output is on this setting. I presume
it was about 500mW.*
Now with a fully charged battery, off I
went pedestrian mobile, immediately
working two stations in a local contest. I
received very favourable reports from both
stations, the most distant being about
15km away as the crow flies.
From my location on the outskirts of
Bournemouth, I could access the local
repeater with ease on low power. I could
also hear the repeaters at Wells in Somerset, and
Portsmouth in Hampshire. Although I was unable to
access them, I was most impressed with the sensitivity of
the little radio.

Good Value
The DJ -180 strikes me as good value for money. It
has basic, down to earth controls and functions. It doesn't
waste time or space with gadgets or 'gismos'.
On the top panel is a BNC antenna connector,
external microphone and speaker sockets. The controls
consist of a low profile, but easy to use variable squelch
control, a good sized on/off/volume control knob and a
matching rotary type frequency control.
The PTT, toneburst and function switches are located
on the side of the radio. They are in the form of rubber
membrane covered switches.
On the front of the transceiver is an l.c.d. frequency
display, which can be read at virtually any angle.
However, some readers may find the smaller function
symbols a little difficult to see.
There are also push buttons to control v.f.o./memory
operation, scanning, call frequency, lamp, monitor and
tone. Each button has a second function. The buttons and
their second functions are well labelled and are easy to
use.

The DJ -180 has a variable off -set frequency function,
and this can be set up to ±15.995MHz. The offset, along
with the main frequency, can be set in steps of, 5, 10,
12.5>15>20 and 25kHz.

* See specifications for PW tests.
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Fig. 1: Practical Wireless workshop
tests. The measured receiver
sensitivity seemed to live up to the
quoted figure. Although, for
technical reasons at these
sensitivity levels, measurements

_10.4

are very difficult to quote
accurately.
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There are 10 memories for use. Pressing the call
button recalls the information in memory 0. On scan, the
radio will either scan the whole v.f.o. range or the 10
memories, stopping for about five seconds on a busy
signal before resuming.
Another feature I found to be useful was the auto
power -off facility, a must for all those as forgetful as I
am! The lamp is, I think, marvellous. It back -lights the
display very well indeed for five seconds and then turns
off. It will remain on for as long as the buttons are being
used.

There's another useful feature too. For quick tuning
you can depress the function button and turn the
frequency control to move up and down the v.f.o. range
in 1MHz steps.

radio is compact, being about the size of a regular pack
of playing cards, and its controls are easy to use and
well set out. I constantly got good audio reports, and I
cannot fault the receiver sensitivity. With its extended
coverage and supplied accessories costing only £189.85,
I believe it to be excellent value for money.
What more can I say, I was sorry to have to have to
hand it back.

My thanks go to, Waters & Stanton, of 22 Main
Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS. Tel: (0702) 206835 or
204965 for the loan of the review model. The Alinco
DJ-180EB is available with antenna and a.c. charger
supply for £189.85 plus p&p.
PW

Power Socket
brackets.
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I must admit to have been slightly
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Specification are
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of the DJ -180. It would, for example,
here
Manufactue's
have been useful to be able to set up a
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Measured
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1.403:41,114,4.5.11:1:6
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coverage
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considering this to be a budget radio. A d.c.
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500.
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DTMF (dual tone multi frequency) and a 50 or
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More Versatile
Due to information I found in the packing, I
turned the DJ -180 on while holding down two
specific buttons, and to my amazement, the radio no
longer covered 144 to 145.995MHz, but became fully
operational from 130 to I73MHz inclusive.
The wide -band reception can be just as easily
reversed. The only disadvantage of a very wide -band
coverage, is that the v.f.o. scan now becomes an
arduous task. In my opinion though, the benefits
outweigh that slight inconvenience.

Summing Up

eight
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Better

On the whole and summing up, I think that the DJ180ED is a smart and professional looking package. The
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A Tuned CW Filter

Construction

Tuned Circuit

I'm sure many more operators would use Morse if it

Ben Nock G4BXD,
shows you a tuned
active filter to make
Morse on the

weren't for reception problems on crowded h.f.
bands. Trying to copy one varying Morse signal

crowded hf. bands
easier to
understand.

The tuned circuit, consisting of LI and C 1 , is

among the scream and howl of other signals is not

centred

the easiest of things to do.
Morse is a super mode, given a good filter, either
crystal - in the i.f.- or in the audio stages. A crystal

frequency is considered 'the normal' offset used

(resonated)

800Hz.

on

This

800Hz

when receiving c.w.

The centre frequency can be set to almost
anything, and by using a pre -wound coil (of

filter can cost anything between £50 - £60, so a
cheaper alternative was sought.

350mH) the resonating capacitor can be found from
the formula:

Cheaper Option

f-

I decided that an audio filter, based around a

1

2 VL1C1

'tuned' amplifier would be a much cheaper option.
After buying the coil and the integrated circuits, and

assuming a good junk -box, the cost of this audio
filter should be around £6. I also decided to use an
LC tuned input circuit, and a broadly tuned filter

From my calculations, the capacitor CI has to
be 113.08nF for a frequency of 800Hz. The actual
capacitance will probably be slightly less, due to
stray capacitance in the wiring. The capacitance

stage, rather than the more usual complete
frequency modelled one.
I reasoned that the simplicity and sharpness of an

will need to be made up of several capacitors in
parallel to make up the odd value. For more accurate

LC tuned circuit would be easier to design and
build. The broadly tuned amplifier stage is, in
reality, a combined low-pass and high-pass filter,

work, an oscilloscope and signal generator are
useful for setting up the peak response.

which gives a peak in its response curve.

Tuned Amplifier

The Circuit

The tuned amplifier stage is based on the 741, or

The circuit diagram, Fig. 1, shows details of the
complete c.w. filter. The project comprises an LC
tuned circuit (L 1/C1) an amplifier with frequency
modelling (IC1), and a low-pass filter (R6/C5). An
LM380 audio amplifier (IC2) completes the circuit.
Capacitor Cl is calculated to resonate with LI at

similar type, integrated circuit, operating from a

800Hz, and the value should be made up from

lower frequency point, and C4 in parallel with R3
sets the upper frequency. The two frequencies are
called the upper, and lower, cut-off points. They are
not absolute cut-off points, but are frequencies at
which the gain of the stage starts to vary. These are
where the gain of the stage has fallen by 3dB (down

single supply rail. The non -inverting input is held at
half the supply voltage, created by the resistor pair
R4/5. There are two frequency sensitive
combinations in the overall negative feed -back loop.
The combination of C3 in series with R2 sets the

several smaller capacitors. If you use a 330mH coil
for LI, then Cl must be changed to 120nF, which is
an easier combination to achieve. I just happened to
have a 350mH coil, so I chose C1 to suit.

In the low-pass filter combination of R6/C5,
capacitor C5 is also chosen to suit, and its value

to half power).

should be made up from a variety of smaller values.

taken from the

The two frequencies are arranged to be either
side of the 800Hz centre frequency of the tuned

loudspeaker or headphone socket of a receiver. The
audio output is then taken to a loudspeaker or low
impedance headphones.

circuit (or whatever centre frequency you choose).
The values quoted give cut-off points of about 720

The input to the circuit

is

and 880Hz.

S la
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Cl and C5 see text for more details

Fig. 1: The circuit diagram of the 800Hz c.w. filter.
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Low Pass Filter
The output of the tuned stage is fed to a lowpass filter comprised of R6 and C5. Capacitor C5,

like Cl, is made up from several capacitors in
parallel.

This filter has a cut-off frequency of 900Hz
with the values specified. However, this can be

own p.c.b. I opted for the 'land', or 'surface mount',
technique on a p.c.b.
Using this method, the components are placed
on the same side as the tracks. This saves the need
for drilling and makes for simple construction.
You should remember that, if you're using the
`surface mount' method, you're laying out for the
right side. I have shown the layout I used for my

varied to suit the user's requirements.

filter in Fig. 3. The layout isn't that important at
these frequencies, so go ahead and build it into a

The Audio Stage

case.

I used a plastics box to house the project,

The audio power amplifier stage is an LM380 in

a standard circuit. It can supply up to 2.5W of
audio.
A switch is used to connect the speaker either to

and the speaker. No problems were
experienced using a 100W transmitter nearby. If

Further reading:
Ray Fautley G3ASG
has dealt with
inductive and
capacitive reactance
at resonance, in
`Mathematics For
The RAE' on page

battery

62 of PW January

you have a higher r.f. field in your shack, you might

1993.

need to enclose the filter in a metal screened box.

the output of the filter or bypass it completely, thus

The circuit may be powered from an internal

enabling the internal speaker to be used as an

battery, making it more portable.

extension speaker for voice, or as a filtered speaker
for c.w.

More than enough output can be obtained from

Setting Up

resistor R7 is adjusted to give the same volume on
c.w. as the other modes.

If all is well with the soldering, etc., then
connection to a suitable receiver is all that is
needed. With the filter switched out, the radio's
output, is connected directly to the loudspeaker

Computer Simulation

acting as an extension speaker.

an LM380, even with a 9V supply. The variable

I used a circuit simulation program on my
computer to create the original of the filter response
curve, shown in Fig. 2. The vertical scale denotes
attenuation (-dBs), while the base line is the
frequency from 500Hz to 1.4kHz.

With the filter in, the audio should take on a
tunnel -like sound. Tuning across a c.w. signal
should produce a most pronounced peak at
resonance. The variable resistor R7, is then adjusted
to give a similar volume to the unfiltered audio.
PW

Construction
For construction, Veroboard or matrix board
(perfboard) can be used, or you could produce your

Shopping List
dB ref 303.78mV, Scr 1, Filter 1. CMP
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Fig. 2: Using a computer to simulate the circuit, Ben Nock
G4BXD, ended up with this type of response. It is centred
rather higher than the designed frequency, but he didn't
notice any difference. The overall phase angle is shown
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Resistors

Capacitors
Polyester
1.8nF
10nF
22nF
0.1µF

1
1

2
2

C4
C11

C2, 3
C6, C8

Electrolytic 16V working
4.7µF

1

C7

2201.1.F

2

C10, C12

4701.1F

1

C9

For C1 and C5 see the text for more information.

dashed.

Semiconductors

Volume control

G4BXD

741
4 -Volts

Gnd

Output to
speaker

To ground

LM380

1

IC1

1

IC2

Miscellaneous

A small section

(to suit) of Veroboard or
'perfboard', a two-way change -over switch, small
8S2 loudspeaker, interconnecting wire, sockets to
suit, and a medium-sized plastics box.

Fig. 3: The author's circuit followed this layout, and you
might like to build your filter along these general lines.
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GOOD IDEA

WHAT Allio

Cheap Change -Over

To sideband ny

To I m only rig

I have two transceivers
for the 144MHz band, one
for each mode of working.
After a while, reaching round
Grommet
the back of each of the
rigs to connect the
Amp f er
power amplifier stage,
became a chore.
There had to be an
easier way of doing it. Of
course there was, and
only a change -over
'
switch was needed. But
change -over switches are
very expensive, and
naturally being of frugal
I investigated a cheaper option.
The solution shown was my cheap option change -over. It should
work in all cases, not just between different mode rigs.

it

ak"

l

rw

nPL.

Dipole Field Strength Meter
A field strength meter (f.s.m.) is an extremely useful piece of
equipment in any amateur's workshop. With the f.s.m., evaluations and
comparisons can be made on any home -built, experimental or
commercial antenna.
The following design requires no batteries and is both simple, in
design and construction, as well as useful over a very wide band of
frequencies. Look at the drawing of Fig. 1 to see just how simple it is to
make. The meter was a small unit removed from a tape recorder, but
almost any general meter of around 100-20011A would be suitable.
It may be used with either vertical or horizontal polarisation,
detecting peaks and troughs in the r.f. field, as well as a relative front back ratio of the antenna under test. It can also be used to show if an
antenna has a 'squint' in its radiation pattern.

naturetier

Hector Cole G3OHK
Seaton

Cumbria

Operation

In operation, for maximum sensitivity, each half of the antenna
should be adjusted to a A/4 at the working frequency. In practice this is
only possible at v.h.f. and u.h.f. When used at h.f., each of the telescopic
rods is extended to its maximum length. The trim -pot is adjusted to give
a suitable reference reading on the meter (Ml) before making
comparisons.
In tests at my location, signals from a 144MHz transmitter, with an
e.r.p. of about 100W, could be easily measured at about 20m distance.

Home -Brew Antenna Connections
"How much did you say that antenna cost", you ask incredulously,
as you learn the extent of the damage for the few pieces of aluminium
rod, and the couple of lengths of wire, you inquired about. "But after
all, it's only a few sections of rod and wire".
The trouble is, that it's the shape and postions of those few pieces
of aluminium and copper that make the difference.

Telescopic rods
0

U

Dl -D4

Super Antenna?

(0A81)
M11100pAl
13115k I

Clamps

s
=moms!

Telescopic
sections

D1-4

)

Insulation
block

Fig. 1: The circuit diagram of the f.s.d., the telescopic
elements should ideally be &/4 at the working
frequency at v.h.f./u.h.f., or as long as possible at h.f.

Modifications

My `Wage should help you turn a collection of wire into a super
antenna. One of the problems encountered when working with wire
antennas, is that of adjustments, and making a good connection. Not
every soldering iron is fitted with a 20m lead, or is adequate to
maintain an adequate temperature in the slightest of breezes.
Small portable butane -powered soldering irons go some way
towards offering an answer, but often run out of gas at the critical
moment. Stood at the top of a swaying ladder with two pieces of hot,
but not hot enough to melt solder, wire is not my idea of fun. At least
not when I'm that person it isn't!
Well what is it? The answer is of course 'choc-bloc' connectors.
These are available in a variety of sizes to suit almost any size of wire.
They also cut through the covering of almost all forms of insulated
wire available these days, and give a good air -tight joint.
To minimise wind resistance they are removed from the plastics
section in which they normally reside. Look at the drawing and I'm
sure that all will fall into place. They provide an easy, convenient and
above all, secure fixing, that can be changed quickly to create that
perfect collection of wires and metal.
Michael Stott GONEE
Ovingham-on-Tyne

Northumberland

For greater sensitivity at h.f., helically wound sections could be
fitted at the base of the telescopic elements. A little experimentation
would be necessary for these sections. A starting point to try is 250
turns of 0.5mm (26s.w.g) enamelled copper wire, close -wound on a
12mm diameter wooden dowel. This takes about 18-20m of wire for
each side.
D. J. Smillie GM4DJS
Wishaw
Strathclyde
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£30 off Europe's
OUT NOW!
best selling oscilloscopes!
> Excellent quality, built
to last a life time
> 2 year warranty
> Each 'scope supplied
with 2 sets x l 0
probes, manual and

Offer must end 31st Jan 93

mains lead.
PART NO.

DESCRIPTION

HM203-7
HM205-3
HM604
HM1005

20MHz, dual channel, 1 mV/cm, component tester
20MHz, digital storage/analogue 'scope
60MHz, dual channel, 1 mV/cm, delay time base
100MHz, 3 channel, 6 trace, delay time base

USUAL PRICE

OFFER PRICE

£397.15
£716.75
£716.75
£930.60

£367.00
£686.00
£686.00
£899.00

MULTIMETERS
The D -MM good value meters are
now even D-MMer good value!!

113111211=1112=11

The TM series of low cost meters, with
3'/2 digit LCDs, full overload
protection, strong ABS cases and
packed with features. Supplied with
test leads, battery and manual.

The Brand New Cirkit
Electronic Constructors
Catalogue

Winter 92/93
192 pages
£££'s worth discount vouchers
100s new products
Books - the latest titles.
Capacitors - new range ceramic discs,
extended ranges electrolytic and polyester
types.

Computers - new CAD PCB layout software.
Connectors - extended ranges of BNC, Jacks,
XLR and PCB types.

St

Filters - new narrow band ceramic and low

e°4

eel Illst 1°1193

PART NO.

DESCRIPTION

TM 5315
TM 5365
TM 5375
TM 115
TM 135
TM 175
TM 8020
TM 8030
7705

DC current (10A) continuity and diode test
Capacitance and frequency (200kHz) ranges
Frequency range (20MHz) and HFE test
AC & DC current (10A), HFE and continuity test
Capacitance ranges, temp. (inc probes), HF, diode and continuity test
Freq. (15MHz), capacitance ranges with HFE, diode, continuity & LED test
33/4 digit display, freq. (4MHz), capacitance (40uF), AC+DC current to 20A
33/4 digit display, freq. (4MHz), temp. (inc probe), AC+ DC current to 20A
Capacitance meter, 1pF to 20,000uF

USUAL

OFFER

PRICE

PRICE

£19.99
£36.50
£36.95
£32.50
£45.95
£53.60
£54.76
£59.96
£39.82

£19.25
£29.99
£31.49
£30.99
£41.50
£45.00
£49.95

f55.49
£35.90

pass TV filters.

Hardware - additions include new range
control knobs, cabinet hardware and heatsinks.
Inductors - more additions to our already
extensive range.

Kits - new additions to the Velleman range.
Rigs - handheld 'CB' transceiver, wavemeters,
scanning receiver accessories.

Semis - new linear ICs, transistors and a
complete new range of LEDs including blue
types.

Speakers - new radio mic systems.
Test Equipment - new hand-held frequency
meter and satellite TV dish alignment system.

And much more besides

Available at larger
newsagents

SPECTRUM
ANALYSER
400kHz to 250MHz

ADAPTOR

or directly from
Cirkit.

30P P&P

Please mention this ad to ensure these prices.

All prices include VAT at 17.5%.

frequency range

LC display of centre
frequency

Calibration marker

Cirkit

el3

The new TSA250 will adapt any conventional
'scope into a highly cost effective spectrum
analyser. With numerous applications in RF
design and development work, EMC
investigations, and education.

TSA250

Postage and packing; standard f1.40, next day
delivery f4.60.
Prices correct at time of going to press, but may
change in line with exchange rate fluctuations.

£399.00

Access

VISA

CIRKIT DISTRIBUTION LTD

CiPark Lane Broxbourne Hertfordshire EN10 7NQ

Telephone (0992) 444111 Fax (0992) 464457

VLF Up-Conve

Down below the
long wave hand
there are many
interesting signals to
be heard, both
natural and manmade. Adrian Knott
G6KSN shows you
how to make these
signals audible on a
communications
receiver.

Some readers will doubtless possess a communications
receiver. Whilst the majority of these sets perform very
well in the h.f. band, most do not cover the frequency
range below 500kHz. My interest in 1.f./v.l.f. was aroused
some years ago, when I found an article on decoding time
transmissions from the atomic clock signal on MSF (on
60kHz).
Transmissions below 150kHz, potentially, have ranges
of many thousands of kilometres. Signals in this band

-2
Naturally occuring
VLF signals (atmospherics, -6:
tweeks, whistlers, etc.)
.3

.0 0
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Fig. 1: Many,
interesting signals are

to be found below the
long wave broadcast
band. Using the up converter described

here, will make them
audible in the 3.5MHz
band as shown here.

50

100

3.55

3.6

150 - VLF Freq. KHz.
3.65 - HF Freq. MHz.

include radio navigation, standard frequencies and
submarine communications. There are also naturally
occurring phenomena between about 1kHz and 20-30kHz.
The converter described here translates frequencies, in
the range 500Hz to 150kHz, up into the 3.5MHz amateur
band. A standard communications receiver will then allow
you to listen in on this rather strange, and intriguing part of
the electro-magnetic spectrum. If you look at Fig. 1 you
will see the range of signals.

Converting A Signal
Converting a 60kHz signal to 3.560MHz presents no
real problem, but consider converting 10kHz up to
3.510MHz. With the converter local oscillator running at
3.5MHz and a conventional mixer all hell is let loose.
What we have done is to generate a very strong signal
(the I.o.) only 10kHz away from our wanted (and very
much weaker) signal. The result of the strong nearby
signal, is to overload the front end of the communications
receiver (and probably the i.f stages as well if a mediocre
filter is used). This will result in our v.l.f. signal being lost
under an enormous blocking signal.
The answer to the converter problem is to use a
balanced mixer in the up -converter. Using a balanced
mixer, results in a great reduction in the 1.o. breakthrough.
Even the most elementary of receivers should resolve the
signal.

Final Design
The circuit in Fig. 2 is the fmal design I arrived at.
Since we are dealing with low frequencies, the r.f.
amplifiers may be broad band and rolled off gently above
150kHz.

The v.l.f. signal from the loop is fed into the base of
Trl via Cl. This, in conjunction with the input impedance
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of the first stage, forms a high pass filter from about
500Hz upwards.
Stage gain is adjustable with R6, while capacitor C2 in
the collector circuit of Trl reduces gain above 150kHz.
Transistor Tr2 is another gain stage (C7 reduces gain
above 150kHz), feeding the phase splitter Tr3. This phase
splitter stage, Tr3, provides two signals of the same level
but 180° out -of -phase with each other at outputs A and B.
The transistors, Tr5 and Tr6, form the balanced mixer,
and must be matched for gain. The mixer, is symmetrical,
but in addition, variable resistors, R25 and R27, improve
the balance of the mixer, reducing I.o. breakthrough to a
minimum.

The converter oscillator is crystal controlled, and
almost any parallel resonance fundamental crystal in the
range 3-5MHz will do. Transistor Tr4 and its associated
components form a'crystal controlled, Colpitts style, local
oscillator.
Capacitor C13 may be a 60pF trimmer if precise
control of frequency is required. The output of the
oscillator is taken from the emitter of Tr4, and fed into the
mixer via identical networks C20, R23 and C21, R24.
The up -converted output from the mixer, is taken from
the collectors of Tr5 and Tr6 via the output transformer Tl.
Transformer TI primary is 24 turns, centre -tapped, of
0.27mm (32s.w.g.) enamelled copper wire. The secondary
is 12 turns of the same wire.
In the prototype, T1 was wound on two ferrite beads,
or you could use a T50-2 toroidal ferrite core. Both
methods are shown in Fig. 3. Either method should prove
satisfactory. The number, and ratio, of rums could be
experimented with, to give best overall results.

Straightforward
Construction is quite straightforward, and the unit can
be built on Veroboard or similar. Layout is not critical, as
long as the following guide -lines are observed:
1) Keep the input of Trl as far away as possible from
the output of Tr2.
2) Tr5 and Tr6, should be laid out on the board as
symmetrically as possible and leads kept as short as
possible.
3) If the oscillator is some distance from the input to
the mixer then it should be fed via screened cable to avoid
stray pick up.
4) The case of the crystal XL I should be earthed by
means of a short length of wire soldered firmly to the
ground.
5) The finished projects should be mounted in a metal
(preferably die-cast) box in order to minimise local
oscillator radiation.

What Antenna
What kind antenna to use? A long-wire antenna has a
very high impedance at these frequencies, unless it is
several kilometres long. This form of antenna also seems
to suffer from electrostatic breakthrough.
A resonant loop system was developed to interface
into a load of about 10K. This reduces the Q of the loop
for easier tuning, and accommodates the bandwidth of
some of the signals found.
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Construction

Prter
The circuit of the
antenna is shown in Fig.
4. It consists of 34 turns
of lmm covered copper
wire, wound to give a
loop diameter of 60cm
(yes that's right - 24 of
the old inches). A
length of thin plywood
or hardboard could be
used to make up a
former for the loop.
The loop is tapped
to give 12 possible
values of inductance.
The tapping points are
chosen so that moving
along the coil by one
tapping point, results
in a frequency change
of approximately
10%.
A 12 -position

12V

9.32
11.2

Cu 7

0,
Tr5
XL 1

13C543

/3.5MHz

switch Si selects the
C13
appropriate tap. The
)3p
parallel resonating
capacitors, CL and
CH are selected by
S2, giving
frequency coverage
from 11.8 to
36.4kHz, with CL,
and 37.3 to
115.3kHz with CH respectively.
Loop resonant frequencies are dependent on the
settinng of SI and S2. The two switches, and associated
capacitors, may be mounted in the same case as the
converter.
The loop itself could be attached to the converter case.
Alternatively, the loop could be remotely mounted in an
auxiliary case and connected to the converter by means of
a short length of coaxial cable. The exact method of
construction is a matter of personal preference, and the
drawing of Fig. 4 is merely a guide.

Setting Up
To start setting up, apply 12V to the unit, and check
that the converter oscillator is working. To do this, tune a
receiver to the oscillator frequency.
A short length of wire, connected to the emitter of Tr4,
should create quite a strong signal for the receiver. If a
known accurate receiver is available, and you have chosen
to make C13 variable, then you can set the local oscillator
frequency.
Set the b.f.o. on the communications receiver to centre
point. Now trim C13 to give zero beat at 3.5MHz, or
whatever other crystal frequency you have chosen.
Remove the wire 'antenna' from Tr4, and connect the
converter directly to the communications receiver by
means of a good quality coaxial lead.
At this point the local oscillator signal may well give a
reading of 60dB over S9 on the meter of the receiver.
However, by careful adjustment, and re -adjustment, of R25
and R27, it should be possible to reduce the converter
oscillator, to become less than an S5 signal.
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v.
R27
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2k2
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There is
likely to be some interaction between R25 and R27. You
may have to carry this step out several times until no
further improvement in local oscillator suppression can be
achieved.
At the antenna, set SI to position seven and select CH
(10nF) by means of S2. Then tune the communications
receiver to 3.560MHz (or your chosen crystal frequency +
60kHz), where you should be able to hear a carrier pulsing
at one second intervals.
At my location, this signal is endstopping on the 5 meter. Now check that R6 alters the sensitivity of the unit,
and that switching in CL, or altering the tapping point,
degrades the received signal on 60kHz. If all is well, then
no further adjustments are necessary and the unit is ready
for use.

Fig. 2a: The circuit of
the pre -amplifier and
phase splitter section
of the project.
Fig. 2b: The local
oscillator and balanced
mixer section. Points A
and B couple to the
similarly marked points
in Fig. 2a.

Man-made Signals
The unit has been in use at my location for some time
now, and some very strange signals have been heard. The
omega signals around 12kHz are reasonably strong and
GBR, DH038, MSF and some other unidentifiable signals
are received and indicated full-scale on the S -meter.
Since a lot of the signals present on v.l.f. are either
data or RTTY, I think that a computer terminal/modem
would be a useful addition to my shack. This is to be my
next line of investigation.

Continued over
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-Reg Ward & Co Ltd. -

S.R.P. TRADING

1 Western Parade, West Street, Axminster, Devon, EX13 5NY.
Telephone: Axminster (0297) 34918

SANGEAN ATS 803A

(Largest Amateur Radio Shop in the South West)
One Stop for Yaesu Icom Kenwood

Direct key -in world receiver with quartz alarm clock timer

HF TRANSCEIVERS

.....

YAE SU
F7890

Compact TXCR

£1075.00

(11.00)

£199.00
£249.00
£153.95
£109.00
£25.99
£1859.00
£1659.00

(5.00)

Accessories
ATU2

Autotuner
Matching PSU
D19 Voice Storage
Base Speaker
Mobile Speaker
With PSU
Without PSU

FP800

11
890

FVS2

SP6
SP7
FT990

0
ICOM

FT990

NEW IC728/1C729
IC728
HF
IC729
HF+6M

IC728

a - No

(5.00)
(7.00)
(5.00)
(16.00)

(16.00)

£825.00
£1085.00

(12.00)
(12.00)

£195.00
£31.68
£335.00
£87.87

(6.00)
(2.00)
(12.00)
(5.00)

PSU

Speaker
Auto ATU
Desk Mic
HF Base Station

-

NM IIESESIO
SO inIGEA r,

1

._.

.

1
DIMENSIONS: 29.2cmx16.0cm
(11.5inx6.3inx2.36in).

ie Bf0 SSBICIN

Accessories
PS55
SP7
AT150
SM8
IC765

-

on 5. Ex

(7.00)

Tunabl

OUTPUT: 1200mW (10%THD)
WEIGHT: 1.7kg (3.75Ibs) without batteries.

Wide/narrow filter switch.

£109.95. £5 check, test and p&p.

P.O.A

Also, suitable mains unit available, only £9.95

KENWOOD

IC765

Specifications and features

TS450/690
HF
TS450
TS690
HF+6M

£1220.00
£1395.00

(1200)

£192.95
£249.00
£48.95
£149.00
£1495.00
£249.00
£65.95
£149.00
£92.95

(76.00)
(7.00)
(5.00)
(5.00)
(12.00)
(7.00)
(5.00)
(5.00)
(5.00)

£325.00
£349.00
£659.00

(7.00)
(7.00)
(12.00)

(12.00)

Accessories
PSU (SSB only)
PS53
PSU (Full Duty Cycle)
SP23
Ext. Speaker
AT450
Int. Auto ATU
Kenwood TS850
PS52
PSU (Full Duty)
SP31
Ext. Speaker
AT850
in Auto ATU
MC60A
Desk Mic
PS31

TS850

VHF/UHF MOBILES
Yaesu FT212RH
Yaesu FT2400RH
Yaesu F75200R

2m, 45 watt
New 2m, 50 wan
2m/70cm, Full Cross Band

* 150-29.999 continuous tuning with no gaps. Phase locked loop -double
conversion Superheterodyne * Full shortwave/AM/SSB 150-29999kHz no
gaps! + FM87.5-1 08 mono/stereo * Five tuning functions: Direct press button
frequency input auto scanning, manual scanning memory recall and manual
tuning knob * Built-in clock and alarm. Radio turns on automatically at preset
time and frequency. * Large digital frequency display. * Fourteen memories nine memory channels for your favourite station frequencies. Last setting of
mode and waveband stored in five memories. * Direct press -button access to

all 12 shortwave broadcast bands. * Two power sources - battery or AC
mains adaptor. * General coverage of all AM bands in LW/MW/SW (dedicated
broadcast band coverage on all versions), plus of course the FM band for
quality sound broadcasts in headphone stereo. * SLEEP function turns the
radio on or off after an adjustable time of 10-90 minutes. * Separate BASS
and TREBLE controls for maximum
jack for better reception. * Adjustable RF GAIN control to prevent overloading
when listening close to other strong stations or if there is interference. * New
improved wide/narrow filter (6/2.7kHz) * BFO control (Beat Frequency
Oscillator) enables reception of SSB/USB/LSWB (single side band) and CW
(Morse Code) transmissions. * Illuminated display to facilitate night-time use.

* Designed for both portable and desk top use. * Five dot LED signal
strength indicator.

FT5200R
ICOM IC229E/H
IC229E
IC229H

2m, 25 watt
50 watt

ICOM IC32301-I

ICOM IC2410E/H

SANGEAN

IC3230H

2m/70cm FM, 45/35 Watt
2/70cm FM, Dual Watch

£299.00
£349.00

(7.00)
(7.00)

£595.00
(E) £625.00 (H) £649.00

(12.00)
(12.00)

Kenwood
TM241E

2m, 50 Wan

£329.00

(7.00)

TM702

2/70cm, 25w

£495.00

(10.00)

TM241E

NEW

S595.00

2/70cm

(0.00)

Yaesu F7415 2m HH inc. battery pack charger
.£349.00

(0.00)

...---ICOM Accessories

CP13

Cigar Lighter Cable.........£10.73

141.465

Speaker Mc

HS60

HeadsetNoxor PTT........£45.00

OPC288

DC lead.

LC7117203

W2ISRE Carry Cases.......£7.66 (2.00)

(2.00)

f24.52 (200)

(FT 815 70cm)

Coming Soon
Yaesu FT530 New 2m/70 Dualband Handy

Yaesu Accessories

(200)

f7.40 (2.00)

Kenwood TH28 2m Handy

£249.00

(0.00)

EDC5

DC adapt Noise lifer.......£19.95 (2.00)

EDC6

DC lead 26/76/415/815.....£3.00 (2.00)

MH12A2B

Speaker Mic

MH18A2B

Mini speaker Mic .............£31.73 (2.00)

C50/51/52

(F7415/815) Carry Cases..E11.50 (2.00)

AG2W

DC lead.

NC42

Desk top charger

(5.00)

SMC32

Speaker mic

born ICW2

The 2/70 Dualbander....£395.03

(0.00)

SMC33

Speaker micmultijunction.E29.95 (2.00)

HMC2

Headset/Room Mb

loom IC25RE 2m

£31.73 (2.00)

W/deband RX.......£425.00 (0.00)

(TH28 70cm)

Kenwood TH78 Dual band Handy .......£42500 (0.00)

Kenwood Accessories
.£425.00 (2.00)

f24.95 (2.00)

£34.95 (2.00)

Large Second Hand Stock
Easy Parking Opposite
Instant credit available
Mail/Telephone order by cheque or credit card
Cheques cleared before goods despatched.
DELIVERY/INSURANCE PRICES

OPEN TUES-SAT 9.00-5.30
(CLOSED MONDAYS)

LUNCH 1-2pm

-

ANT 60

HANDHELDS
TM732

_

Portable SW
Antenna

STOCK ITEMS USUALLY
DESPATCHED WITHIN 48HRS
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IN BRACKETS

(ME)

Greatly

improve reception
power of portable
shortwave receiver

SFINGer-"I

Easy hookup to

snap onto
telescoping rod antenna or
plug into radio's external AM
antenna jack extends to
7 metres (23 feet)

Portable for indoors

and

outdoors

Suitable for all kinds of shortwave radios

El 4.99

FREE POST AND PACKING WITH THIS ISSUE ONLY

SRP Trading, Unit 20, Nash Works,
Forge Lane, Belbroughton,
Nr. Stourbridge, Worcs.
Tel: (0562) 730672. Fax: (0562) 731002
41

0302 325690
RCAtf

P

3JA 11;j
42 Nether Hall Road, Doncaster DN1 2PZ

VISA

vIcleoa%

seoce

Open: Monday -Saturday 10-5pm Closed Thursdays

KENWOOD

e

,t,

TS850SAT TS950SDX

TS450SAT TS450S
TS140S TS690S

(s.

-

._

AL/NCO

ICOM

((-

FT1000D FT1000
FT990 FT990DC FT890AT
FT890 FT747GX FT736R

''-'),, e ' 4 1 ". 1 " .

I4i

TM741E TM732E TM241E

1

YAESU

IC725 IC735 IC728

DR570T DR599T

IC3230H IC2410H ICR7100
IC229H IC228H IC28H

DR112T DR119T DR1200T

ICW2E IC2SRA
IC2SE IC2GE
IC24E IC2E

DJF1T DJF1TH
DJ162T DJ580T

FT2400H FT5100 FT5200
r_v
t
:

f
I

,

l

"V

MIN

..

.......

!

141
'4.52- ..2P1

li, ...t..:oee

e

.V. "0 41".

:

FT411E FT415

TH78E TH28E

01

FT470 FT530

PACKET

Al,
THE

SAVER'

SLIMLINE
Allows you to safely mount your hand-held or
mobile radio where you can see the controls.

AEA PK232 PK88 AEA -FAX

£24.95 + £212613

HEAVY DUTY
Mounts any single flat surface.
Adaptable to any vehicle or
station use.

Construction made of high quality
aluminium.

£29.95+ £2p&p
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Although they are not involved in the amateur radio field nowadays, PW couldn't ignore
the contribution that Eddystone Radio receivers have made to our hobby. So, what could
be more appropriate than having a front cover, showing an Eddystone 'classic' from the
past, alongside one of their products from the 1990s in our themed issue on receivers?
Eddystone Radio Ltd., now a Marconi Communications
Systems Company, still operate from the Eddystone
Works, Alverchurch Road in Birmingham. However,
this famous factory now produces a range of hightec communications and military specification
radio equipment.
Nowadays, the firm produces a wide range of
radio communications and broadcasting
equipment. And, perhaps without realising it,
many radio enthusiasts probably listen to v.h.f.
radio every day, totally unaware that it's an
Eddystone Radio Band II v.h.f. f.m. transmitter that's
providing the power behind the programme.
While PW pays tribute to the famous Eddystone name, many radio enthusiasts,
continue to use their receivers. It's good to know, that although they're not into amateur
radio nowadays, the famous Eddystone lighthouse logo continues to shine with
confidence in the 1990s.

Special Offer
Learn French
With The
Linguaphone
Visa Cassette
Course

Linguaphone Visa Your Passport To Learning French
The course comprises of a series of audio cassette
lessons with accompanying booklets, produced in a
delightful, friendly and chatty style. The Linguaphone
Visa course is ideal for the whole family, and Rob
Mannion G3XFD has tried one out himself.
"I found that the Linguaphone Visa French course is ideal
to listen to in the car, and its friendly and informative
style using every day situations makes you want to join
in. The Visa approach certainly makes learning another
language an enjoyable process to learn conversational
French".

To: Practical Wireless (Special Offer February),
FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BH18 8PW
Please send me a Linguaphone Visa French Course @ £19.95.
Name

Address

Postcode

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd) £

Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of f
Card No.

We have a limited number of the Linguaphone Visa
courses for £19.95 including p&p. So, hurry, don't miss
the language course bargain of the year. It could be your
passport to learning another language!
Practical Wireless, February 1993

Valid from

Signature

J
to
Tel
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Coils
The Basic Building Block
Coils are to be found in almost every radio set, but
how can we identify the various types? We asked
Stefan Niewiadomski to give us a summary of the
Toko 10K and 10EZ series of coils that seem to be
found in most sets.

performance could be detected in amateur applications.
The 4174 and 4173 are intended for use in 5MHz
v.f.o.s and 9MHz (c.i.o.) respectively.
When coil data is tabulated as in Table 1, it can be
seen that the colour of the core (or a ring of plastics
visible from the top of the can) is a good indication of the
inductance of the coil. This can be a good way of
identifying a coil which has had its markings rubbed off,
which can easily happen when they are handled.
A better way of being sure which coil is which, is to
scratch the codes onto the cans when coils are received.
Then, even if the original markings are lost, the scratched
code will still be visible. (The method I use is to paint
There's a bewildering range of adjustable inductors
in the Toko range of coils. However, closer inspection of
the specifications of these components reveals great
similarities between many of them. The tables used in this
article, catalogue the most useful coils in an order that
should make these similarities obvious.
The full code for each coil is not shown, only the
unique identifying number. In Table 1 take, for example,
the full code for coil type 7752, is RW06A7752EK,
whereas the full code for the 6438 type is
15FN8A6438EK. Details of these codes can be found in
the Bonex, Cirkit and Mainline mail order catalogues,
along with the ordering code specific to the distributor.
I've only included the coils from Toko's 10K and
IOEZ ranges in the tables. These represent the most
popular ranges with amateurs, and they crop up most often
in articles and kits. There are also ranges of 7mm and
5mm coils which may be encountered occasionally, but
these are rather less extensive than the 10K and 10EZ
coils and are generally only needed where more
miniaturisation is required.
A new aspect to the miniaturisation of coils has
recently reached the amateur scene, in the form of surface
mount components, but, again, these have not been
considered here. Incidentally, the 10, 7 or 5mm dimension
refers to the nominal outer width and breadth of the can.
As well as showing the inductance and colour of the
core, the tables show the number of turns between the pins
for each coil. These figures are useful where a tapping
point and/or where the ratio of the primary/secondary
winding is needed.

Antenna And Oscillator
General purpose, antenna and oscillator coils are
shown in Table 1. This range of coils is suitable for use in
antenna input filter, oscillators and other general
applications.
In an application where only the primary winding of a
coil is used (that is the pin 1-3 winding), there's not much
too choose between coils with the same inductance. For
example, if a 51.1H coil is required, the type 334, 6439,
6440 or 3337 would be suitable. Where these coils differ,
is in the primary/secondary ratio and, where the primary
winding is tapped. Even so, the 6439 and 6441 are so
nearly identical that it is doubtful that any difference in
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fishing rod varnish, available from fishing tackle
suppliers, over the original markings. Editor)

Lower Frequency
The coils shown in Table 2. are suitable for use in
lower frequency i.f. strips in the range 455-468kHz. In
practice there's not much to choose between coils which
are specified for use at 455kHz and 468kHz.
Enough adjustment range is available for either type
of coil to be used at either frequency. In fact, there is
sufficient adjustment to go considerably above 468kHz
and below 455kHz if required.
The different ratios of primary/secondary windings
are intended to give different input/output impedance
transformations. The 4A888 and 17105 are particularly
useful, since they have centre -tapped primaries, making
them useful for integrated circuit i.f amplifiers which have
push-pull outputs, such as the MC1350 or the NE/SA602.

Generally Suitable
All the coils shown in Table 3. were designed for use
in f.m. i.f. systems at 10.7MHz. However, coils designed
for 10.7MHz are generally suitable for use at 9MHz, a
popular i.f. with amateurs. The adjustment available by
screwing the core in and out is usually about ±30% of the
nominal value.
All the coils except the 30455 have an internal
capacitor fitted which resonates the coil at the i.f.
frequency, which can be set exactly by adjusting the coil's
core.
Again, the different ratios of primary/secondary
windings available (for example, with the 3892, 3893 and
3894) are intended to give different input/output
impedance transformations. As in the low i.f. coil range,
there are coils in this category, namely the 3892, 3893 and
3894, that have centre -tapped primaries.

Standard Pins
Luckily, there's a standard layout used for pins, at
least on the Toko range of coils. The pin numbers for the
windings shown in the tables refer to the pin -out shown in
Fig. 1. Here the coil is viewed as looking onto the pins, or
from the track side of the p.c.b.
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Main Suppliers

Mainline Electronics, PO Box 235, Leicester LE2
9SH. Tel: (0533) 780891 or FAX (0533) 477551.

Here in the UK, there are three main sources of
Toko coils, they are:
Bonex, 12 Elder Way, Langley Business Park,
Slough, Berks. Tel: (0753) 49502.
Cirkit, Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts ENIO 7NQ.
Tel: (0992) 444111 or FAX (0992) 464457.

There are several smaller firms who carry stocks
of the Toko series of coils. Many of these small firms
are to be seen at rallies throughout the year, so take
these pages with you. You never know when they will
come in handy!
PW

Table 1: General purpose, antenna and oscillator coils.
Code

Inductance

7752

630uH

9

6408

360uH

331208

330uH

6A356

1-2

2-3

1-3

4-6

Colour

2

1

114

123

13

green

95

3

98

13

red

2

92

94

8

red

158uH

3

64

66

7

blue

80046

158uH

2

79

81

9

blue

3333

45uH

14

41

55

4

6438

45uH

10

30

40

8

3426

38uH

3

48

51

4

6440

38uH

10

31

41

9

32696

23uH

3

45

48

6

3334

5.5uH

7

11

18

3

6439

5.5uH

4

10

14

6

6441

5.5uH

4

11

15

7

3337

5uH

2

23

25

3

4174

4.8uH

17

4173

3uH

15

3

4612

1.7uH

11

3

4613

1.7uH

11

1

4172

1.4uH

1

8

9

3

2225

1.4uH

1

8

9

1

violet
violet
white
white
white
yellow
yellow
green
green
black
brown
white
white
black
black

3335

1.2uH

4

4

8

2

pink

3767

1.3uH

2

6

8

5

pink

3428

1.1uH

2

8

10

3

3766

1.1uH

2

6

8

5

blue
blue

4

3

4a ".

6

Coil only

4

3
2

6

1

Capacitor fitted

Fig. 1: Two
common pin outs, as seen
from below. The
lower coil has a

capacitor fitted
to become an
r.f. transformer.
See Fig. 2.

Table 2: 455kHz/468kHz IF coils.
2-3

1-3

4-6

Colour

Code

Capacitor

11098

180pF

140

25

165

4

orange

12374

180pF

127

38

165

6

11100

180pF

104

36

140

20

yellow
black

1A589

180pF

15

125

140

6

1A590

180pF

80

60

140

15

4A888

430pF

55

55

110

15

17104

180pF

98

67

165

17105

200pF

68

68

136

68

white
black
yellow
yellow

41996

180pF

43

164

16

red

41997

180pF

19

164

16

blue

1-2

blue

Table 3: 9MHz/10.7MHz IF coils.
Code

Capacitor

1-2

2-3

1-3

4-6

Colour

30466

none

6

3

9

1

pink

30465

120pF

6

3

9

1

brown

4520

50pF

8

7

15

1

3892

82pF

7

7

14

2

3893

82pF

7

7

14

3

red
red
red

3894

82pF

7

7

14

4

red

1506

51pF

3

12

15

2

6184

82p

10

3

13

3

black
black
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Fig. 2:
These
seen formats. are the two
ho
capacitor
The
fitted lower one commonly
as shown
may have
a
in Fig.
1.
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EVER
YAESU RADIO

KENWOOD RADIO

Yaesu FT747GX - Still an unbelievable

Kenwood R-5000 - Tried and tested in all

performer across the H.F. bands and one of the top
5 in budget H.F. Transceivers. Top Band to Ten, you

corners of the world. This receiver keeps going
and going. 150kHz-30MHz. All mode with
many options - what more could you

won't be disappointed...£P/X Special
Yaesu FT -890 - Recent reviews answer all your
questions. Based on o winning combination, available with or without auto

A.T.U...£Call

want...£13/X Special
Kenwood TS450/690S - Two superb H.F Transceivers capable of delivering the
"punch" when necessary. 100W O/P, optional Auto A.T.U. plus general coverage

Yaesu FT -530 -A Twin Band Handheld and a host of features including Dual In Band RX, CTCSS DTMF all fitted. Wideband coverage plus optional speaker mic with
LCD display. Guaranteed to be the next No. 1...£Call now

receive ...CP/X Special

Yaesu Fr-i

TH28/48/78E's - The family of 3 "designer -type" handhelds that feel comfortable in
the hand whether Two Meters, 70 Cms (ideal novice band) or 2/70 Twin Bander is
what you're after - take a serious look at the "TH" ronge...£Call

available...£Call

Kenwood TS850S - Another sure winner from Kenwood! Designed with the serious
operator in mind and built to lost
why not consider upgrading or part -exchanging

- You will never want another H.F. Transceiver! The FT -1000 does it
all. This has to be the ultimate word in H.F. communications. Full brochure

your old TS830???...£P/X Special

FULL YAESU RANGE NOW IN - CALL FOR DETAILS

SCANMASTER®

DRAKE
Drake R8E - Number one in the U.S. since

10 METRE RETRACTABLE MAST

1943. Drake is known right across the globe for
its technology and above all, reliability remember the "B" line separates (mine are still
going!). Wide frequency coverage, excellent
dynamic range Superb filtering In fact it's simply
the best shortwave clarity you'll find. Outperforming many other receivers costing much
more. Whatever your interests - Drakes' R8E con handle it!!!
Fully filtered with AMS as

Suitable for:

antennas.

A new and inexpensive aluminium 10 metre
retractable mast that may be used at home or for
portable use. Easy to erect in minutes - your
antennas can now be independant of trees,
buildings and other make shift fixing points! The
steel guying rings are corrosion protected to
provide years of useful life. Because individual
requirements vary guy wires are not included. A
base fixing plate is available as an extra.

Options

standard

R8E Matching Speaker

99 programmable
memories with Scan

VHF Cony. (35-54 & 108-174MHz)

Computer control option
I.F. Pass -band offset facility

P.0 Computer Drive Software
Full Technical W/Shop Manual

£49.95
£195.00
£59.95
£29.95

Introductory Price £69 Plus £8 Carriage

NEW FROM YAESU THIS WINTER

SCANNING RECEIVERS
YUPITERU MVT 7000
HANDHELD
Receives 8 to 1300 MHz
100kHz-1300MHz
lat reduced sensitivity)

200 Memory channels
Rotary or keypad freq.
control

Dipoles, Long Wires, VHF/UHF
Beams, G5RV and many other

AR1500 HANDHELD
Covers 500kHz-1300MHz
receiving NFM/WFM/AAA

Loc.

1

and SSB.

IL. CM SZ. 11111.

ma mow mon am.= NI=

Supplied with a large
selection of accessories
including:-

W.

0

Charger

AM/FM/NFM
Large display with strength meter

Dry Cell Battery Case

Each set is supplied complete with: -

Long Wire Antenna

Full set of high power NiCads, AC
charger. DC power lead
£319
and carry strap

FRG -100 H.F. RECEIVER

Ear Piece

£299

Soft Case

MVT-8000 - Mobile version of the 7000 c/w mains adaptor. Especially

£349.00

sensitive @ UHF. Recommended

VT225 - Worlds 1st Civil/Military Airband Handheld 108-142MHz Civil 222-391MHz Military. 100 memories. AM/FM on VHF
£249.00

Call now and be one of the first to own this brand new general coverage receiver.
Don't forget our generous part -exchange schemes.
Call the Hotline for immediate response

SCANNING ANTENNAS
WB1300 Discone - (25-1300MHz) Stainless steel top of the range "N" type
connector. Complete with short mounting pole and clamps. 8 elements with vertical

whip. This months' special £49.95

VT125 UK - 30 memories with programmable steps of 25, 50 & 100kHz
108-142MHz coverage. Each unit has a UK charger & NiCads
£169.00

vri so Marine - Covers 142-170MHz. 30 memories. Steps 10, 12.5, 5,
25kHz. Ideal marine band monitor c/w NiCads & charger

£169.00

Fairmate HP2000 - Still one of the most popular handhelds on the market today.
Continuous coverage from 500Kcs-1300MHz. AM/FM/WFM modes.
£279.00
1000 memories

AR2800 - Desk top, all mode scanning receiver. 500kHz-600MHz and
800MHz-1300MHz. Fitted BFO for SSB reception,
excellent results. Come and try one!!!£P/X Special
AR3000A - The latest in multimode scanners,
offering continuous coverage from 100kHz2036MHz. Modes:-

USBASB/CW/AM/FM/WFM. Computer control
available via ACEPAC-3 Software
(for PC/Clones)

£795.00

THIS MONTH'S BEST BUY
NEVADA

MS1000 BASE/MOBILE
SCANNER

MOBILE VERSION OF THE HP2000
HANDHELD BUT WITH SEVERAL

ADDITIONS:-

*Switchable audio squelch
*Tape recorder output socket
*Automatic - signal operated tope
recorder switching
*All metal case for improved EMC compatibility

*Receives:- 500kHz -

THE FASTEST MAIL ORDER COMPANY
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£475

600MHz, 805 - 1300MHz.

£229
Supplied with mains power supply.

FUOSER YOUR

YDDITESCPAARTDCSH

DAY
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YTHING FOR THE RADIO ENTHUSIAST
HUGE STOCKS - FAST DELIVERY - PERSONAL SERVICE
NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS, 189 LONDON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE
TELEPHONE HOTLINE: (0705) 662145 FAX: (0705) 690626
ICOM
kern IC -728 - If you like Icom, you'll like the 728 HF
Transceiver. As expected, built to a high standard. Full co..

£Under 1000

100W o/p, many accessories

Icom IC -735 - This is more than just another transceiver - well
designed & stylish in looks with on enviable performonce. All the

Icom W2E - Twin Bond hondie - with all the necessary features we have all come to expect. So neat
£Mid 400's
& compact it leaves you wondering "how do they get it all in"I

whole 900 memories to ploy with! Full colour brochure available

£Try our P/X scheme

Icom R-72 - Lets not forget all the S.W.L's - kom haven't with this general coverage H.F receiver
£Call
I 00kHz-30MHz. All mode (FM optional) with 99 mems for favourite frequencies

Icom R-1 - Icon's most popular pocket sized wideband receiver. 150kHr 1300MHz.
£P/X Special.
AM/FM/WFM modes. 100 programmable memories

EARTALKER

ALINCO &

Eartalker -A completely new

STANDARD

concept in microphone
technology. The Eartalker is a
combination of earphone and
microphone which is worn within
the ear. It provides outstanding
transmitted audio quality and is
suitable for all leading brands of handheld (Call
for details on your particular model), Separate
volume, PTT switch and control box
£39

Alinco DJ -580 - Fast becoming the top
selling Twin Band handheld here in the U.K.
Complete with all "mod -cons" including AM
Airbond RX. Comes ready to go just plug-in and
charge the perfect way to operate

£389

2M & 70 Cms

Alinco DJ-F1E - Don't take my word for it but
my customers agree that this is the perfect

READER

Alinco DR -599E - Replacing the 590E This

SCANNING ACCESSORIES
JIM PSU101 MK IV -A combined desk
stand and power supply/charger for handheld
scanners. Suitable for most popular models.
Special versions now available. Please call
£29.50
now for details

JIM BHA3 - Desktop stand for handheld

£9.95

scanners

JIM CHA4 - Mobile holder for handheld

£6.95

scanners in the car

(500kHz - 1500MHz).

is the model the others were based on! Still a
popular choice with many features including
remote cloning and repeater talk-thru!
£365

Standard C588 - The very latest from r,..
"Standard sets" in twin bond handhelds. DTMF,
CTCSS, Crossbond Rep, Paging, AM RX and

even a 200 channel memory option. A
handheld & scanner rolled into one.

Watts PEP on SSB enables you to beat the pile-

KT -44 with simple NO FUSS
operation. Ideal standby handheld
or for use on Packet
£149.00

ups. Now available
here in the U.K. Top

band to 10 from only
60-80 Watts input. Coll
now for your br. hure!.

4x811A low Cost Tubes

600W C.W. 1000W PEP
Compact 241b weight

KT -220 -A 2M handheld with direct keypad
entry and LCD display. 10 memories & CTCSS
fined. Ext 12V DC socket. Up to 5 watts output

£169.95

SPECIAL

NEW HAND-HELDS
ALAN CT -145 - Fully featured 2M handheld

TRADING POST
We buy as well as sell new and

used radio equipment, please
feel free to call Paul or John on
our Hotline for an instant quote
on either P/X or Buy -Ins.

Excellent reliability &
performance

Yaesu CPU2500 2m. FM mobile, boxed £155

£165.00

Kenwood TM732 btest twin -bond mobile

ALAN CT -450 - 70 cms version

Trio TS7000 10W. 2m. Base Multimode £375

Yaesu FT690

Full 10MHz coverage, 430440MHz. 5 watts available when
powered via 12V DC. This model comes highly

£175

recommended!

As a Sony Shortwave centre, we stock a
complete range of Sony Shortwave product.
Here is a selection of our best sellers:editions to the
Sony range. The SW77 covers 150kHz-

30MHz plus an additional 76108MHz. With

£3.36

(100 "N" type

£4.451

£1100

JST135

£685

.;.eroge HF Transceiver

£275

Yaesu FT200 7X/RX

£145

M/M 70cm. Transverter 128 MHz I.F.)

£145

n922 2KW PEP HF Amp. v.g.c

£995

40A. Power Supply as

£100

Revex Station Monitor Scope

£199

reception of AM/FM/USB/LSB and CW
modes is a breeze. Fitted tape record bodily

Yaesu FP757 Switch Mode PSU, boxed.

finishes this superb all round receiver.

£75

M/M 2m. Transverter128 MHz LE)...

Bird Thru' Line Meter c/w 4031 GHz

£165

£Call

SW1E - Pocket Shortwave plus VHF
Commercial radio. Each unit is supplied with
headphones, case and shortwave guide This
model will not hurt your pocket
£149

£95

Vectronics VC300DLP ATU S/H

£120

Drake WH7 Power/SWR Meter

£65

JRC NVA-88 Matching Extension Speaker

£99

Yaesu F120912, boxed 2m. H/H....

£135

Kenpro KT -22 2m. H/H

£110

Yaesu 6 channel X4A11.2m. H/H c/w base

£Coll

NEW PORTABLE SONY SW55 -

"N" type connectors for the above
cable

£345

Pormopaa

a rotary tuning dial, 125 scan memories, the

150kHz-30MHz Shortwave, on
AM/FM/SSB. Well rated

£0.56 p/mtr
£1.40 p/mtr
£1.99 p/mtr

b

Kenwood TS9305 S/H

Trio TR2200G 2m. Rockbound Portable

SONY SHORTWAVE

and Shortwave medium sized receivers.
Frequency coverage:- 76-108MHz FM.

low loss cable essential
for optimum performance
with wideband UHF

£525

boxed

of the CT -145. This model will be a
proven winner amongst the new
novices and seasoned users alike.

SW7600 - One of Sony's most popular VHF

Japanese FB (Fine
business) Coble! Superb

Model 8D 11.1mm)...
Model 100 (13.1mm)

Technically the best that Sony hove come up
with yet! Stable enough for fax reception, yet
easy enough to tune on SSB. A dual conversion
receiver produces excellent results on all the
bonds - the SW55 is a real winner.

150kHz 30MHz, 76-108MHz, all mode
inc. SSB.

125 multi -function memories inc. world time
clack/alarm.

4 way digital inc. scan/manual/direct
CP/X Special
access

charger

£85

Kenpro KT -44 70cm. H/H c/w carry case £95
Drake 4B separate twins (offers)

£425

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL P/X DEAL
Get the very latest in H.F. transceivers by
part -exchanging any of the following: T58305, TS43OS, TS440S, FT707, FT107,
FT7, FT7B, FT77, TS130S or any other
models from that era!

Call us now - even if we haven't listed
your radio, for what we know to be
unbeatable P/X deals.

Shortly available BNC's and P1.259's to hr :rte
FB Coble.

Micro -Scan - (1801300MHz). New low cost

£12

Skyband -(25-1300MHz). Our
most popular stainless steel economy
wideband discone. Recommended.
£27.95
Bargain Price ONLY

SONY ACTIVE ANTENNAS
AN I - An external active antenna
with built-in pre -amp, covers

150kHz-30MHz. Fully portable with
easy to mount fixing brackets £57.95

AN3 - Active antenna for Aircraft and
VHF reception, suitable for Sony Air 7
plus many others

£Call

LOW LOSS CABLE

Model SD (8.1mm)

£39.95

budget ground plane antenna

Standard C528 - This Twinband handhela

cable is good for frequencies up to 3GHz.

New high quality wide bond receiving antenna
uses fibre glass/stainless
steel with 4 small radials.
"N" type connector. Length
1.1 metres

linle unit has an impressive 50W on each
bond, automatic remote repeater function (ideal
roynet exercises) and a host of extra facilities
including ext.RX. Full colour brochure
£589
available - call us now(

Transceivers and
Receivers. Tough weather
resistant yet still remaining flexible. This range e

Nevada Scanmaster -

Vector 500. "Canadian Punch!" A full 1000

Thumb wheel frequency control.

extended receive 130-169MHz.

companion when considering a 2M handheld.
Full coverage and again offered with
Airbond receive
£259

Data Communications
decoder - decodes RTTY, CW, AMTOR (A) &
SITOR (B). 16 character LCD display needing
only connection to receiver extension speaker
socket. Shortly to become available will be the
large 4 -line LCD display with built-in parallel
printer driver port. Variable inbuilt morse tutor.
(Call and reserve your optional
£169.00
display now)

KT -44 - 70 cms handheld.

with options for DTMF & CTCSS Paging. 5
mans output is available when powered from
external 12V DC supply. Nov with

MICROERA Microreader -

NEW VECTRONICS

KT -22 - Popular 2M version of

Icom R-100 - The mobile monitoring station. 500kHz to 1.8GHz. What more is out there? 100
£Call
mems, AM, FM & WFM modes

Icom R-7100 - An affordable professional grade receiver. Hosting 25-2000MHz coverage & a

AMP

Full 10MHzI Ideal novice or
repeater user. c/w NiCad, beltclip
& charger
£159.00

£Under 1100

usual features and still

KENPRO
RADIO

£54.00

accessories including:VECTRONICS
Quality affordable Amateur
based - producing High

Vectronics - Canadian

ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
workhorse -X -Point metering (300W)
VC 300 - Goad basic
load .................. .

VC300DLP - As above but with in-built 300W D.
hos digital peak reading pwr display1.300W) about
inputs will match just
VC300D - New model - now
HFT1500 - Impressive 3kW A.T.U. bolonce/unbolonced

£399.00

,,,thing. X -point metering

£89.00

1.8-60MHz 3kW .................................... £39.00
bridge with X -Point meter
station should hove one...'
PM30 - Power/SWR
filter. Rated 1.5kW. Every
LP30 - High power l/poss

ACCESSORIES

Build Your Own A.T.U.'s and loops
Variable 7.8Kv Capacitor

....................................................

TC150 - 13.150pF
7.8Kv Capacitor
TC170 - 13-170pF Variable
7.8Kv Capacitor .
TC250 - 13-250pF Variable
Variable
(2 250pF ganged) Capacitor
TC500 - 13-500pF
count for Rev
TC48 - 48 Turn Meth Counter.
..........................................................
.

1
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£129.00
£149.00
£169.00

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£28.00
£15.95
£3.57

control knobs (1.9 indicator)
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Antenna

This month's workshop from the PW antenna
specialist Peter Dodd G3LDO, takes the form
of a review. Presenting the evaluation, Peter
reports on an antenna he first saw while on
holiday in Tahiti.
The view from the window of our
room at the Hotel Mahina-Tea in
Papeete, Tahiti, was unusual enough
to justify me taking a photograph.
However, my wife Erica was
incensed, because the subject of the
photograph was an antenna!
She was upset because this was
the first stop on our once -in -a lifetime, round -the -world -trip. And

all I could find to photograph were
antennas! However, this collection
of hardware was a little different.

Masts And Towers
The masts and towers visible
above the palm trees and the roofs
of the local gendarmerie (police
headquarters) supported a
conventional cluster of v.h.f. arrays.
But between these masts, were
strung what appeared to be wide spaced folded dipoles.
Each of the folded dipoles had a
long tubular lump at the centre, that
spanned across both wires of the
elements. Some were fed with
coaxial cable, and others with open
wire feeders.
I had never seen anything like
these antennas used in amateur
radio, although in the back of my
mind I did recall seeing something
in an article or book somewhere. I
wondered if the antennas were

perhaps some kind of wide -band
dipole.
We continued our holiday, and
apart from my photograph, I thought
that was the end of the story. It
seemed it was, until G3XFD called
me!

During a recent telephone
conversation with the PW Editor, I
was told about a Barker and
Williamson antenna he said he
would like me to review. As he
described the antenna, I soon
realised it was very similar to the
one I had seen from a hotel window
in Tahiti nearly a year earlier.
What a strange coincidence! I
accepted the job of course, because I
was more than interested to see how
the antenna would perform on the
amateur radio bands.

Antenna Delivered
The antenna was delivered in a
box measuring 700 x 180 x 260mm.
Inside were two cardboard tubes on
which were rolled the two halves of
the 'dipole'. The installation
instructions were printed on both
sides of a single A4 sheet.
The manufacturers also
included instructions for fitting and
diagrams for various configurations.
The Barker and Williamson Model
BWD1.8-30 broadband dipole is

designed, as the name suggests, for
operation from 1.8 to 30MHz. The
antenna comes fully assembled and
pre -tuned, so no measuring or
cutting is required.
The complete antenna is
weather rated at 1 to 2kW peak
envelope power (p.e.p.) c.w./s.s.b
amateur or intermittent commercial
service. These specifications permit
use of the full capabilities of today's
continuous coverage transceivers.
An added useful feature is the
single feed -line operation on all
bands. The system is also robust,
because the BWD1.8-30 antennas
are made from 14s.w.g. stranded
copper wire, with a balun and
matching unit.

Very Rugged
The BWD1.8-30 antenna is
certainly very rugged, and it appears
to have been designed for
commercial use. The metal fittings
are made from stainless steel, and
the antenna in appearance does, as
I've already mentioned, look like a
folded dipole.
The antenna is 27.4m long, with
approximately 450mm spacing
between the two elements of the
fold. In the centre of each element,
there are two rather heavy tubular
units made from plastics material.

The unit in the top element is
described by the manufacturers as a
balancing network. The unit in the
lower element, where the coaxial
cable feeder is connected, is
described as a balun. The coaxial
cable is connected to the balun via
an SO -239 female connector.
To try the system on the bands, I
decided to mount the antenna on the
chimney of my house. The reason
for this decision, was that all
previous multi -band wire antennas
used in this location proved difficult
to feed and were inefficient.
There are probably several
reasons that the house appears to be
a radio frequency black hole! One
reason may be the spider's web of
telephone wires radiating from a
nearby distribution pole to many of
the houses in the area. Another
reason why there have been
problems in the past, could be the
house plumbing. This comprises a
mixture of steel, lead and copper
pipes.

Chimney Pole
The top of the chimney where I
mounted the antenna, is about 9m
above the ground. When erecting the
system, I fixed a 2.5m length of
scaffolding pole to the chimney with
a double TV lashing kit.

Fig. 1: On his

way to the top
of his
profession!
Peter Dodd
G3LDO

preparing to
erect the
BWD1.8-30

antenna on the
stub mast on
his QTH

chimney.

Fig. 2: The BWD1.8-30 balun (left) and the matching unit (on top
of the stub -mast) ready for mounting on the house chimney. The
units shown are mounted in heavy duty plastics containers, and
all metal components are manufactured from stainless steel.
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And Williamson BWD 1.8-30 Antenna
The scaffold pole gave the
antenna a reasonable clearance
above the roof. The centre of the
dipole was attached to this, so that it
supported the heavy balun and
balancing unit.
The sides of the antenna were
connected to short poles on either
side of the house. Erected in this
way, the antenna formed an inverted
V.

Five minutes after the antenna
was erected, the coaxial cable was
connected and everything was ready.
I switched on my FT707, which
happened to be on 21.280MHz.
I heard a station, and with an
eye on the s.w.r. meter, because this
was the very first time I had used
this antenna, gave him a call. It
turned out to be J28GG in Djibouti,
and I was given a R5/4 report. Not
bad for a start!
I then tried loading the
transmitter on all other bands. The
FT707 does not cover 1.8 to 2MHz,
so this band was not tested. But on
the other bands, the s.w.r. was
similar to that given in the literature
supplied with the antenna.

Testing The Antenna
I operated on all bands except
1.8MHz, for a period of several
weeks, testing the antenna. I had
expected to find some trade-off in
efficiency, that can be expected with
an all -band antenna compared with a
resonant dipole.
I was really surprised how well

BWD1.8-30 antenna worked in such
a poor location. I worked DX
(outside Europe) on all bands, and
as I had never worked on the 18 and
24MHz bands before, the operation
was a new experience.
I also tried the antenna in a
different location, on top of the 12m
high mast in the back garden. The
new site provided a slight
improvement on receive, in as much
as the noise level was lower.
Over the next four weeks of the
tests, the improvement in the
antenna's location, was not matched
by the same improvement in signal
reports from DX stations. The
signals were stronger, but only by
about one S -point.

Performance

My results showed it was
approximately two S -points down
on the 2 -element Double -D
(Compact 2 -element mono -band
beam) that normally sits on top of
the 12m mast.
Mind you, the antenna
performance on 14MHz may be a
physiological effect. You've got to
remember that 14MHz is a
`heavyweight' band, where you
have to compete with high power
stations with big beam antennas.

from the QST for June 1949 'An
Experimental All -Band Non directional Transmitting Antenna'
by Commander G. L. Countryman
of the United States Navy.

By Chance
Purely by chance, I had a
photocopy of the QST article
mentioned in the G3BDQ book! I
came by it while researching
material for my book The Antenna
Experimenters Guide. I had copied it
from Al Slater G3FXB's library of
ancient and modern QST magazines.
In this article, the antenna is
described as an aperiodic system. It
goes on to say that it will give
uniform output over a frequency
range of approximately 5:1 ratio,
with non -directional characteristics
and without critical adjustment.
The article goes on to say that
when this antenna is mounted
horizontally, the polar diagram will
exhibit a pronounced minima at the
ends, rather like a resonant dipole.
However, when it is tilted to an
angle of 30°, it becomes non directional for all practical purposes.
Naturally, I was interested in the
quoted polar diagram changes below
30°. So, I'm going to do some
experimental work on this aspect,
and I'll report back. Watch this

What Is It?
The BWD1.8-30 antenna does
not behave in the way of resonant
dipoles, which I've tried many times
before in these locations. So what is
it?

In both test locations, the
BWD1.8-30 gave a reasonable
performance. It worked well on the
3.5, 7 and 28MHz bands, and
particularly well on the 18 and
21MHz bands.
On 21MHz, I was even able to
break into a QSO between ZL2AB
and special event station ZL6RFA. I
also managed several long path
QSOs with Japanese stations.
Several USA stations were also
worked on the 24MHz band. I also
had a couple of transatlantic QSOs
on 28MHz, but I felt that the
performance was down compared
with 21MHz.
On 14MHz, the performance
appeared less than on other bands.

In response to a phone
discussion with Peter Swallow
G8EZE, I did some research and
read John Heys G3BDQ's book
Practical Wire Antennas. The
G3BDQ book had a section
describing the `T2FD' (Terminated
Tilted Folded Dipole) antenna. It
also described a design with the
lowest frequency of 7MHz.
The book says: "When set at its
optimum slope angle of 30°, the
T2FD displays an almost omnidirectional, low angle radiation
pattern similar to that of the vertical
quarter -wave. To be effective, a
7MHz dipole needs to be supported
at around 18m, but the T2FD will
work at 11m."
The article also had a reference,
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Quoted Dimensions
The quoted dimensions of this
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Fig. 3: The antenna erected and
under test. The wire elements and

spreaders are actually difficult to
see, and have been computer enhanced to provide an idea of
scale.
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Three pole installation
'Flat top' as shown in solid lines
Inverted 'V' as shown in broken lines

Fig. 4 (top right): (Caption on drawing)

'Sloper' installation
Fig. 5 (bottom right): (Caption on drawing)
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Another solution would be to

is to be believed, is vertically
polarised. Because of this, any
coupling into the nearby telephone
wires would be minimal.

antenna, for a frequency range of 3.5
to 17.5MHz, are 28m long with a
spacing of 900mm. The antenna is
fed with 60052 line in conjunction
with a 60051 terminating resistor.
Whether the BWD1.8-30 is a
T2FD is not possible to say, because
a description of how it operates is
not included in the literature. When
I asked the importers, I was told that
it's an improved version of the
T2FD, and that it is covered by US
Patent No. 4423423.
The description of the T2FD
characteristics, go some way in

Incidentally, I'll be writing about
this subject in a later 'Antenna
Workshop'.

Aperiodic Antenna

However, the fact that the s.w.r.
is so flat over the frequency range
means that an a.t.u. is not necessary.
This can be quite an advantage if
operational simplicity is required, as
it would be for a disabled or white stick operator.

The BWD1.8-30 has the
disadvantage of an aperiodic or
multi -band antenna. This means that
it will radiate any harmonics
generated by the transmitter fairly
efficiently.
Despite being aperiodic in
operation, when the antenna was
installed on the roof of my house,
the v.h.f. radio and the TV antennas
were within 2m of the BWD1.8-30's
centre, I didn't notice any
interference. If harmonics are a
problem, a low pass filter should be

explaining why the BWD1.8-30
antenna performs reasonably well at
low heights. This is assuming that
the characteristics of the BWD 1.830 are similar to the T2FD.
The inverted V configuration I
used over the house, if the literature

better than the parallel dipole
arrangement.
The reason I say this, is because
of its good performance, for a
3.5MHz dipole type antenna, on the
higher frequency bands. I also think
that the BWD1.8-30's apparently
low susceptibility to metal objects,
such as nearby telephone wires,
would be another helpful factor for
many locations.

use simple band-pass half -wave
filters, one for each band.

My thanks for the loan of the
Barker & Williamson BWD1.8-30,
go to R. F. Engineering Ltd., of
Woeful Lake, Sherbourne,
Gloucestershire GL54 3PR. Tel:

Summing Up
In summing up my feelings
regarding this antenna, I believe that
it's a far better solution to multi band operation than the G5RV or a
multi -band doublet with tuned
feeders and a.t.u. I think it's also

used.

(0451) 844237, FAX (0451)
844253, who can supply the
antenna for £229.95 including
VAT plus £5 carriage.

Fig. 6: Peter Dodd's
graph showing
v.s.w.r. versus

- Manufacturers specification
- Measured s.w.r. in amateur bands

frequency with
variations (from the
manufacturer's
graph) on the
amateur bands
marked (see text).
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New Home For Practical Wireless
We're moving house! As from 14 January 1993,
Practical Wireless and Short Wave Magazine are moving to new offices.
The new headquarters are located at Broadstone, on the outskirts of Poole.

So, as from January 14, please address all correspondence to
Practical Wireless or Short Wave Magazine at:
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
The new telephone numbers for both magazines are:
Editorial:
(0202)
(0202)
Advertising & Art Departments:
(0202)
Post Sales and Administration for the Book Service:
Accounts:
(0202)
FAX - all departments:
(0202)
50

659910
659920
659930
659940
659950
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SPECIALIST
ANTENNA SYSTEMS LTD
Present the finest range of DX antennas and accessories

cushcrcrft
40-2CD
20-4CD
20-3CD
15-3CD
10-4CD
TEN -3
A4S
A3S

A3WS
D40
D4

03
D3W
R7
R5

AP8
AV5
AV3
A50 -6S
A50 -5S
A50 -3S
AR -6
17B2
1382
124W13

A144-7
A144-11
A144 -20T
AR -2

ARX-2B
AR -270

424-B
A430-11
416TB
ARX450B

40m 2 element Beam
20m 4 element Beam
20m 3 element Beam
15m 3 element Beam
10m 4 element Beam
10m 3 element Beam
20-15-10m 4 element Beam
20-15-10m 3 element Beam
17-12m 3 element Beam
40m Rotary Dipole
40-20-15-10m Dipole
20-15-10m Dipole
30-17-12m Dipole
40-10m H/W Vertical
20-10m H/W Vertical
80-10m Vertical
8 Band HF Vertical
20-15-10m Vertical
6m 6 element Beam
6m 5 element Beam
6m 3 element Beam
6m Ringo Vertical
2m 17 element Beam
2m 13 element Beam
2m 4 element Beam
2m 7 element Beam
2m 11 element Beam
2m 10 element X Oscar
2m Ringo Vertical
2m Ringo Ranger II
2m/70cm Vertical
70cm 24 element Beam
70cm 11 element Beam
70cm 8 element X Oscar
70cm Ringo Ranger II

MIRAGE/KW TELEX hg -gain
,NilivIlJNIL Al IONS

40M-2
20M-4
15M-4
10M-4
KT34-A
KT34-XA
6M-7LD
6M-5
2M-20LBX
2M-16LBX
2M-13LBA
2M -22C
2M -14C

432-30LBX
432-20LBX
435-40CX
435-18C

40m 2 element Beam
20m 4 element Beam
15m 4 element Beam
10m 4 element Beam
20-15-10m 4 element Beam
20-15-10m 6 element Beam
6m 7 element Beam
6m 5 element Beam
2m 20 element Beam
2m 16 element Beam
2m 13 element Beam
2m 11 element X Oscar
2m 7 element X Oscar
70cm 30 element Beam
70cm 20 element Beam
70cm 20 element X Oscar
70cm 9 element X Oscar

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS
A1015G

6m 10-150w g/f rx
2m 30-300w g/f rx
2m 30-160w g/f rx
2m 10-160w g/f rx
2m 10-80w g/f rx
2m 2-150w g/f rx

133030G

83016G
B1016G
B108G
B215G
D3030N
D1010N
D15N

70cm 30w -100w
70cm 10w -100w
70cm 2w -20w

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS AND FULL
RANGE OF COMMERCIAL
ANTENNAS ALSO AVAILABLE.
PLEASE ASK FOR FULL DETAILS

7-1

205CA
204BAS
203BAS
155CA
153BAS
105BAS
103BAS
TH7DXS
TH5MK2S
EXP14
TH3JRS
TH2MK3S
DX88
12AVOS
14AVO
18VS
66DX
64DX

215DX
216SAT
7031DX
7030SAT

40m 2 element Beam
40m Rotatable Dipole
20m 5 element Beam
20m 4 element Beam
20m 3 element Beam
15m 5 element Beam
15m 3 element Beam
10m 5 element Beam
10m 3 element Beam
20-15-10m 7 element Beam
20-15-10m 5 element Beam
20-15-10m 4 element Beam
20-15-10m 3 element Beam
20-15-10m 2 element Beam
8 Band HF Vertical
20-15-10m Vertical
40-10m Vertical
80-10m Vertical
6m 6 element Beam
6m 4 element Beam
2m 15 element Beam
2m 8 element X Oscar
70cm 31 element Beam
70cm 15 element X Oscar

ROTATORS
T2X

Windload 1.9m2
Windload 1.4m2
Windload 0.79m2
Windload 0.28m2

HAM IV
CD45 II
AR40

GASFET PRE -AMPLIFIERS

2m Indoor unit
70cm Indoor unit
2m Masthead unit
70cm Masthead unit

KP-1/2M
KP-1/70
KP-2/2M
KP-2/70

7-2

WE NOW HAVE

GEM QUAD PRODUCTS
PLEASE ASK FOR DETAILS

Trefonen, Oswestry. Shropshi e SY10 9DJ
Phone 0691 670440 Fax 0691 670282

OPENING HOURS

CALLERS WELCOME - PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS

DEWSBURY

Mon -Fri = 8.30-5.30
Saturday = 9.00-1.00

ELECTRONICS

SUPA-TUTA PLUS

Low cost electronic Keyer,
featuring Dot Dash
Memories

£59.95

CMOS MEMORY KEYER
The complete
solution to learning
to send and receive
the morse code.

All prices

np.ltrERKEY

include

£75.00

VAT

*;

0660

features full iambic
operations, may be
used with single/twin
paddle, 8 memories

P+P £3.75

£95.00

DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS
176 LOWER HIGH STREET, STOURBRIDGE, WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1TG.
Telephone: Stourbridge (0384) 390063/371228
Fax (0384) 371228
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First of all, may I welcome you all to my new column in
which, as the title says, I am going to concentrate on the
wide range of the now vintage radio equipment designed
around the various types of thermionic valves.

Throughout my
working life,
customers,
editors,
employers and
producers have
periodically
asked me to do
something different. Therefore, if a
living is to be earnt, it must be done.

After all, 'he who pays the piper
calls the tune' and that tune now
says `good-bye' to 'Reflections',
which I hope you enjoyed reading as
much as I did writing it and 'hello'
to 'Valves & Vintage'.
Twixt you and me readers, it's
good to know that such worthy
people believe that I can change
course when asked to do so. Maybe
a 50 -year association with many
aspects of the radio industry, ranging
from charging accumulators to
broadcasting, has something to do
with it.

Battery Operated
Apart from a battery operated
electric train set at the age of seven,
my first real sight of electricity at
work came three years later when I
was shown the complex set of relays
and wiring inside the control box of
a set of traffic lights. My personal
'Elmer' maintained those lights and,
at that time, 1940, he gave me the
parts to build a one valve wireless
set.

In 1944, at the age of 13, I was
lucky enough to see and tune the
dials of the RAF's famous R1155
communications receiver. Also
around that time, I was privileged to
sit inside a Canadian tank and
operate a brand new WS -19.
By the age of 14, I was working
for a cycle and wireless dealer,
which began my practical
experience of various subjects from
ball -bearings to television. In those

Fig. 1.

days, most young engineers learnt
their trade on the job and were
involved with the service and
installation of a wide range of radio,
electrical and allied equipment. The
incentive to gain experience was
rapidly rewarded when customers or
trade -colleagues asked you to carry
out such work for them.
In my young days, (1931-43), a
corner table in the dining room
supported a Philips 'Super
Inductance' wireless -set, which was
only switched on and tuned by
father. We heard the One o'clock
news when he was home for lunch
to turn it on. The same applied to the
Six o' clock news and a couple of
hours entertainment in the evening
listening to such programmes as
Henry Hall's Guest Night, In Town
Tonight and Monday Night at Eight.
Over -night, the outside longwire antenna was 'earthed' via a
porcelain change -over switch to
protect the set from possible
lightning. This was typical of most
families who were fortunate enough
in those days to have a wireless -set.
The family receiver was known
in a multitude of homes as 'father's
wireless', because it was his and to
him an expensive item. A good set
cost between £9 and £12 and that
amount, from an income of around
£100 per annum, was a lot of money.
A repair, such as a valve
replacement, could cost a weeks
wages. Make no mistake about it
readers, wireless or radio, call it
what you will, was relatively more
expensive and a far greater luxury in
the 1930s and 40s than it is today.

Practical Wireless
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The prime object of this new
column is to try and offer practical
wireless help, for those of you who
have an interest in the valve era
and/or are keen to restore an 'old'
radio set to working order. First of
all, keep in mind that every piece of
gear from 'father's wireless' in the
living room, to the WS -19
transmitter/receiver in a tank, was
built with the 'user' and thus the
prospective purchaser, in mind.
Also, remember that all such
equipment was manufactured with
the valves and components that were
available at the time. Therefore, in
order to better understand the radio
techniques of that era, I suggest that
you watch the second-hand book
shops for copies of 1930s/1940s

wireless books written by F. J.
Camm, Fig. 1, John Scott -Taggart
and Alfred T. Witts.
Among my favourites by these
respective authors are Practical
Wireless Service Manual first
published in 1938, The Manual of
Modern Radio 1933 and the 1944
edition of The Superheterodyne
Receiver I have seen these books on

shelves marked 'Electrical', 'Radio'
and 'Science. On one occasion, I
found a book about (wireless)
'valves' in the motoring section, hi.
However, if your interest lies
with a specific piece of equipment,
then try and get a service manual for
it. Sources for these often appear
among the advertisements in PW
and our sister journal Short Wave
Magazine.

Real Enemies
In addition to gradual wear and
tear, heat, dust and damp are three
real enemies of elderly radio
equipment. Throughout their
working lives, the components, both
electrical and mechanical, are
subjected to heat generated inside
the cabinet by five or six valves and
from the mains transformer or
mains -dropping resistance.
This of course depends on how
the set is powered. Dust is attracted
by the heat, which dries up and
hardens the lubrication in moving
parts like control shafts, dial drives
and wave -change switches and
causes some cable insulation to
perish.
Long storage in damp conditions
can create rust in some metal parts
and the breakdown of insulation in
capacitors and transformer
windings. On examination, you
could also find the dial cord rotted,
the mains lead perished and
corrosion building up at resistor
ends and in valve sockets.

Avoid Temptation
No matter where you find a
vintage radio, be it in a relative's
loft, at a jumble sale, second-hand
shop or car boot sale, avoid the
temptation to plug it in to see if it
works. Examine it thoroughly first
and look for the points I have
already mentioned.
If you are satisfied with the
equipments' electrical condition,
then lightly lubricate the moving
parts and pay special attention to the
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Fig. 5.

bearings on the main tuning
capacitor, the dial drive pulley shafts
and the wave -change switch. Clean
the inside of the cabinet, chassis and
loudspeaker. On reassembly, make
sure all fixing screws inside the
cabinet are tight, unless you want an
annoying rattle when the speaker
produces a bass note.

Be Careful
You may get tired of me saying
this, but please readers, be very

careful when examining or
servicing elderly sets. Lethal
voltages are employed, especially

around the mains transformer
and rectifier and in some cases the
metal chassis is at full mains
potential. If you are not sure,
either get proper advice from a
radio engineer, or, be wise and
leave the job alone.

Live Chassis
The live chassis can be a hazard.
Many domestic receivers were
designed to work on a.c. or d.c.
mains, because, up to about 1955, a

number of districts of the UK still
had a direct current (d.c.) electricity
supply. Such sets were called
'universal' and the power
requirements for the valves are

wired in a totally different way to a
set designed to work on alternating
current (a.c.) only.
Special safety precautions were
taken in their manufacture to
insulate metal parts from the user's
touch. Typical safeguards are chassis
bolts recessed in the base of the
cabinet and covered with an
insulating material, securing screws
on control knobs are inside a deep
slot which was often filled with a
waxy substance and special
components were used to isolate the
external antenna, earth and
loudspeaker sockets from the 'live'
areas of the chassis. All such safety
precautions must be restored after
repairs are carried out.

the top -cap to the glass, the pins are

such exchange has been

likely to be tighter in their sockets.
Should you find the slightest
movement in the top cap, don't try
and force its connecting clip off.
This will certainly break the cap's
internal connection at glass level

reconstructed at the Amberley Chalk
Pits Museum.
The building, complete with
fenced garden, in the 1930s Post
Office style, Fig. 2, was modified
and prepared for the equipment by a
team of museum volunteers.
Visitors, looking through the open

and render the valve useless.

Never unplug a valve by pulling
on its glass envelope, because of the

risk of the 'bulb' parting from the
base and breaking the wire
connections to the pins. Examine a
valve before removal, if there is a

'white' or 'milky' looking area
inside the envelope (known as soft)
then the glass is cracked and weak
and likely to shatter on removal.
Keep all these points in mind
and always remove a valve with care
and ease it out by firmly holding the
base. Next time I will offer a few
more servicing tips, but now let's
consider another form of
electromechanical equipment.

The Telephone
I would imagine that the largest
number of Christmas and New Year
greetings was a close run thing
between a card in the post and
words on the telephone. No doubt,
thousands of telephone units were
given as Christmas presents,
especially as it is now so easy to buy
an instrument to suit a users special
requirements. The majority of these
(make sure they are BT approved)
connect to the national network via a
plug and socket and transmit and
receive their intelligence through an
electronic exchange.
The radio -phone is now very
popular, and I have frequently heard
a 'ring' in the street and seen the call

door, can see the rack -mounted
apparatus, Fig. 3, the back-up
accumulators and the engineers
tools, work -bench and chair, Fig. 4.

The installation is a 'Unit
Automatic No. 13' with mechanical,
two -motion, selectors of the
Strowger type after the style first
introduced by the Post Office in
1936. As originally designed, this
exchange could cope with 400 lines,
but at the Chalk Pits only 50 will be
in use. In addition to including such
items as the engineers steps,
cleaning bucket, test -gear and work
orders, David has connected a
contemporary telephone for visitors
to dial a number and see the system
work.

Special Interest
I have a special interest in this
telephone building because it is

situated to the right of the museum's
Wireless and Communications
exhibition, where Joan and myself
spent our Sundays and Bank
holidays for more than 12 years,
Fig. 5.
When I retired as Honorary
Curator of the Wireless Exhibition,
in April 1991, David Rudram, a
member of the British Vintage
Wireless Society, took over my
work. During our years at the Chalk
Pits, I met many of our readers and
had the pleasure of showing them
the story of communications from
the electric telegraph of the 1890s,
through two world wars, to remote
controlled television of the 1980s.
The 90 years of technical
achievement that made the world
'smaller', provided entertainment
and education for the masses and
almost instant all-purpose
communication on land, sea and in
the air.

Cheerio for now, and don't
forget, I'm looking forward to your
letters, news and views on valved
and vintage equipment. You can

write to me at 'Faraday',
Greyfriars, Storrington, West
Sussex RH2O 4HE.

answered on a pocket -sized hand -

unit. However, it was not so long
ago that the local automatic
telephone exchange was a complex
electromechanical arrangement,
installed in a dedicated building and
the home or office telephone was a
robustly constructed hard -wired
unit.

Valve Sockets

Rural Telephone

Obviously, the pins on a valve
base must fit snuggly into their
sockets to make good electrical
connection with its associated
circuitry. However, although the
heat from long working hours may
have weakened the cement securing
the glass envelope to the base and

Throughout the UK, there were
many tiny automatic exchange
buildings linking rural communities,
by telephone, to the outside world.
Now, thanks to the Worthing section
of the Institute of British Telecom
Engineers (IBTE) under the
direction of David Rudram, one
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C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS
NEW!

Mail Order to:

Ei

Eydon, Daventry,
Northants NN11 6PT
Tel: 0327 60178

ACTIVE AIR -BAND ANTENNA.
The new HOWES AB 118 Active Antenna has been optimised for the VHF

The new HOWES "SperiBoards" are general purpose PCBs

for education, training, prototyping and one-off projects.
They are quick and easy to use, and much more suitable
for RF than "strip board" types. Components (conventional

air -band listener. A low noise IC preamplifier gives excellent performance from 118
to 137MHz without loss of sensitivity at the band edges. A band-pass filter on the
output reduces out of band signals to help your receiver's performance. The half Interface Module

or surface mount) solder directly to the pads in a more
sophisticated version of the old "drawing pins in a
breadboard" trick. Two styles have their solder pads
surrounded with a ground plane, so a short earth

£2-90 each
4 for

connection is always to hand! All are "Eurocard" size: 160
by 100mm.
SFO1S .4 by .5 inch pads with two supply rails.
SF02S .2 by .4 inch pads with supply rail and ground plane.
SFO3S .2 by .3 inch pads with provision for four ICs.
SF04S .2 by .3 inch pads, two ICs and ground plane.

£9-90

Trade enquires welcome

Add-on Digital Readout!
Readout for superhet receivers and
transceivers. You pre-set the IF offset
frequency (up to 6 IFs with the optional
PMB4), and the DFD4 displays the true
tuned frequency with a 100Hz resolution.

.0

Li

:1

"

Output to RX

Drawing of AB118 Modules

length is 1.65M. The HOWES AB118 gives excellent

air -band performance that will help pull in those
more distant signals from both home and portable
locations.

Kit: £17-70

Assembled PCBs: £24-70

AA2
AA4
ASL5
CTU30
CV 100
DXR 10
SPA4
TRF3

150kHz to 30MHz Active Antenna
25 to 1300MHz Active Antenna for scanners
External sharp SSB/ narrow CW Audio Filter
Antenna Tuning Unit for all shortwave bands
Converter, adds Shortwave to VHF scanners
10, 12 & 15M SSB/CW Receiver
4 to 1300MHz Broadband receiver pre -amp.
TRF Shortwave Broadcast receiver (for junior op?)

Assembled
Kit

£8.50
£19.80
£15.90
£31.50
£26.50
£26.60
£14.90
£15.50

PCB

£12.90
£26.80
£24.60
£38.40
£37.90
£39.90
£20.90
£21.70

PLEASE ADD £1.50 P&P for kits & boards, or £4.00 if ordering hardware.

MOINES
Digital Frequency Readout

For a top class finish we offer the CA4M "hardware pack". This contains a custom made case
with pre -punched anodised aluminium front panel, display filter, switch, knob, socket, nuts
and bolts etc. Give us a ring to discuss adding digital accuracy to your radio!

DFD4 Assembled PCBs: £59-90
CA4M Hardware: £19-90

DFD4 Kit: £39-90
PMB4 Kit: £9-90

+12 to 14V

Some kits from the range:-

Tradc Mark

The HOWES DFD4 is an add-on Digital

.<10dB Switch

wave, end -fed antenna element is formed with
ribbon cable, so it can be easily rolled up and
packed for holiday use. It also fits in standard
1.5inch plastic water pipe for permanent weather
resistant installation at home. The total antenna

HOWES KITS are produced by a professional RF design and manufacturing company.
They contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts locations, full clear
instructions and all board mounted components. Sales and technical advice are available by
phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our free catalogue and specific product
data sheets. Normally all items are in stock and delivery is within seven days.

72 & 73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.

FRIEDRICHSHAFEN
Visit Europe's biggest radio show for just £249.75
Our first coach trip to Friedrichshafen this year was so successful that we are repeating it

again next year. Now you can take part and enjoy four nights at the best hotel in
Friedrichshafen, a 3 day ticket to the show and free excursions to the Black Forest.
Every year Friedrichshafen hosts Europe's largest amateur radio show and our reasonably priced trip will
let you to travel there in comfort on a luxury coach (equipped with toilet, coffee machine and video), stay
in a quality hotel and visit the Black Forest. We'll pick up passengers from Victoria Coach Station early in

the morning on Thursday the 24th of June and then drive to Dover and catch one of the first ferries
across. We'll arrive in Friedrichshafen late that evening (no overnight travel!) and then spend 4 nights at
the Buchorner hof Hotel. It is worth mentioning that the rooms in this hotel are doubles, that is really doubles not
twins - they have double beds. This means that ours trip is more suitable for couples, so to encourage wives

and/or girlfriends to come along there are a couple of day excursions on the Friday and Saturday.

The complete trip - coach travel, ferries, all tolls,
4 nights accommodation (with breakfast and
evening meal) and excursions - costs £249.75
(based on two people sharing) and there will be a
few single rooms available for a supplement.
It will help me with booking rooms if you can let me know as soon as possible if you are
seriously interested in going as so few places are available and last yearwe had a waiting
list.

If you want to know more you can usually contact Roger Hall G4TNT on

071 731 6222 during office hours or by writing to me at P.O. Box 948 London SW6 2DS.
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Write your advertisement in BLOCK
CAPITALS - up to a maximum of 30 words
plus 12 words for your address - and
send it together with your payment of
£2.35 (cheques payable to PW Publishing
Ltd.), or subscriber despatch label and
corner flash to: Donna Vincent, PW
Bargain Basement, Enefco House, The
Quay, Poole, Dorset BHI5 1PP.
Subscribers must include the despatch
label bearing their address and
subscription number to qualify for their

free advert
Adverts published on a first -come, first served basis, all queries to Donna
Vincent on (0202) 678558.

Advertisements from traders, or for
equipment that is illegal to possess, use
or which cannot be licensed in the UK,
will not be accepted.

BARGAIN BASEMENT
Comte) 934MHz two boxed mint sets:
Base and mobile aerials (4): s.w.r. meter
S -meter, mast -head pre-amp/TX amp
two in -line pre -amps. Tel: (0679) 64393.

1R£310 (Irish Punt). SEM audio multi -

filter, as new, 1E75 (Irish Punt). No
telephone, so write to Noel Cameron
El4DZ, 16 St Mary's Crescent, Westport,
Co Mayo, Eire.

Eddystone 840C 500kHz to 30MHz

working but not up to specification,
circuit available buyer collects,
exchange or sale. Tel: Norfolk (0508)
20657.

Ferguson 461 Hacker RV20, Mullard
Mas 3, Philco 10352?, Phillips types
1410 and B3G75U, Pye T19D, Roberts
20802?, R1392 clone, collector's /vintage
radio's needing attention, £250 o.n.o.
cash only, buyer collects. Dave. Tel:
(0298) 71225 evenings after 6pm.

Tokyo Hy -power 120U 144MHz p.a.
3/10W in 180W out, £180. 160V 430MHz
p.a. 100W+ out, £280. BNOS 25A
metered p.s.u., £130. Daiwa electronic
keyer unit DK210, £40 (new), must sell.
Paul G4XHF. Tel: (0293) 515201 home or

Trio TS -510 transceiver PS510 power
supply 3.5-29.1MHz original boxes and
photocopy manual, £275 o.n.o. Ian,
Herts. Tel: (04421215877.

Trio TS-530SP 1.8-18MHz transceiver
perfect condition with MC 35S mic,
£440. Yaesu FRG -7700 communications
receiver 100kHz-30MHz, good
condition, £235. 13.8v 25A p.s.u. £28.

AMT -1 Amtor/RTTY t.u. software
cartridge Commodore 64. ST5C RTTY
t.u. BMK software tape/disk for
Commodore 64. Computer C64, cassette
and 1541 disk drive. All manuals and
cables, £220 or split. Tel: Bath area

Hokushin 5 band vertical, £135.
Butternut h.f. mini beam, £120. Tokyo
144MHz - h.f. transverter, £165, o.v.n.o,.
40W out. All g.w.o. buyer inspects,

Gary. Tel: 021-711 1553.

collects. Tel: (0285) 650656.

522929.

(0761) 432248.

Kenwood TH-215E 144MHz hand-held,
144/146MHz 5W, memories/scan
keyboard entry. Also BC -7 rapid
charger, s.w.r./power meter all
absolutely mint. Boxed with instructions
used few times only at base. £185.
G2FZU, QTHR, Southwell, Notts. Tel
(0636) 813847 no offers please.

Yaesu 290Mk1 MuTek front end
Sentinel linear amplifier and pre -amp
and 8 over 8 stack beam all excellent
condition one owner, little used, £220

For Sale

AOR 950 scanner, excellent condition
plus discone antenna, £150. Yaesu FRG7
h.f. receiver with pre -amp and filter,
£100. ERA Microreader Morse
reader/tutor, £100. Tel: Norwich (0603)
747717.

AOR 2800 receiver boxed as new seven
months guarantee still remains, £275.
Tel: (0922) 59402 after 6pm.

Azden PCS6000 144MHz transceiver
extended coverage receiver, £180. Sony
Pro80 100kHz-200MHz, £130 SEM a.t.u.
EZI-tune, £65. SEM Multi -Filter, £50. Tel:
Colchester area (0206) 383363 anytime.

Panasonic RFB-65 receiver boxed v.g.c.
(similiar to Sony ICF7600) 36 memories,
scanning b.f.o. broadcast f.m., £90.
Alinco DJ -560 extended receive CTCSS,
DTMF c.w. speaker mic, NiCad,
charger, manual, v.g.c., £250 Ian
G1 HCIK. Tel: (0354) 660800.

Ten-Tec Century 22, mint condition,

Minimaster 3 (2+ 10) telephone system
manual and/or circuit diagram. Also
two M079131, plastic or M079FI,

ceramic. Integrated circuits needed
urgently for above, all expenses paid.
Gordon G3NTA, QTHR. Tel: Whitby
(0947) 602975.

10622) 696437 work.

Grundig 650 International, £275.
Grundig 700, £225. Both are new.
Panasonic RF8000, £395 or swap w.h.y?
Wanted Zenith radio. Tel: (0462) 441867.

No responsibility will be taken for errors.

Eddystone models EC10 EB35, 870
870A, and all variants of above for cash.
May be able to collect. Mr Lepino. Tel
(0372) 454381 anytime.

Wheatstone Bridge 1930 vintage
Tinsley type 3375DGB, £20. Tel: (0702)

Mizuho MX2 144MHz working 144MHz
s.s.b/c.w. transceiver. Will pay fair price
and postage. Tel: (0677) 423349.

Plessey PR 155 module no. 11, working
or not, but complete. Need at least a
schematic of this 10.6-10.8 oscillator,
and better the manual or copy. Have
manuals for PR1551 and 1553. Dr. A.
Guiriec, Biologie-Hopital du Porzou,
29900 Concarneau, France.
Six metre module and Yaesu SP -102
speaker and Yaesu MD -1B8 base
station microphone for Yaesu FT -726R
tri-bander contact 2E1BCF (John), 17
Fell View, High Spen, Rowlands Gill,
Tyne & Wear NE39 2BW. Tel: (0207)
542194.

o.n.o. Ken. Tel: (0827) 897837.

Yaesu FT -200 any repair information
wanted, Buy, copy or loan. All expenses
paid. G40TM, QTHR. Tel: 061-678 0684.

Wanted

Exchange

Attention FT-227R/RB owners! Two
mobile brackets needed from packet
radio/base station users and front wire
support needed from mobile user.
Circuits R & RB plus any dead rigs for
spares appreciated. Keith GOOZK, 10
Basil Street, Stockport, Cheshire SK4

Toyo T-435 thru-line wattmeter
144/435MHz model Toyo T-435 for
s.w.r./p.w.r meter covering 50/150MHz
i.e. 3.5/150MHz or will buy. Robin
GW1AHU, Gwent. Tel: (0291) 420506.

1QL. Tel: 061- 477 5303.

1

BARGAIN BASEMENT ORDER FORM

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please insert this advertisement in the next available issue of Practical Wireless Magazine.
(£2.35)
I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £
made payable to Practical Wireless.

FOR SALE/WANTED/EXCHANGE

Name

Address

Access, Visa and Mastercard accepted
Card number
Expiry date of card
Signature

Subscription Number
(free ad for subscribers)

(30)

CONTACT DETAILS FOR ADVERT
A photocopy of this form is acceptable, but you
must still send in this corner flash as proof of
purchase.

(12)
L
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OSCAR -10 Downlink

Uplinks Tests

Signals from OSCAR -10's
145MHz downlink monopole
antenna are excellent at times. With
no command capability, the
satellite is permanently on 'B'
mode now, unless poor sun angles
dictate a low battery, when it goes
off. There are few users for
OSCAR -10 compared with

Uplink tests of the different
uplink powers necessary to effect
fully quieting access were carried
out when the -12dB attenuator in
the receiver uplink was commanded
in and out. At full satellite receiver
sensitivity, when the radar QRM
and other amateur QRO was absent,
I was able to QSO DB2OS running
only 1W, and work W stations with
the satellite at my extreme western
horizon.

Satellite Scene

OSCAR -13.

by Pat Gowen G3IOR

Heavy Workload
The extremely heavy workload
at the University of Surrey has
rather taken attention away from
the uploading and command of
OSCAR -11 for several months.
Now ex-AMSAT President Doug
Loughmiller K051 has joined the
UoS team, so the programme will
start up again and loading of the
bulletin board with the latest news
will become a regular feature. The
satellite appears to be in excellent
health, and its 145.825MHz signal
is heard on a regular basis.

Radio Sport RS -10/11
The Radio Sports RS -10 on 'A'
mode is on 24 -hours per day and
every day with total reliability.
More stations use this in Europe
than all the rest of the satellites put
together. The recently lowered
m.u.f. has meant a far stronger
downlink at low elevation angles,
with few problems from the many
terrestrial f.m. stations that invade
the downlink passband.
The early November to end of
December m.u.f. rise gave some
excellent antipodal downlink
reception, and John Branegan
GM4IHJ reported a very unusual
hearing of the 29.357MHz RS -10
beacon when the satellite was over
South Africa.

In Reserve
The Mode K only, 21MHz up,
29MHz down, is available on RS 12 all -day and every day whilst RS 13 is being kept in reserve. Most
stations heard on the downlink are
using 21MHz via F2 rather than the
satellite. In these winter and early
spring months when the m.u.f. is
well up, sub -horizon tests with
many participating Gs and Ws and
ZL3GQ take place.
Andy Mirinov RK3KPK, who

In response to readers' requests, this month Pat Gowen
G3IOR reviews the operational status of the presently active
amateur radio satellites, and gives a few tips on using them
to best effect.
attends the RS3A command station
for the current RS satellites with
Leo Labutin UA3CR, may soon
now be putting RS -12 or 13 into
mode KT for specially selected
periods. The `KT' mode gives both
21MHz and 145MHz downlinks
from a 21MHz uplink. This is being
planned on the Wednesday
experimental days, when selected
satellites with matching uplinks and
downlinks can 'see' each other
across space to enable G4CUO's
experimental 'DOHOP' (Double Hop) work.
The idea is to transmit to say
RS -12 or 13 on 21MHz, have the
resulting 145MHz output go across
space to either FO -20's or RS -14's
145MHz input, then to be put out
again at either 435 or 29MHz, so
linking two or more satellites. This
link would permit considerable
extension to the usual limits and
provide some dual Doppler rate
findings.

OSCAR -13
All OSCAR -13 devotees will be
happy to know that OE1VKW
Viktor Kudielka's prediction
calculations on the failing orbit
have been borne out in practice.
The last few sets of Keplerian
elements have shown that OSCAR 13's perigee is now on the way up
again.

Performing Well
Despite the radar problem,
OSCAR -13 is performing well. At
the times when the antenna
pointing is favourable, surprisingly

Pat Gowen
G3IOR,

almost (but
not quite) in
orbit!
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strong signals have been heard.
Many new DX stations have been
coming onto the satellite.
The ESDX and many
individuals contacts report recent
current and future activity from
Mongolia by Ron JT/K7HDK (QSL
KL7GRF), Rosemond J69BB from
St. Lucia (QSL QTHR),
OH1AF/010 from Market Reef
(QSL OH1NOA for c.w. or
OH1EH for s.s.b. QSOs), Aaland
Island OH3TM/OHO by Alpo (QSL
OH3TM), Djibouti by J2/WD3Q,
FP/VE1KM from St. Pierre (QSL
VE6LQ), 9A3QK in Croatia, Saudi
Arabia by Dane 7Z2AB (QSL
AAOBC), V73IO/AH6IO and
V73UY/NH6UY from Bikini Atoll
(QSL the home call e.g. NH6UY
QTHR), JD1/JJ1ZNF/P from
Minami Torishima activated by
Kuruja JJIZNF (QSL JM1Xc.w.),
Z21ZE Zimbabwe by JA8CDG
(QSL JA1UT). Vidi, VU2DVP and
XYL Chitra VU2CVP came up
from the Laccadive Islands with an
outstanding signal in November.
Their QSLs go via OZ1KYM.
Expected shortly are A41JT and
A45ZO with A6 prefixes from the
United Arab Emirates, PJ7 Dutch
St. Maarten and FS7 French St.
Martin by Jaap, PJ2CU, J7
Dominica by Wolfgang DL5MAE.
Plans are in hand for VK9X,
Christmas Island by Paul KF6TC,
future UH8 operation by Vlad
UM8MM, 5Z4 Kenya by Gerard
F2JD, XU Cambodia by John
PA3BTQ and 5R8 Malagasy by
Eric WD3Q. Sounds more like a
listing from 14MHz in peak
sunspot times, doesn't it?

Mode Change
Although Leo Labutin wrote to
me that a mode change of RS14/OSCAR-21 was soon due, it has
continued to run its RUDAK's
DSP/RISC f.m. transponder
throughout November. At the time
of writing it is still giving a
continuously repeating 10 -minute
cycle consisting of one minute of
400 baud p.s.k. telemetry
transmission, followed by nine
minutes of DISP f.m. transponding,
producing a very popular 'flying
f.m. crossband repeater'.

User
Reminder
Users need a reminder that the
f.m. crossband 435.016 to
145.987MHz 'repeater' can carry
only one transmission at any one
time. As RS-14/0SCAR-21's line of -sight path (footprint) covers
many thousands of square miles,
the number of potential users when
over highly populated amateur
areas like Europe are enormous.
Thus, brief QS0s are necessary
at busy times in order to give all
stations, particularly hand -portables
and mobiles, the opportunity of a
QSO. Low power stations are
advised to experiment with low
population density on passes close
to overhead late at night or in the
early mornings.
Whilst cross -polarised high
gain antennas can effect excellent
quieting, it is easy to lose the
satellite if one off -points the beam,
so some 50 or so watts to omnidirectional antennas, such as
crossed dipoles (turnstiles), can
prove more effective in the longterm. Using high -power to produce
the normally advantageous f.m.
capture effect, can prove counterproductive, as the -12dB attenuator
automatically switches in if the
transponder is over -driven. This
takes virtually everyone out. The
lesson to be learned is to keep your
power down to that minimum
quieting level necessary, or you
won't work anyone!
The RS-14/OSCAR-21 seems
poor at times of low angles of
elevation, and it's thought that its
435MHz uplink helical footprint is
far narrower than the 145MHz
downlink antenna. This is also
narrower than the line -of -sight
angle to the satellite. The satellite
also exhibits a slow polarisation
roll, so RHCP is recommended.
In Europe 'alligators' abound,
but at high elevation angles 10W
mobiles and portables can get in
(although not fully quieting) when
the QRO stations lay off. At times,
particularly when in the north
eastern sky, the transponder seems
enormously noisy, and even IkW
e.r.p. cannot provide readable
transponder output.
It is believed that the PAVE
PAWS radar stations in Europe and
the UK, which have been placed
into the 435MHz amateur satellite
band, are the main cause of this
particular problem.
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G
B
New Software
Loading

November, on both packet and
speech, Anatoly was heard daily on
145.550MHz.
I made a couple of good voice
QSOs, at the same time as I was
watching MIR go over me as a
bright star as we chatted. Ray
Soifer, operating from my QTH as
GO/W2RS, made a good QSO, and
many readers report having made
packet connects.

1

The new software loading to
OSCAR -16 was completed by
November, so users can now use

M

the same 'PB' and 'PG' programs
as they do for OSCAR -22, which
include the directory broadcast. The
Raised Cosine (RC) transponder is
in use, with its downlink frequency
on 437.050MHz. Jim White WDOE
recommends that RHCP (Right
Hand Circular Polarisation)
antennas are used for best results.

R
Helen Sharman's QSL card.
popular use has produced
complaints by those attempting to
download files and pictures.

decided to start to call KITSAT-1
by the name of 'OSCAR -23', which
rightfully belonged to SARA.

SARA Heard

OSCAR Numbering

Imaging continues as usual on
the WEBERSAT-WO-18, and the
current transmitter is still on
437.1040MHz using the RC TX.

The SO -23 'SARA' satellite is
being heard, often listened to when
both in and out of range of Jupiter,
when there appears to be no
noticeable changes in it's telemetry.
SARA appears to send '88s' most
of the time. Whilst 88s from a
French YL called SARA are
stimulating, it doesn't do much for
those who would wish to follow the
amateur experiment!

Lusat Transmitter

Korean Command

The raised cosine transmitter is
in use on Lusat Oscar -19,
437.1255MHz. For broadcast
downloads PB.EXE version
910509m program is recommended
by LU8DYF, and for the directory
and file uploads PG.EXE version
910207r. The broadcast bulletin is
active on Mondays.

The KITSAT-1 satellite
continues to have its loading
accomplished from the Korean
Command station. Image file
downloading continues, one of
which shows an excellent cloud free picture of the coastline of
Burma, Laos, Thailand and
Bangladesh.
The University of Surrey
control are arranging that picture
and BBS use do not compete. The
Digital Signal Processor is working,
as for a few days we heard it
playing military style music!

No one in AMSAT is officially
'in charge' of OSCAR numbering.
It has automatically been the case
that up to now that (with the
singular exception of the `RS'
series) each amateur satellite, once
in orbit and internationally
available, would have its original
'ground' name changed to the next
serial OSCAR number.
The term 'OSCAR' is merely
an acronym for 'Orbiting Satellite
Carrying Amateur Radio', and
although RS -1, 2, up to 12 and 13
maintained their own individual
identities, the latest joint
Russo/German co-operative venture
is known as both RS -14 (it's
callsign) and OSCAR -21.
With the method mentioned, the
last University of Surrey satellite
became U0-22 (OSCAR -22) and
the following French BELAMSAT
SARA became SO -23 (OSCAR 23), KITSAT-1 is being mistakenly
called 'OSCAR -23' also. No
problem really!
Remember the words of the
great bard who wrote in 'Romeo
and Juliet' "...What's in a name? A
rose by any other name smells just
as sweet!". If we ALL assure the
`SO' and 'KO' prefix, and refer
also to the ground names as being
`SARA' or 'KITSAT', little
confusion should result in future
mixing of Keplerian element data
and information.

The DOVE
The DOVE -OSCAR -17 is still
not fully operational even after all
this time. Its software is still being
reloaded, the 145.825MHz
downlink is off, but the S -Band
downlink is on.

WEBERSAT

Inverting Wednesday
Fuji -OSCAR -20 is now in its

145.900-146.000MHz 'JA' mode
c.w. and I.s.b. uplink with inverting
435.900-435.800MHz u.s.b.
downlink every Wednesday. It's on
the 435.795MHz digital 'JD' BBS
mode at all other times.
Due to the infrequency of
appearance, very few users have
been noted. At times, the only
signals to be heard on the analogue
mode have been stations in Europe
illegally using the 145.800146MHz space band for terrestrial
f.m. QSOs!
We are hoping to get more `JA'
time, as Dave Rowan G4CUO is
anxious to progress with with his
'DOHOP' experiments. He needs
such transponders as FO -20 on to
give the 145 to 435MHz signals to
pass across to A0-10, 13 or 21 (RS 14) then to take back to 145MHz.

OSCAR -22 Busy
The BBS is operational and is
very busy indeed on OSCAR -21,
and is now passing lots of traffic at
high speed. Packet radio messages
that have been known to take up to
six weeks to reach the USA by the
h.f. mailboxes, are arriving at their
final destinations within two days
when OSCAR -22 is employed. This

Awful Mix -Up
An awful mix-up resulted soon
after the August 10 ARIANE
multiple launch of
TOPEX/POSEIDON, S80/T and
KITSAT-1. This occured because
NORAD/NASA produced sets of
Keplerian elements for each of the
launched object numbers, but sadly
not the right numbers for the right
satellites. They assigned Cat. No.
22077 to KITSAT-1, which stands,
as after the error was identified,
they put the KITSAT-I Keplerian
elements into that set.
Further confusion resulted when
the correct drag factor of zero went
into the KITSAT element sets, as
this was a predicted and not a
measured level. Thus, many
trackers thought KITSAT to be
`off during calculated pass times.
Set 220877 must be used, and not
22079 as given.
Both the uplink and downlink
frequencies were found to be 10kHz
lower than supplied, the
spacecraft's callsign changed three
times in 10 days, and yet a further
complication arose when someone
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Little Activity
Very little activity came from
MIR for a long time after visiting
cosmonaut Michel Tognini F5MIR
left the space station, after a week
of hectic amateur radio effort. For
many weeks, only the occasional
burst of packet was heard.
The reason was that the
cosmonauts were very busy
installing the new `SOFORA'
stabilising boom to permit them to
carry out their X-ray and visible
photographic work. This demanded
a lot of time and power, and left
little of either for running the onboard amateur radio experiment.
In mid -October, VE7DOX
suddenly heard U6MIR over British
Columbia, and it has been all systems -go since then. In

Crimea Relays
Nico Jannsen PAODLO, reports
that 143.625MHz MIR to ground
f.m. link with the ground station at
Yevpatoriya on the Crimea which
relays the voice, telemetry and even
packet radio signals to the Control
Centre TsUP in Kaliningrad, is now
only being heard over Europe. Due
to funding cuts, the ships that were
relaying MIR signals to TsUP in the
past, are no longer operational.
When out -of -range of the CIS
ground stations, MIR
communications are often relayed
through `Luch' or 'Altair'. These
are a transponder system 'Sputnik
ReTranslator' (SRT) for voice,
telemetry and television, built into a
geostationary communications or
television relay satellites, similar to
the way the RS amateur radio
transponders have been built into
the COSMOS satellites.
The mainly used `SRT' in our
region is in a geostationary satellite
at 16° west longitude listed as
`ZSSRT-2', an abbreviation for the
Russian words for 'Western
geostationary satellite transponder'.
There is also an eastern SRT
situated at 167° east (193° west)
longitude, probably located in

'Gorizont"Raduga' or 'Ekran'.
Although 'officially' listed at
10.835GHz, the SECAM colour
television signals from MIR are
relayed through the western SRT at
10.829GHz, using right-hand
circular antenna polarisation. As the
satellite antennas are pointed
towards Yevpatoriya, the signals
are not very strong, so a dish of at
least 1.5m diameter is required.
Voice signals from MIR's voice
signals can be found near the same
frequency on a 300kHz sub -carrier
with s.s.b., but only when no
television signals are being relayed.
When there is television, the voice
signals are probably encoded in the
video signals, but this is still under
investigation. Also, other
frequencies may be involved, but if
so, these have not been found yet.
To help point your antenna at
the satellite, you may use the strong
11.4GHz telemetry signal from the
geostationary satellite involved.

Helen's Card
Finally, our photo shows Helen
Sharman's QSL card, now out for
QSOs with her GB1MIR week-long
mission. It shows the now well
built-up MIR, with all modules and
an approaching SOYUZ manned
ferry coming in to dock.
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GOT PROBLEMS
WITH YOUR RIG?
Call Castle for
Immediate Assistance!
We are now fully authorised and
equipped to repair, service and
maintain, all rigs by...

ICOM YAESU
KENWOOD ALINCO

us M.nNCI.423.23

P&P £5.00
Made in U.S.A.

* Used by Commercial stations expeditions etc because 01 nipped design
and construction ease of installation and operant/8

* SWR 2 or belie kom 18.30081 - See curves - No MU needed
Completely assembled Terminated with 50239 connector
I

* Rated 113160,213W ICAS * Fully weatherproot
Wind and iCe %meal ISO mph And 80105 woe 3 pole 5155081

* Send SAE lm tunnel demi^.

As used by the 1991 Everest balloon flight team.

World Student Games special
event station GBO1WSG
reported "great success
using a BWO1 8-30

ALSO FROM BARKER & WILLIAMSON
(MADE IN USA)
* 3 other continuous coverage aerial systems
* Vertical and Portable Aerial Systems
* Filters for HF and 6 metres

* Co -axial Switches.
* The World Famous
Air Wound Coil Stock

FROM COMMUNICATION DEVICES (MADE IN USA)
A range of commercial quality reasonably priced baluns in various ratios and
power ratings up to 5KW.
e.g. Ratio 1:1 80-10M @ 1.5KW £24.08 Inc Vat. Size 2.3" x 8". Weight .45kg.
Ratio 4:1 80-10M @ 1.5KW £26.43 Inc Vat. Size 2.3" x 8". Weight .45kg.
Eight other types in the range. All have stainless steel hardware. Plus the first in a
range of wide spaced variable capacitors

FROM SIGNAL SYSTEMS (MADE IN USA)
A range of electromagnetic and static shunts to protect your receiver. RX/TX from
expensive front end damage. These are NOT useless spark gap devices and fit in
your aerial lead. From only £23.75 inc Vat. To protect up to 30Mhz at up to 200 watts
Tx output. Models up to 2000 watts at 1000Mhz @ only E49.95

INFORMATION LEAFLETS.
Available on all this equipment.
Send 50p to the authorised UK
distributors for your copy of the B&W Catalogue
and products from Signal Systems and
Communication Devices.

111' -7 -ENGINEERING LTD
\\Zoeful Lake. Sherborne. Gloucestershire. UK GL54 3PR

AOR

GUON
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ouARANTEE

WORK

Tastle 7g1.ertrantrs
Fax: 0384 270224

Unit 3, "Baird House,", Dudley
Innovation Centre, Pensnett Trading Estate
Kingswinford, West Midlands DY6 8XZ

"M..)

AOR (UK) Ltd. Adam Bede High Tech Centre,
Derby Road, Wirksworth, Derbys. DE4 4BG.
Tel: 0629-825926

Fax: 0629-825927

A subsidiary of AOR Ltd Japan

AR1500E - ENHANCED VERSION
Enhanced Model AR1500E - the World's first true hand-held wide range receiver offering SSB as standard has

been made even better. Coverage is from 500 kHz all the way to 1300 MHz without any gaps in the range.
Channel steps are programmable in multiples of 5 kHz and 123 kHz up to 995 kHz, the BFO will allow tuning
between these steps for SSB operation. All popular modes are provided NFM, WFM. AM and SSB (USB,
LSB and CW) with the BFO switched on.
The receiver is supplied with a comprehensive selection of accessories:
DA900 wide band flexible aerial, NiCad pack. Dry battery case (for use with

4 x AAA alkaline cells). Charger. DC lead lined with cigar lighter plug.
Earphone. Soft case. Belt hook. SW aerial wire terminated in a BNC

d

connector for shortwave reception and Operating manual.

,1013

AR 1500

Versatility is excellent. The AR1500E may be powered from it's internal
NiCad pack. spare dry batteries may be carried for extended operation and
used with the dry banery case, the set may also be plugged directly into the
cigar lighter socket of a motor vehicle (external input range 11 - I8V DC).
Although offering a long list of facilities and operating modes, the receiver
remains easy to operate. Many facilities have been carried across for the
cc

Ss

M1111

store for all memories and search banks so that no backup battery is
required. The memories may be over -written time and time again. The

MONTHS

Tel 0451 844237
Fax 0451 844253

There are 1000 memories in total arranged in 100 memories x 10 banks.
there are also 10 additional programmable search banks. Each memory will
store frequency and mode (NFM. WFM or AM - not SSB) the search banks
will also store the step increment. There is a massive EEPROM memory

and tell us your symptoms!
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ONLY £229.95 inc VAT
Ir>

I

the 100 memory channels of scan bank 9.

0384 298616

Tel: 0384 298616

I

well proven AR2000 receiver. The ARI500E has an 'automatic memory'
feature which automatically stores busy channels from search bank 9 into

Call CASTLE on

Full workshop facilities plus a new,
computer controlled spares store, we are
now No.1 in UK! We can arrange for
collection and delivery direct to your
own QTH. Average turn round 7-10
days. (Trade enquiries welcome)

Only 90 fool long

4-
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30819
30PL13

8666

61.6GCSYL

6885
6056

308L112
30P4

1.65

1.113

6A05

12667 12657
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600
450
1.95
5.00
4.50

12E1

6685
6695

6.1866 GE

1.75
3.00

128/78 GE

812A
813

61560 GE
6K6GT

4.00
2.50

SAKS

60068

1.00

5/3

3.50
12.00
9.50

6005 GE

6.00
5.25

250

61012

6666

2.00
10.00
2.00
4.03
2.25
2.50
2.50
35.00
25.00

51301
52457

660608

12E376 GE

UNIQUE CONTINUOUS COVERAGE ANTENNAS FOR COMMERCIAL
AND AMATEUR SERVICE MODEL BWD1.8-3 0
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display often provides 'prompts' for selected operations such as a flashing

"CH" to invite she user to key in a new memory channel number. All
information such as frequency, mode (except SSB). channel etcetera is
presented via an easy to see Liquid Crystal Display (LCD). The display is
fitted with a switchable light to increase visibility in areas of low level
fighting.

The ARI500E can meet a number of requirements to satisfy Airband or
Marine enthusiasts, Professional off air monitoring and of course casual
listening too. The World's shortwave and Amateur bands can be monitored.
even the longer range Oceanic Airband and ship to shore. Of course the
performance of this compact hand-held receiver can not be directly compared to that of the AR3(XX)A ur
dedicated General Coverage Receiver. Amazing value, all for an extremely attractive Recommended Retail

Price of £299.00 including VAT.
The popular AR2000 receiver continues. The AR2000 remains a lirm favourite with listeners and enthusiast..
Features include coverage from 500 kHz - 1300 MHz and reception of AM. NFM & WFM. Recommended
Retail Price £279.00 including VAT.
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This month, Roger Cooke G3LDI, brings you good
news about the changes to his column, before
introducing the first of the packet user groups.
The Pac-Comm TNC-220 is a widely used in v.h.f./u.h.f.
packet TNC, and is snapped up quickly when
found on the second-hand market.
Colin's article to be
published, I should
receive
acknowledgement of my
suggested bandplan by

Let's start with the
good news that
'Packet Panorama' is

going to appear
every month. The
sad news is, that
there's only space for
one page. Please start sending
all your information in again so
I can let the other readers know
about what you're doing.

the year 1997!!

I recently had a letter from a
newcomer to packet radio,
saying that he's had difficulty
contacting his local packet
group. He felt that it was almost
impossible to become a member
of a group he knew nothing
about.
I'm therefore going to give
details of packet groups from
various areas, not only for the
benefit of the beginner, but for
everyone. I hope this will
provide information for the
would-be user, and hopefully,
encourage users to join their
local group.
Please send details of your
local packet group to me, and I
will publish them as I receive
them.
Let's start the ball rolling
with the SUNPAC group.

The
purpose of
the group, is to
maintain and develop the
network in their area with the
collaboration of many
individuals, who supply their
own time and usually their own
equipment. To cover the costs of
unattended sites, they have a
membership subscription of £3
per annum.
The group produces useful
items of documentation,
including BBS and network
guides. They also hold many
disks (IBM PC) containing
useful software (shareware and
public domain) and files.
The above information was
kindly sent by the chairman,
Dave G4WPT, and he can be
contacted on packet, as G4WPT
@ GB7BNM. Don't forget, send
details of your local packet
group to me, via any method,
and I will publish them as time
and space permit.

Southern Group

Strange Article

The Southern Users Network
PACket group covers the central
south coast area - roughly Poole
(SW) to Chichester (SE),
Blandford (NW) and Salisburyish (N).
The group's officers are:
Chairman: Dave
G4WPT/GB7BNM
Secretary: GOAFF/GB7HJP
Treasurer/Member secretary:
Jim G6FPC/GB7SIG

Some of you may have read
the article, in the September
issue of RadCom, by Colin
Richards 9M2CR. It really is
strange that this article, with
views against h.f. packet,
should be published at such a
late date. I've had this article on
disk since 1987, the days when
h.f. packet was really struggling
to justify its presence.
Since then, of course, we

Packet Groups
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have
become
much more
organised. Nets on h.f.
have maintained themselves in
such a way that computer
controlled QSY, and frequency
hopping, has become the norm.
Restriction of forwarding
assures that the noise level is at
a minimum and other goodies,
such as 1200baud p.s.k., is
extensively used.
Perhaps if the RSGB would
adopt a more positive attitude
toward h.f. digital modes, such
as helping to sort out a
bandplan, some progress might
be made toward better h.f.
efficiency. I might even get an
acknowledgement to my
submitted (suggested) h.f.
bandplan!

Valid Points
Having said all this, Colin
has some very valid points in his
article, which we discussed at
length while he was in Europe. I
agree that it is not really a
suitable chat mode. In fact it's
used less for this as time goes
by. However, with the proper
selection of parameters, h.f.
packet works well, when using a
frequency clear of the deliberate
interference that has manifested
itself in the past.
Since Colin wrote his article,
PACTOR has appeared as
another digital mode. It's also
becoming very popular on h.f.
Judging by the time it took for

il=
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Israeli Techsat
Project
Jim 4X1RU, and I met at this
year's Amsat Symposium,
where we had a long chat over
lunch. We are both members of
HFNET, operating on
14/2IMHz and are both
interested and involved in
Amsat operations. Jim tells me
that he is now working part-time
on the Israeli Techsat project.
Techsat is the Israeli Pacsat
project, which is primarily an
experimental platform for space
research. Jim is responsible for
the integration of the onboard
computer and communications
channels, plus the ground
command station. The launch is
planned for July 1994, on an
Ariane rocket from Kourou,
French Guiana. This new job,
along with the work Jim does on
h.f. forwarding, and maintaining
other links, looks like keeping
him very busy.

That's about it for this
month. Don't forget that
`Packet Panorama' is still
monthly, so get
communicating and let me
have your news, views
and ideas.
I'm QTHR for
`snailmair or on packet as
`G3LDI @ GB7LDI'

73 and happy
packeting de Roger
G3LDI.
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First letter out of the file comes
from Les Huntley G4LW in
Trowbridge, Wilts. He writes: "I have
just joined the BATC again after
being absent since the early 1970s. I
have nothing on air yet but will make
a start with 70cm monochrome
transmissions and maybe later 23cm
colour." Les continues that he was
active back in the 1960s when he
and the late Cyril Chivers used to
send 405 -line picture across town.
He was first licensed in 1939, so
that's not bad going.
Another person who's been
involved in ATV for more years than
many, is Gordon G3LEE. He gets a
name check in Der TV -Amateur, the
German AN club's magazine. Yes,
it's 25 years ago that Mancunians
G6LEE/T and G6ACW/T (note the oldstyle IT callsigns for television
operation - you needed a separate
licence then) made the first amateur
PAL colour transmission in Europe.
The date was 18 April 1968, beating
the Germans: DL2OU in Bergkamen
sent PAL signals to DC6MR in
Dortmund two months later on June
16.

Gordon writes: "Fancy the
German magazine remembering the
first PAL transmission! It was
between me and Tony Jacques
G3PTD. I borrowed the early Philips
colour bar generator from you know -where (well, yes, I do) and
Tony transmitted to me. I had the
giant ex -GEC EDT5 colour receiver
which I had modified from British
NTSC. Now there's a blast from the
past: British NTSC was on 405 -lines
with a 2.77MHz sub -carrier)."
And another letter from
Manchester, from S. Shannon
GONCJ. "I read with interest the AN
columns written by yourself in
Practical Wireless whenever I get a
chance to do so and the pressures
of work permit. During the past few
years I have become increasingly

interested in the world of AN from
listening to the talk -back frequency
used by a group of ANers in the
Manchester area. The said group
send each other pictures (fast scan)
somewhere in the 1296MHz band,
and there is also some activity in the
70cm band.
"I have recently acquired an old

Microwave Modules receive
converter to enable me to view N
activity on 70cm, but I am currently
building a beam antenna for this
band, so have not as yet been able
to receive any pictures.
"Anyway, to the point of this
letter. It has been brought to my
attention that it is possible to receive
pictures on the 1296MHz band via an

average satellite N receiver as
many of these tune this frequency
without modification. I am the owner
of such a receiver (Amstrad
SRD400) and would very such like to
use this to tune the 1296MHz N
allocations. Could you possibly
advise me as to whether this
information I have been given is
correct, and whether it is possible
for the Amstrad units to cover this
frequency? I would very much
appreciate it if you could advise me,
as I don't possess a specification
manual for this piece of equipment.
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The World of ATV

having a good face-to-face chat.
"A construction team of Michael
ZL1ABS, Bruce ZL1BLB, Ian ZLITOO.
and Rod ZL1VLZ are building some
'bells and whistles' for the ZL1BQ

AN repeater in Auckland. Michael
is building a stepping tones audio
generator and modifying a digital
speaking clock for repeater use.
Bruce is building a two-way
electronic A -V switch and a video
sync detector to operate it from the
repeater's receiver. Ian is building a

010
Andy Emmerson G8PTH
Greetings at the start of a new year and here we are back on
schedule with the amateur television activity round -up of the
past quarter.
An idea for a future article in
'Focal Point' would be information on
exactly what equipment is
necessary to enable one to get going
in AN, and also where to purchase
this equipment from. Over the last
couple of years or so, since I have
taken an interest, I can honestly say
that I have never seen any
advertisement in PW(or any other
amateur radio publication) of
stockists of this kind of gear. I really
think an article of this kind would be
appreciated by all would-be and
existing N enthusiasts alike and
would, I am sure, help promote more
interest and use of AN.
This kind of letter is a little
disappointing, because I wrote two
articles on exactly the subject Mr
Shannon is asking about, namely a
beginner's guide to starting AN. It
was published in PW's sister
publication Short Wave Magazine in
two issues last summer, and I too
was sure it would help all would-be
and existing enthusiasts! Oh well...
As for the query about using satellite
receivers from 24cm AN reception, I
can confirm that GONCJ's Amstrad is
an average satellite receiver and it is
therefore suitable - as long as you
use plenty of pre -amplification.
Ideally, you need a mast -head pre amp and another one in the shack;

this is because the satellite receiver
is expecting a strong signal 27MHz
wide, and a weaker and less widely
deviated AN signal is not going to
make much impression un-aided.
The letter illustrates another
point too. I get quite a few letters
which ask for a personal reply but
with no stamped addressed
envelope enclosed. Those letters do
get answered, but only in the
column, and enquirers seeking more
personal attention to their letters
might consider enclosing a s.a.e.
(and writing on the back of a £5 note
if the matter is urgent!). Only joking
about the £5 note!
Did you remember to watch out
for the AN activities in connection
with the Scouts JOTA (Jamboree on
the Air)? John Norris G4JEN in west
London did, and writes: "You may
find the enclosed very grainy
pictures of use in one of your AN
features. They were received on
Saturday October 17 on a de Graaf
D51 N, fed from a 10 -element Group
A Yagi 20m above ground level
pointing at Crystal Palace (which is
16km SE of my location). The
antenna is definitely not rotatable, as
it feeds a CAN system to 15 other
households.
The pictures are from the
JOTA station GB2OST (Oxted

new channel 39 (615.25MHz)
transmitter and driver stage. Rod is

Scout Troop) 20km SSE of me. They
were running 40kW e.r.p. from a site
245m above sea level, located just
inside the M25 on the Surrey/Kent
border.

building a black and white SSN
receiver for the repeater. Further
items will be made when there is
someone with time to build them.
"The repeater already has a

I'm sorry there are no pictures
from GB2BT from the London
Telecom Tower. Being only 3.3km
due east of me they were P4 off the
side of my 'beam', but after getting
over the surprise of finding them on
'channel 5' (programmed with
435MHz) and by the time I had
gathered my plugs and leads to
record to video, they had migrated to
23/24cm (which I cannot receive,
yet!) Hope this may be of use."
Yes, thanks John. All photos are
of use and welcomed with open
arms. So are letters, and here's one
from Jose ON7TP in Liege, Belgium.

four -page teletext -style beacon,
DTMF receiver, colour bars and two
other test cards. Input is 70cm
(443.25MHz) and output is 50cm
(channel 39 or 615.25MHz). FM
sound sub -carrier frequencies are
+5.5MHz. The beacon text runs 24 hours a day and there is a regular
AN net on the repeater on Sunday
evenings, starting at 8.45pm. The two
metres liaison frequency is
147.400MHz simplex.
"This weekend, November 21,
I'm off for a 10 -day holiday. I have
booked a cottage in Palmerston
North (midway down the North
Island). The local club is having what
you would call a rally on the 22nd at
a town called Woodville - they're
calling the event the 'Woodville
Eyeball'. I aim to be there. The small
AN group in Palmerston North are
building a repeater, and I hope to
see how its going and offer
assistance. Later in the week,
Wayne ZL1UJK will join me on a day
trip to Wellington and the monthly
meeting of the Wellington VHF
Group. I hope to visit some ANers in
Wellington and see the newly -fitted
PM5544 test card operating in the
ZL2WA AN repeater there. It has
the same 70cm/50cm input/output as
used in Auckland.
That's it for this time; how about
seeing your callsign mentioned next
time? Start writing now!

"Here in Belgium there is still AN
activity but do not forget we have
Flemish and Walloon people! A
difference in the language is like a
barrier. The club ANB is still alive
and our yearly assembly was on
October 3 in Heist op den Berg
(always the first Saturday of that
month). I'll try to write a small report.
(I learned English while staying in
Germany - it is the truth!)"
Our last letter this time, is from
Mike Sheffield ZL1ABS in New
Zealand; here's what he has to say.
"The recent level of activity in
Auckland has been very welcome.
Five stations in the same weekend

working through the AN repeater
qualifies as a 'pile-up', compared to
one or two in the winter season
past. There are more transmitting
stations under construction by Rod

Andy GEIPTH

ZL1VLZ, Scott ZL1UWO. and newly licensed Ashley ZL1VOX (neat

callsign he got, eh?). The monthly

AN interest group
meetings are
continuing to be
well attended.
They are usually on
the last Sunday of
the month and are
very valuable for
exchanging ideas,
showing
off your latest
home-brew item,
swapping
video tapes,
getting technical
help with
equipment
and just

Oxted (Surrey) Scout4
amateur television station '
.

yy

GB2OST received in west
London by G4JEN on 17
October 1992.
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Reports to
Paul Essery GW3KFE

287 Heol-y-Coleg, Vaynor, Newtown, Powys SY16 1RA

We must start with sad news this
time; the death at 64 of Al Slater
G3FXB, on November 11. It is
understood he had just been out to
wind his tower down and on
returning indoors he collapsed and
died.

Al was one of the greatest possibly the greatest - UK operators
to adorn the 1.8-30MHz spectrum
since WWII. Chairman of FOC when
he died, he had already held the
offices of President and Secretary.
There were no significant contests
which Al hadn't won.
Notably and unusually, Al
seemed to be able to bring home the
silverware in either phone or c.w.
mode to order. For example: to win
the Thomas Trophy in the RSGB's
Commonwealth Contest, first in 1973
and then, in total some 18 times.
Apart from his own call, he had
taken awards as ZC4ESB and
GB8FX. Like most top DXers, Al loved
his garden, and he grew enough to
feed his whole family. Other interests
included jazz music, and of course
his family.
Al was such an outgoing person
- he had friends everywhere - that
many hundreds of people all over the
world will have a personal feeling of
loss at his passing. Deepest
sympathy to Al's wife Maud, and the
family.

Conditions
Patchy about sums conditions
up. One is told of good moments.
When the columnar machinery was
cranked up, it is variously awful, up
to rather mediocre! In other words, I
missed all the purple patches.

Howland Island
Needing KH1? A multi -national
team will be heading there, to start
activity from Howland Island on
January 25, followed by - they hope a two-day operation from Baker Is.
After that, Tarawa, and on to
Honolulu, arriving back there on 8
February 1993.

Another report noted in DXNS
suggests that an expedition to
Palmyra and Kingman Reef is in
prospect for February/March 1993.
Departing around February 21,
reaching Kingman five days later. As
the two places are only four to five
hours apart by boat, the intention is
to swap operators as needed, with
both places on the air
simultaneously. A minimum of eight
to nine days is in prospect.
The EA RTTY Contest runs from
1600Z Saturday February 13, to the

same time on Sunday 14th. This is a
world-wide contest. Use the
appropriate sections of the 3.528MHz bands (no WARC of course),
and call 'CU EA Test.' Single -op all band, single -op single -band, Multi op all -band and s.w.l. classes.
The EAs will send RST plus
'Prefijo Provincial', the rest of us
send RST plus CO. Zone (014 for UKI.
The Prefijo Provincials are: A, AB, B,
BA, BI, BU, C, CA, CC, CE, CO, CR,
CS, CU, GC, GE, GR, GU, H, HU, J,

L,LE, LO, LU, M, MA, ML, MU, NA, 0,
OR, P, PM, PO, S, SA, SE, SG, SO, SS,
T, TE, TF, TO, V, VA, VI, Z, ZA.

Scoring: on 14/21/28MHz, one

point for own continent, two for
outside one's own continent. On
3.5/7MHz scoring is three for own
continent, six for other continent.
Stations in own country count zero
QS° points, but are OK for multiplier.
The multiplier is the number of
DXCC countries and Spanish
Provinces on each band. Final score
is total QS° points on all bands times
total multiplier on all bands.
Separate log sheet for each band,
include a summary sheet showing
the scoring and other essential
information. Mailing deadline is 10
April 1993, to EA1 MV, Antonio
Alcolado, PO Box 240, 09400 Aranda
de Duero (Burgos), Spain.

Prefixes
Via NT2X and DX News Sheet, I
hear of a proposal to change CIS
country prefixes from 1 January
1993, seemingly put up to the ITU
without consulting the amateurs
concerned, but with the professional
services in mind. Under this
proposal, 95% of Ukrainian calls
would change, and lots of others too.
So, the proposals are listed: 4J,
Azerbaijan; 4L Georgia; EK, Armenia;
EU or E, Byelorussia; UN, UQ,
Kazakh; EX, Kirghiz; ER, Moldova; EY,
Tadzhik; EZ, Turkoman; UJ, UMV, EW,
Uzbek; UR, UZ, EM-EO, Ukraine; and
UA-UI, RA -RI, possibly RZ, Russia. At
the time of writing, it is not known
whether this will in fact come into
force on the proposed date - but be
warned!

The 1.8MHz Band
On 1.8MHz, John G3BDQ in
Hastings comments that G3FXB had

written a letter asking if he would
like G6CJ's early 0.SLs, but didn't
have time to post it before he died.
On the Saturday morning after Al's
passing, John heard a W station on
1.8MHz discussing details of the

funeral, so the word got out world-
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wide very quickly.
On 1.8MHz, the G3BDQ c.w. went

TF5TP, ZL2ALJ, S57KV, KC4/W6REC,
VP5/N4CD, CEOY/SMOAGD, plus lots

out to UB5TGJ, F3AT, 5V8ZS (Zante
Island), RA3TBL, RB4IC, UA3RG,
VE2FU and KI6MS, while sideband
made it with LY3BCF, UA2FDJ, 7X2DG
and 7X2BK.

of JA and W6-7 by long path around

Our only other reporter on
1.8MHz is Angie GOHGA, in

Stevenage. She has recently come
back on the band, and offers YL2GP
for a new one the night before she
wrote.

The 3.5MHz Band
From Birmingham, John 2EOACN
has a Howes rig on the 3.5MHz band
at 2W output, and this netted him
DH7UAA, PAOXAN, OZ4ST, loads of
Gs, GD3FXN, PAOLCE, DJ7SI,
GB2OPP, ON5AG and ON5UG.

A most interesting listener report
comes in from Geoff Crowley, in
Hafnarfordjur, Iceland. This is at
64.05°N and 21.57°W; Geoff originally
hails from Kiwi -land. On 3.5MHz, he
notes sideband signals from
GM3TCW, EI8H, GI4BGB, OE6MBG

and OE6MBG, but he remarks that
the indicator of conditions is the
Aurora - see Aurora and switch off
the h.f. gear!
Angie GOHGA notes that her
revised antenna is doing quite well,
with K1JD on 60W and W1MK and
VY2SS with 10W. During the
summer -time trials of this skywire,
Angie also worked various
WNE/U L7/UA9 stations; all activity
on the key.

The 7MHz Band

1400-1500UTC.

Our QRP specialist Eric GOKRT
7MHz-only, uses a Lake DTR7 rig,
and uses the W3EDP design antenna
but with a quarter -wave
counterpoise from Worcester Park
area. The two-way QRP contacts
included three G stations plus EI4DZ;
high -power signals coming back to
his 1W included DK1EG, Y46T0,
F6IGE, F6FLB, FE6DXN, HA8FK,
HAI AY, IK5C(21 and five other I
stations, ON6FT, OZ2SF, RB5ESK,
UB6NBJ, UB5CK, UV3AFQ, SP5CS,

SP5RDX and YL2UZ. Eric notes that
although he tries a CO. or two at
each session, they rarely net a
response save on the low -power
frequency of 7030kHz.
Ted G2HKU and 7MHz c.w.
included ZA1J, S59CW and VE2XLT,
but much time has been lost this

time by problems with the house
mains trip operating for no apparent
reason, and at the time of writing the
search for a culprit was still in
progress.

The WARC Bands
On the WARC bands, Vince
9H1IP and sideband first; Vince went
to 24MHz for UAOFF, OH1AF/0J0 on
Market Reef, 9K2JR, SUIAL/2,
HC2RG, Z21ZE, JU830C/6 (Mongolia),
388AD, 6W6/WB2P, A71CH, S59AM
(Slovenia), A41KW, T49AB (Cuba)
and 9A2LH; turning to 18MHz did the
trick with CYONSM (Sable Is),
OHI AF/OJO, V73D0, EV1S,
PYOF/PP1CZ, 6W6/WB2P, PYOTSN

A bit more interest was shown
on the 7MHz band with Angie
GOHGA, who notes DL2ZAE raised
with 200mW. Geoff Crowley
mentions hearing DL6ET, 0E6CLD,
EA8BET, DL8TCC, PA3DFU, TF3CW
(S9 plus a lot!), CT3FF, GORTJ,
G4LNR, OH3NZW and DL3AK.

Nice to hear from Don GM3JDR
in Aukengill again, after his major
household alterations - he notes just
12(!) dry days between July 1 and his
letter, and adds that after the house,
came the garage re -build - but as
the garage contained the tuner for
his half -rhombic that put him off the
air for two months!
Anyway, keying on 7MHz since
then accounted for CM2MA,
CM2QN, CO8RCE/8, ZL4AU,
5B4/G3HFG/P, PYOF/PPI CZ, UJ8JI,
JU830C/6, HSI CDX, UL7RDD,
ZLICON, P3OWN, RA9LE, PYIBZH,
UL7YAD, UL7IDB, VU2LO, VK6LW,
J886X, US5OBS, PY4UM, LU6EE,
OH1AF/OJO, VE5ZX, 4J1FM, VK3RP,

(Trindade), V47KP, SU1AU2 and
S57MX.
Now to 2EOACN; I find John has
been raking 'em in on 10MHz;

350mW from possibly an '0X0'
managed DL3IAI, OZ5AGN, FGI MGU,
2MOACI, FDIODS, HB9NT, DK7SUD,
F9OL/P, PA3FWB, DK8WF, OK3CSA,
DLIEKU, DL5UBF, DLIGKE,
PA3ACX,OK2BFU and FE1JGJ/P.
Other than the 2M0 and DLIGKE, all

the rest were using high power. For
a gripe, John notes the number of
phone nets and RTTY stations sitting
in the Novice segment. Come on,
give the novices a chance, folks!
For GM3JDR 10MHz c.w. served
up 9V1YS, 3DA/G3TXF, TA7/KUOJ,

ZAIW, ZAID, ZA1J, ZAIC,
OH3ES/OHO, 4X4MU, V73D0,
UA9OBW, VR2NVX3N, JAs, W6s and
VV7s. For 18MHz, VU2LO, EUI 0,
ZAI C, 777C, OHI AF/OJO, EV1S,

RL8PY were dealt with.
Despite all the problems, Ted
G2HKU keyed on 10MHz with RYOU,
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UH8EA, 0Y1C, and on 18MHz with
US500s, IT9ZQN, while on 24MHz he
recorded VQ9RB, UB5JIB,
3DA/G3SXW and VD3AT.
The s.s.b. from Don G3NOF was
deployed on 18MHz to raise AK1L
(IOTA NA -55), CO7JC, KL7XD, S51AP,
VE7IM, Ws, W5ZPA/C6A, VK7K0 and
VP5/N4G0. Turning to 24MHz, Don
located AK1L again, CO1RG, HC2RG,
HH2Z, J88AG, OD5/SP1MHV, PJ2MI,
PT7BZ, RYOU, SU1AL/2, US1U, V47KP,
V51DM, VEs, Z21AV, ZA1H, ZF2QA,/8,
ZF2TB, 6Y5PJ and 9Q5PL.

Geoff Crowley in Iceland tried
18MHz for WA2IBX, ZF1UK, ES8ZD,
DL7CY, G3ADV, W2FJ, G3L10; on
24MHz he found VP9MN, OH6NPJ,
W9UK, GOMJD/P, K4FDP, DF7JH,
W9UK, DL3BUM, OE3JBO, ON5CD,
W9MVX, U5WF, ZP5JCY and K3VIY.

The 28MHz Band
On 28MHz, there's a first offering
now from a new reporter, Brian
GOOIM in Wiltshire. The rig is a
TS430S to a 2 -el cubical quad on
28MHz or a Delta Loop on 14MHz.
Brian offers U18ZAC, 6W6JX, CO2NA,

NA -67), NP2E, OA4ANR, P40A, PJ1B,
ROOF, S51GE, S57EK, VD7ON (=VE),
VE7KD, VE7ZZZ, VP2EC, VP50,
XX9AW, 8P9Z, 9A1A and 9K2JC.

VP8ML, VP2MEG, JU830C in
Mongolia, 9K2MU, CN8FR, RYOU,
CX4GL, CX9BBG, LUlATR, SV1BKN,
BY5QW, UAOAPA,Y11BGD, UW3AE
on the key, VK6LG, VR2JWX3N,
CU1AC, 9K2HA, WB2KOG, CT3FT,
A92T, 5N4KAR and UZ9MYL.
Angie GOHGA in Stevenage, uses
a half -sized G5RV on this band,
which enabled WB3EPC, NE3P,
VP5/WB2Y0I, TA3D, TA2BA, Z21SS (a

new one, PJ2AM, to trade reports
with her and with only 4W she
cracked the pile-up on 3XOSNU in
five minutes.
On sideband John G3BDQ
tackled V21AS, YC8CPU, 7Q7XX,
9K2MU, 6W6/K3IPK,VP5/WB4KSP,
ZF2RJ, VK6VTM, A71CH and VG3W
(The War Museum, Guelph). On c.w.
he reported YN/SMOOIG and CX4GLT.
Just one is noted on 28MHz by
Don GM3JDR, to wit 3DA/G3TXF on
the key.

LU6JBM, W1FZY, KP4L, 5NOZKJ,
LU5D0F, YNOSMOOIG, 7Q7XX,
K4CAD, VD3AT, 3DA/G3TXF, SVOJG -

all went in the c.w. log of Ted G2HKU,
plus one with C9RJJ using just 4W.
Bringing up the rear on this band
is G3NOF; Don's sideband reached

November 2 at 0245UTC. This pushed
the daily A index on the 2nd to an
estimated level of 23 units and
during the remainder of the week
many subsequent proton events
were recorded.
On November 9, there was a
small magnetic storm, but very little
in the way of auroral activity was
observed during this period, with
only minor openings occurring on
November 1 and 4th. Another auroral
opening was detected on November
23, this being preceded on
November 22 by three small M -type
flares.

Auroral Openings
As I've already mentioned,
auroral openings during November
were very few and far between. Only
weak events were detected in
central England on November 1 at
2230UTC, November 4 at 2340UTC
and November 23 at 2045UTC.

Very little in the way of 'real'
signals were reported and I guess if
it wasn't for beacons such as
GB3RMK (50.060MHz), GB3NGI
(50.062MHz), GB3LER
(50.064MHz/144.965MHz) and

SK4MPI (144.960MHz) then most of
these brief openings would have
been missed.

Auroral Calendars
In last months column, I
mentioned the need to keep your 27 -
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CU3/NOFHL and TA1A.

To wind up here, Angie GOHGA
mentions an R/AA7LN, which I
suspect is a typing slip for
RA/AA7LN, plus 4J1FM.

HZ1AB, P40J, PJ9M, PT7FX, PUOF,
TL8NG,TU2C1, V31DX, VP9AD,
WA7EGA, ZF2JI, ZD8Z, ZS5HAM,
5K6C, 6V6U and 9ER1TA.

The 21MHz Band

The 14MHz Band

On the 21MHz band, John
2EOACN writes to note his collection:

Nothing, alas, since the space
has run out!

KA9UHW, UA3DTT, SM5DUT, UA4QK,
W8RSW, KA8PCJ, LZ3KAB, 4N5FAD

New Look

and UA4CNQ, all with a couple of
watts and a B40 receiver to a longwire.
For Don G3NOF, the sideband
produced AH9B/V02, C6AFT,
JE4WM, JF4ETK, K8SCH/OCK (IOTA

Solar Data for
November 1992
During the period November 1-9
there was a large increase in
geomagnetic activity due mainly to a
massive X9 flare (the largest for
some years) which occurred on

It was c.w. as usual for Don
GM3JDR hereabouts and VP5P,
ZA1Z, UZOLWC and EH4MC.
On the other hand, sideband all
the time for John G3BDG on 21MHz,
to give him FH8CB, DU1GWQ,
DU3RCM, YC6KEH, 9V1WW, 404XR
(Banjaluka, Serbia), 9K2JC,

Our new look arrives in March,
send it all in next time as usual, by
the middle of the month, to the
address above. Meantime, 73, and
GL.

and other stations in DL and F.
Terry Chaplin G1UGH (J002) also
caught the good conditions on
November 5-6, the best of the bunch
being EI2GK (1063), EI3CI (1063),
LX1CT (JN29) and OKI MAC (JN79),

VHF Up

all being worked on s.s.b.
Ian Comes G4OUT (1092) was
hoping that the good tropo would
continue into the weekend of
November 7-8, to coincide with the

Reports to
David Butler G4ASR
Yew Tree Cottage
Lower Maescoed, Herefordshire HR2 OHP

IARU Region One 24 -hour c.w.

day auroral calendars up-to-date,
but I didn't actually describe how or
why they work. Very simply, you only
have to remember two facts. One,
certain actions on the sun causes
auroral activity on earth and two, the
sun is a gaseous body and takes
approximately 27 days to rotate.
The actions on the sun (the
actual mechanism need not be
discussed at this stage) can be
likened to that of a spray from a
rotating garden hose. The sun
squirts material out in a broad
'spray' and the earth can be effected
for several days, every 27 days,
sometimes for several rotations.
So, if you make a calendar like
the one shown in Fig. 1 and record
every auroral event you detect or
hear about, it is then possible to
predict when repeat events might
occur and take appropriate steps. As
I'm writing this on December 1, it's
not possible to let you know if an
aurora occurred on December 20,
but I'll certainly inform you next
month if one did!

Tropo Conditions
There were a number of days
during November when tropo
conditions were excellent on all v.h.f.
bands through to microwaves.
Notably, the period November 5-8

and 23rd, allowed many contacts to
be made with stations in DL, EA, F,
HB9, OE and OK.

Ela Martyr G6HKM (J001)
worked a new square on October 8,
when she contacted SP2OFW (J093)
on the 144MHz band, but thought
that the opening was favouring
stations further to the west of her
GTH, although a contact was also
made with SP6MLIC/P on the 430MHz
band. However, an opening on
November 5-6 was very good and
s.s.b. contacts on the 144MHz band
were made with a number of
stations, including HB9RCJ IJN37),
0E5VHL (JN68), who was also
worked on the 430MHz band,
OK1UBR (JN69), OK1VEI (J070) and
OK1VMS/P (J060).

Unfortunately, the good tropo
conditions did not coincide with
many of the recent 1296MHz
cumulatives contests, only four
stations being worked on October
21. A little better on November 6,
when 17 QSOs were made, including
GD4GNH (1074).

Ralph Sachs G2CZS (J001)

mentions that the opening to eastern
Europe on November 6 provided
some light relief from the generally
poor conditions. His s.s.b. contacts
on the 144MHz band included
OK1FTA/P (JN79), OK1FZA/P (J060),
OK1VMS/P (J060), OK1VYF (JN69)

contest. As is normal in these cases,
the conditions started to drift away
before the start, but nevertheless a
number of c.w. contest QSOs were
made, including 13 x DL, 9 x F, 6 x ON
and 4 x PA.
Up in the north of England, Rik
Royal! GBESB (1094) didn't find much

to report, although he could hear
others working the DX. He did
however mention working F1CYB
(JN17) on November 5 on the
144MHz band, and EI2GK (1063) for
the first El of 1992 on the 430MHz
band on November 8.
The 144MHz band was in good
shape on November 22, with Andy
Cook G4PIQ (J002) reporting an
opening to Spain with EA2ADJ (1N93)
pounding in on s.s.b. and Richard
Gardner G4WKN (1092) catching
FCIDUH (JN13), FC1SZL (JNO3) and
F6FZS (1N93). John Quarmby G3XDY
(J002) worked F1 ER (JNO3) on the
144MHz band and then moved him
up to the 1296MHz band to work him
on s.s.b. peaking 51.
Dave Akrill GODJA (1093) refutes
any recent comments made about
lack of c.w. activity on the u.h.f.
bands, and he reports that in his
area there is regular activity on a
daily basis. Mind you, it does get a
little monotonous listening to the
Emley Moor beacon GB3MLY
(432.910MHz) all the time!
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On the 144MHz band, he runs
either 1W QRP or the full-blown 25W
into a 9 -element Yagi, this is
sufficient to work around the
country when using c.w. Recent
contacts have included G140WA
(1064) and a two-way QRP contact
with GORAX/M, presumably static
but you never can tell!

received full callsigns on the next
over. Excellent stuff!
At my 0TH, the banana -shaped
(it's been very windy lately) 18 element Cushcraft Boomer Yagi
enabled me to work SM5FRH, KB8RQ

Moonbounce
On to moonbounce now. David
Law GOLBK reports that his 144MHz
e.m.e. system, consisting of four 9 element Yagis and a 4CX1000
amplifier, is working very well, and
that he can quite often obtain
echoes with 250W.
The system seems to be properly
optimised, because on August 2 he
made a random s.s.b. contact with
SM5FRH, a mode that is not normally
used. During the ARRL e.m.e.
contest, held in October/November,
a total of 50 c.w. contacts were
made with stations located in DL,

and W5UN, and to hear DL8DAT,
I1KTC, IK3MAC (he got my callsign
as G4ASN!), UZ2FWA and

WA1JXN/7, with all stations being
heard when the moon was between
10-20° above the horizon.
Ron Stone GW3YDX is now
active on e.m.e. and getting the
results one would expect with 280W

EA, F, G, GM, I, JA, LA, LZ, OE, OH,
OK, ON, OZ, SM, UA2, VE and W.

David mentions that he hopes to
be active during 1993 on 1296MHz
e.m.e., as he is planning a joint
venture with Jon Naylor G4KLX.
They expect to use a 4m dish and a
250W amplifier.

Conditions during the second leg
of the ARRL e.m.e. contest, held on
November 14-15, appeared to be
quite good. The conditions allowed a
number of single Yagi stations to
make QS0s via the moon with some
of the bigger systems.
Geoff Beresford G7KQW, using a
144MHz 15 -element CueDee Yagi,
heard SM5FRH so well that he was
able to relay his signals over the
telephone to GOLBK. Another station,
G4KLX, heard SM5FRH with a 4 element Yagi and DL9KR on the
430MHz band with only a 9 -element

(CX, HC,
HC8, LU,
PJ4, PY) on

November

(KP2, KP4,
PJ7, VE, W,
9Y4) on

A group of operators, including
Dennis VE3ASO, Ray W2RS and
Mike W9IP, had made plans to use a
massive 50m radio astronomy dish.
The dish is owned by York University,
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Four Yagis
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Fig. 1: An auroral calendar.
reported by
W9IP that the
same group of
operators are planning to use the
Colin Morris GOCUZ, using only a
dish on the 430MHz band during
5 -element Yagi, managed to work
Spring 1993, possibly coinciding with
W5UN on the 144MHz band, as did
the REF e.m.e. contest. Later in the
Bob Harrison G4UJS, who was using
year they are also planning a 3 -band
an FT726R into a QQVO6-40A
e.m.e. effort on the 144MHz, 432MHz
amplifier and a 9 -element Yagi fed
and 1296MHz bands. That should
with 45m of UR67 feeder! The Texas
certainly burn a hole in the moon!
station first sent HZ and then
1

Time to look at the 50MHz band.
In November 1991, many UK stations

far, 21 separate stations have been
worked, but nearly 100 have been
heard. Ron mentions that he knows
the answer and he's working on it!

array of four 16 -element LBX Yagis
and an 8877 amplifier. A total of 63
contacts were made on the 144MHz
band, with stations in 27 countries
and five continents.
Some of the more interesting
callsigns included JL1ZCG, JA4BLC,
KH6F00, UA4NX, RA6HHT, UA9FAD,
VK3AMZ and ZL1BVU. Not bad for a
line -of -sight v.h.f. band!

Single Yagi Stations

The 50MHz Band

and 4 x 17 -element F9FT Yagis. So

John Regnault G4SWX did very
well during the contest with his

Europe were EH9MH (country 111)
on July 26, TA5ZA on June 27 and
many VE and Win the big opening
on June 22, all of these openings
being via Sp -E.
Ken Grover G3KIP wrote in some
time ago (sorry for the delay OM!)
bemoaning about the lack of activity
on the band. On a number of
occasions when the beacon
GB3NHQ is S -points stronger than
normal (tropo) or when TV signals
are heard (Sp -E), he will put out a
Ca, but very few stations are raised.
Where is everybody? I can answer

November
2, 6, 13, 14,
17, 18, 21
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Fig. 2: There was good DX on 50Mhz in 1989/90.

and 23rd.

(And it was
even better in 1989 and 1990 as the
QSL card in Fig. 2 shows).
By contrast, only one DX station
outside of Europe, CN8ST, was
reported during November 1992, and
even that was no big deal, as
Morocco is within Sp -E distance of
the UK and is regularly worked via
that mode in the summer. On the
other hand, if you don't use c.w., you
may not have heard him at all.
Now here's a good idea! Instead
of listening to white noise on 50MHz,
why don't you spend the time
learning c.w., then next time you'll
know who it is rattling off those dots
and dashes! And then you'll also
start working the real DX in auroral
openings and on meteor scatter and
on e.m.e. etc., etc. Meanwhile, off
the soap box and back to the
reports.
Neil Carr GOJHC (1083) mentions
that he has only heard one signal
outside of Europe since July and
that was ZS6AXT on October 26,
peaking 559 on c.w. between 13101353UTC. None of the PY/LU/ZP/7Q

openings via t.e.p./Sp-E that are
normally heard during October November in recent years have
made their way up to the north-west
of England.
At least there was some Sp -E
during October, allowing a handful of
contacts to be made with stations in
EA, F and I, but even so, conditions
have been so bad, that Neil resorted
to meteor scatter to work a new
square HB9BQU (JN37) on October
18 at 0200UTC. Desperate stuff!
It's a very similar story at my QTH
(1081), with the only real DX getting
in the log being ZS9A (JG77) at
1312UTC on October 30. Between
1305-1333UTC, I also heard the
V51VHF beacon (50.017MHz), but
nothing else in the way of amateur
signals. Looking back in my log book,
the last stations worked outside of

this quite simply. Like it or not, most
operators only want to work DX on
the band and are not prepared to
work local stations. Of course,
columns such as this don't help in
this respect, as they tend only to
report about DX contacts or leading
edge modes, rather than the
mundane, less news -worthy, run-ofthe-mill, inter -G contacts.
The problem is that no one
compels you to work short distances
on 50MHz and generally most
operators have degenerated into the
"I must only work DX and take no
more than 10 seconds" mode, rather
than discovering some of the band's
other potentials. And again, to be
truthful, I suspect many operators
enjoy that 'anti -social' way of
operating.
Ramon EH3AQJ (JN1161) is using
30W into a 5 -element Yagi and is
very interested in trying meteor
scatter tests on the band, especially
with stations over 2000km away. He
was active during the Geminids
shower, December 12-13, using high
speed c.w. on 50.169MHz.
Over in Eire, EH9IB has recently
upped his power to 25W (previously
3W) following a donation by G3KOX
of an amplifier which was shipped to
Melilla by the UK Six Metre Group
(UKSMG).

The Baghdad club station
YI1BGD has received a permit to
operate on the band and is looking
for a 50MHz transceiver.
If anyone is prepared to donate a
rig, preferably a mono -band set,
please contact Nick Waite G3KOX
(Tel: (0438) 715713) who can arrange
carriage to Iraq.
The beacon OD5SIX arrived in
the Lebanon (via the UKSMG) on
November 24 and is now operational
on 50.078MHz sending "OD5SIX
KM74". It runs 8W output into a
vertical antenna.
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Back Scatter

The 430MHz Band
As you should know, (and for
those that don't, refer to the Amateur
Radio Licence Booklet BR68) the
status of the Amateur Service and
Amateur Satellite Service in the 430440MHz band is on a Secondary
basis. Basically, this means that the
Amateur Service, i.e. you, must not
cause undue interference to stations
of the Primary user or other
permitted services.
It should be noted therefore that
the Primary user has allocated two
spot frequencies, 435.725MHz and
435.750MHz, for use by units of the
Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve
and that this RAF traffic has priority
over amateur usage. Fortunately, the
majority of UK amateurs will not be
affected by this, but if you run Fast
Scan Television (FSTV) and you live
close to an airfield, it may be best to
listen first before transmitting.

The Microwave Bands
Because of the increasing
popularity of 10GHz microwave
bands transverters, such as the
G3WDG design described in the
June edition of PW, some really long
distance narrow -band contacts are
now taking place. But before I
describe some results, I better
clarify what I mean by narrow -band.
Very simply, this relates to the
transmission mode used, and by
convention, c.w. and s.s.b. are
described as narrow- band modes,
and f.m.-based transmissions (which
can include TV) are described as
wide -band. It is also taken to mean
that narrow -band equipment uses
very stable crystal or v.f.o. control,
and wide -band equipment uses free running oscillators.
The importance of this statement
is that with a very stable (n.b.)
transmission and a similarly stable
receiver, the selectivity (i.e.
bandwidth) can be very much
reduced, therefore tremendously
increasing the system gain.

The Results
Meanwhile, back to some of the
results. One such event worthy of
mention took place last year during
the evening of July 6, when Morgan
Larsson SM6ESG (J067) worked a
total of nine UK stations on the
10GHz band, everyone incidentally
operating from their home 0TH, and
not from an elevated portable site.
The contacts were made with
G4BYV (J002) at 868km, G3LQR
(J002) at 883km, G4FUF (J001) at
976km, G3WDG (1092) at 981km,
G8APZ (J001) at 985km, G3ZFP (1091)
at 1013km, G3BNL (1092) and GOERK
(1092) both at 1029km and G4FCD
(1091) at an amazing 1040km.

Charlie Suckling G3WDG runs

3W output in the shack into a 60cm
offset fed dish at 10m above ground.
During the same evening as working
SM6ESG, he also contacted OZ1HDA
(J047) and SM6HYG (J058) at a
distance of 1008km. On September
16, he worked HB9AMH/P and
HB9MIN/P, both in JN37 on 10GHz
s.s.b. at 59 bothways, these contacts
bringing his locator squares total for
the band up to 21.
The system at the station of
Richard Girling G4FCD consists
entirely of G3WDG modules and runs
200mW into a 60cm dish. Richard
comments that no problems were
encountered in building or alignment
and he congratulates G3WDG for a
very repeatable design. Interestingly,
Richard had only been QRV on the
band for a few weeks before
becoming the UK 106Hz DX record

call around this frequency to create
a little bit more activity for the novice
licensees.
Of course, being a novice on the
50MHz band does create unique
problems insofar that a number of
countries do not have allocations in
the 51MHz region. The only way
therefore to work a novice in these
circumstances is to operate split,
that is with two v.f.o.s, one set to
your (lower) transmit frequency and
the other set to the (higher) receive
frequency.
For the novice, this is obviously
reversed. At the station of ON4ANT,
this technique was used to work
2EOAAX, by transmitting on
50.145MHz and receiving on

holder.
Details of the G3WDG 10GHz

51.260MHz.
Caz Pickles 2E1AMP (1083) is

module kits can be obtained from
Petra Suckling G4KGC, 314A Newton
Road, Rushden, Northamptonshire

active on packet radio on
433.675MHz and would be pleased to
receive messages at her local

NN10 OSY, (please enclose an s.a.e.).

mailbox Co? GB7LIV. Another novice

Tel: (0933) 411466.

new to amateur radio and packet is

John Fell GOAPI, located in
Wimborne, Dorset, is looking for
s.s.b. and c.w. schedules on the
1.3GHz and 106Hz bands during the
evenings and weekends. You can
contact John by telephoning him in
the evenings on (0202) 691649.
Another station looking for
10GHz schedules is Colin Douglas
G8LDJ (J001). He is QRV on wide band f.m. and located fairly close to
the east coast of the UK, so he may
have a good take -off into F, ON and
PA. You can contact Colin via his
packet radio mailbox @ GB7ICE.

Richard 2E1BED (1093). He uses an

Novice News
It's nice to receive information
from our new novice licensees and
I'm sorry I couldn't print these letters
earlier, but the PW6Oth anniversary
editions took precedence. Keven
Matthews 2E1AIU (J001) runs an
FT79OR on the 430MHz band with 1W
of r.f. into a discone antenna.
During a tropo lift in May, he
managed to work PA3FSD, PA3GBW
and PBOAKQ. All of these contacts
were made on f.m. simplex on either
433.425 or 433.450MHz, and during
the same evening Keven also heard
stations from GJ and GM on a
repeater. He is also QRV on the
50MHz band, with a Tokyo

transceiver and regularly monitors
51.300MHz for s.s.b. contacts, but
comments that it is very quiet up
there.
Darrell Moody GOHVQ worked

New Look Specialist Columns
This issue of PW sees the last edition of 'Backscatter' as a section in the magazine. As
from the March issue, all the specialised interest articles formerly presented in
'Backscatter' will be stand-alone features in their own right. The new columns will be
easier to read, with larger print to match the rest of the magazine.
Paul Essery GW3KFE's new -look column 'On The HF Bands' will have one page every
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his first novice, 2E1AFP (1092), on
51.260MHz s.s.b. during a recent
aurora. He encourages everyone to

Amiga computer and t.n.c. to access
the network on the 430MHz band.
Are there any more novices out
there? Please drop me a line and tell
me what contacts you have made on
the v.h.f. bands.

New DXCC Countries
In last month's column, I gave
details of the ARRL DX Advisory
Committee (DXAC) recommendation
to create new DXCC countries from
the former Yugoslavia. The
recommendations were passed to
the ARRL Awards Committee, who
voted unanimously to accept three
recommendations from the DXAC.
The following countries are now
added to the DXCC list: The Republic
of Croatia - 9A (formerly YU2(, The
Republic of Slovenia - S5 (was YU3)
and The Republic of Bosnia Hercegovina - YU4, 4N4.
Contacts with Croatia and
Slovenia can be counted from 26
May 1991 and those with Bosnia Hercegovina from 15 October 1991. A
DXAC recommendation to add The
Republic of Macedonia - YU5, 4N5 to
the DXCC list was not accepted, and
remains under study until a later
date. The remaining entity of
Yugoslavia, (YU1, YU6, YU7 and YU8)
continues on the DXCC list.

Contests

contests have been arranged to take
place on January 24 and 31st,
February 21 and 28th and March 14,
each session running between 10001200UTC. In addition to exchanging
callsigns, report and serial number,
stations must also give locator and
0TH information.
An RSGB 144MHz c.w. contest
will be held on Sunday January 17,
between 1000-1600UTC. There are
sections for the single operator fixed
station, all others and listeners and
competing stations exchange
callsigns, report, serial number,
locator and county.
A 430MHz fixed station contest
will take place on Sunday February
7, between 0900-1500UTC. This

contest is not only open to
individuals (who must be RSGB
members) but is also open to teams
of operators belonging to an RSGB
affiliated society (AFS) who need not
necessarily be RSGB members
themselves. The contest exchange
consists of callsigns, report, serial
number and locator.
The Nordic activity contests
(mentioned last month) will be held
between 1800-2200UTC on January
19 (Microwaves), January 26
(50MHz), February 2 (144MHz) and
February 9 (430MHz).
To stimulate DX activity on the
144MHz band, the German VHF -DX

Group, has organised an activity
contest lasting one calendar year,
commencing 1 January 1993. For
every contact over 500km, one point
may be claimed. Repeat contacts
with DX stations are not allowed.
The total score is the number of
different DX contacts multiplied by
the number of locator squares
worked. You may count any locator
squares worked in the year
irrespective of distance. A full set of
rules, including a locator map, can
be obtained by sending me an s.a.e.

Tables
Final entries for the yearly tables
must be received by me by the end
of January. They will appear in the
April issue of PW, on sale 11 March
1993.

Deadlines
As usual, please send your
letters to reach me by the end of the
month at the very latest, as I
normally write up the column around
this time. Don't forget that I can also
receive messages via packet radio
at my mailbox GB7TCM or at my DX
cluster GB7DXC.

Photographs of your shack,
antennas or any v.h.f. activity are
especially welcome. Other pictorial
items, such as QSL cards, awards,
certificates, etc., are also required.
They will all be returned to you.

A series of 70MHz cumulative
month, while David Butler G4ASR's 'VHF Up' column will have two pages in every issue.
Last, but certainly not least, comes the 'Broadcast Round -Up' page produced by Peter
Shore. Peter will continue to provide interesting comment, news and reviews on the
short wave broadcasting scene.

The editorial team will be pleased to hear your comments and suggestions on the newlook specialist columns. You can write to us at our new editorial address at: Practical
Wireless, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW
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In the last editions of PWI have
been reporting on the Dutch
government's deliberations on the
future role of Radio Netherlands, the
Dutch international radio service.
Whilst there is the suggestion that
there needs to be new strategy,
developments in the station's
broadcasting took a leap into the
New World Order with the
announcement in late November
that transmissions to Asia would
now be beamed on transmitters in
Russia and other parts of the former
Soviet Union.
The transmissions started on
New Year's Day, and the schedule to
March 6 appears in European News
later in this column.
And Radio Netherlands is now
talking with other European
broadcasters about the possibility of
starting joint programme streams in
English, French and German beamed
to European listeners. BBC World
Service, Radio France International
and Deutsche Welle have met in
recent weeks to talk about
establishing new programme
services and on how to reach areas
of the world, such as the Pacific or
North America, where international
services are not widely listened to.
Perhaps an EC station will emerge in
the not too distant future.
As we went to press, reports
came in that Azerbaijani Radio in

1111111a1
Broadcast Round -up
Reports to Peter Shore via the PW Editorial Office

manufacturers and retailers!
If you would like to know what
stations operate in the UK, one DX
club's publication might help. Radio
Stations in the United Kingdom is
published by the British DX Club and
the 11th edition was recently
released. It carries details for all
British medium wave and f.m.
stations with listings by frequency
order together with transmitter
location and power. Contact
addresses and telephone numbers
are listed. There is also information
on special event stations, "unofficial
radio" and future plans of BBC and
independent radio. The book is

17.655MHz

1330-1425 in Dutch to East and
South East Asia via Irkutsk on
9.81MHz
1330-1425 in Dutch to the Far

East and East Asia via Petropavlovsk
on 7.26MHz
1430-1525 in Indonesian via
Tashkent on 9.855MHz
2330-0025 in Dutch to South East
Asia via Tashkent on 9.855MHz

European Stations

The international service of
Polish Radio has started
transmissions to Czechoslovakia. A
Czech language service started in
November and Slovak will begin
during early 1993. Czech can be
heard daily at 1630 on 6.095MHz for
30 minutes. English to Europe is

All times GMT(=UTC)

heard:

available for £2.00, US$4.00 or five

international reply coupons from
The British DX Club, 54 Birkhall
Road, London SE6 1TE.
(ISBN 09514723 3 X).

In the former Yugoslavia, Radio
Bosnia -

RADIO AUSTRALIA

Hercegovina,
Studio Sarajevo,
is now operating
in the 49m band
on 6.220MHz,

replacing the old
channel of 7.238
and 7.137MHz.

3HARING HE WORLD

0930-1125 in English to the Far
East and East Asia via Petropavlovsk
on 7.26MHz
1130-1325 in Indonesian via
Irkutsk on 9.81 and via Tashkent on

OUR -RIENDS

The station
operates on
upper sideband.
Croatian
Radio, Studio
Zagreb is heard
24 -hours a day on
6.125MHz, with
5.025 on the air
during the
evening and
night. Daytime
channels include
9.83 and
13.83MHz.
The YLE Radio

1300-1355 on 11.815, 9.525, 7.145
and 6.135MHz
1600-1655 on 11.84, 9.525 and
7.285MHz
1800-1855 on 9.525 and 7.27MHz
1930-2025 on 9.525 and 7.27MHz
2030-2125 on 9.525, 7.27, 7.145,
6.135 and 1.503MHz

In Sri Lanka, Asantha R. Cooray
has been receiving Swiss Radio
International's English transmission
at 1300 on 13.350, 15.505, 17/67 and

21.82 and via Beijing on 7.48 and

An attractive sticker available
Australia.
Baku would start English language
transmissions to Europe. No details
have emerged yet, but if anyone
traces the transmission, please drop
this column a line.
The former Soviet satellite
countries in eastern Europe are
starting to enter the west's
broadcasting world. Poland has
announced that by the year 2005 all
v.h.f.-f.m. radio broadcasts are to be
in Band II, 87.5 to 108MHz, replacing
the Band I allocation of 66 to 74MHz.
That is the band currently used by a
majority of broadcasters in the
former Soviet empire. It is expected
that all European countries will be
harmonised before too long: what a
wonderful opportunity for radio

Roy Merrall reports that the
English Service has been using
25.75MHz to the North Pacific, heard
occasionally with SIO 142 after a
very weak sign -on at 0759. This
channel closes at 0857 with SIO 252.
Asantha Cooray has heard advice to
listeners in Europe to tune in:
0700-0900 on 21.59, 0800-1300 on
21.725, 1430-1900 on 13.755 and 9.51,
1900-2100 on 7.26 and 6.02 and 07300830 on 15.24MHz.

Asantha Cooray has noted Radio
Bhutan at 1415-1500 on 5.025MHz.

Also noted are Indonesian
stations: RRI Palangkaraya on 3.325
2200-2300 with English teaching
programme; RRI Gorontalo on 3.265
between 2100 and 0015; RRI
Banjarmasin on 3.2499MHz at 2130 to
2400; RRI Medan in English on 4.765
at 2200-2400 with English additionally
on Saturday and Sunday 2300-2330.
Radio New Zealand International
is heard reasonably clearly on
9.70MHz up to close at around 11.591205, but suffers strong QRM from
Radio Liberty on 9.705MHz.
Radio Thailand's external service
in English noted in Colombo at 23000430, 0500-0600 and 1130-1230 on
4.83, 9.655 and 11.905MHz.

North, Central And
South American
Stations

11.69MHz.

The BBC World Service is now
using Albanian facilities on
1.458MHz for Serbian and Croatian
transmissions between 2200 and
2230. It is also making use of
Nepalese transmitters in Surkhet
and Katmandu on 576 and 792kHz for
Hindi, Urdu and English services. If
you are holidaying in Finland,
perhaps they would be a good
catch!

THE LAUGHING KOOKABURRA

Finland service is
from Radio to be expanded,
despite a
reduction in the overall budget for
Yleisradio. There will be an increase
in output during 1993.
The Radio Budapest's English
services are now beamed once a
day to the Americas at 0300 on 11.91,
9.835 and 6.11MHz and to Europe at
2200 on the same frequencies. Both
transmissions are one hour in length.
Radio Netherlands' relays via
CIS sites are heard:

on 17.88 and 17.67MHz and at 12301300 on 13.755, 9.77 and 7.15MHz.

African And Middle
Eastern Stations
The Voice of Ethiopia has English
at 1500-1600 on 7.165 and 9.56MHz.

The Voice of the Islamic Republic
of Iran has English for 60 minutes at
1930 on 15.26 and 9.022MHz.

The Rwandan rebel station,
Radio Ruhubaru, noted on 6.340MHz
variable in Sri Lanka with an
irregular schedule between 1600 and
2000 and 0130-0500.

I was not too certain where to
place this logging from Asantha in
Colombo: it's of Radio St Helena in
the South Atlantic which has English
on 11.0925MHz in u.s.b. daily at 20002100 and 2200-2300. The station
requests FAXed reception reports to
010 290 4542 and in addition there is
a programme phone-in line on 010
290 4654.

Meanwhile Radio Bras in Brazil
beams to Europe at 1800 to 2000 on
15.265MHz, a service also noted by
Asantha.
A US religious broadcaster, the
quaintly named Gene Scott's
University Network based in Los
Angeles, is hiring time on a Russian

transmitter. The site at Novosibirsk
operates on 21.845MHz between
0400 and 0800. The plan is to extend
this to 24 -hours a day during 1993.

The University Network is also aired
via WWCR in Nashville on 5.935MHz.
The station's address is PO Box 1,
Los Angeles, CA 90053, USA.

0030-0325 to South Asia in
English via Chita on 11.675MHz
0800-0925 to Cambodia in Dutch
via Chita on 15.21MHz
0930-1125 in English to East and
South East Asia via Irkutsk on
9.81MHz
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Asian And Pacific
Stations

The World Service of the
Christian Science Monitor noted at
0000-0200 using three sites: WSHB

Radio Australia has introduced a
Cambodian language service on the
air daily. It can be heard at 0530-0600

on 13.76, WCSN on 9.85 and KHBI on
17.75 and at 0200 until 0400 on two
with WSHB still on 13.76 and WCSN
on 9.35MHz.
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A small reminder about Britain's biggest Amateur Radio event.

LONDON
AMATEUR RADIO
Ce COMP UTE Ft
SHOW

Saturday March 13th & Sunday March 14th
Picketts Lock Centre, Picketts Lock Lane, Edmonton, London, N9.
For further details contact The Secretary, 126 Mount Pleasant Lane, Bricket Wood, Hens, AL2 3XD.

AVAILABLE IN THE U.K.

VI BROPLE2C

from

EASTERN
COMMUNICATIONS
CAVENDISH HOUSE
HAPPISBURGH
NORFOLK

0692-650077
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR RADIO OPERATOR WHO DEMANDS QUALITY

NEW! 40M QRP TX/RX KIT
COMPLETE TO THE LAST NUT!

* 7.0-7.1 MHz
* STABLE VFO
* SIDETONE
* RIT
* AUDIO FILTER

Post, packing & insurance £3.00

visa

7 MIDDLETON CLOSE, NUTHALL, NOTTINGHAM NG16 1BX

(Callers by appointment only)

The Morse Festival hosted by the school Radio Society GORSC, is to be held at
Clayesmore School between Shaftesbury and Blandford in Dorset. The Festival runs
from 10am Saturday to mid -day on the Sunday. Come for the day, or stay for the
weekend. Overnight accommodation and food at on inclusive reasonable price is

Full details are included in the Morse Festival information pack, which is available
by sending an A4 stamped addressed envelope to 'Clayesmore Morse Festival
Weekend', Clayesmore School, Iwerne Minster, Blandford, Dorset DTI 1 8PH.

You've had the rest
now try the best

G8UUS

Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show

cn

Accessories, Welz Range, Adonis, Mics, Mutek Pre -Amps
Barenco Mast Supports, DRAE Products, BNOS Linears & PSUS
* ERA Microreader & BPS4 Filter, SEM Products
* Full range of Scanning Receivers *
AERIALS, Tonna, Full Range of Mobile Ants, Jaybeam

4C)

Are you keen on Morse? Do you want to take the test, or make a final

VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

ti
C

Dorset Morse Festival Weekend 1993

available at the school.

Send SAE for Brochure or call Alan, G4DVW on 0602 382509

E

BILLINGTON EXPORT LTD
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS: Unit 1E, Gilmans Industrial Estate,
Billingshurst, Sussex RH14 9EY. Tel: (0403) 784961, Fax: (0403) 783519
Callers by appointment only. Minimum order £50 + VAT (UK/export)

chance to meet other CW enthusiasts!

DTR7 - KIT £87.50 READY BUILT £140.00

G1RAS

WANTED VALVES: KT66, KT77, KT88, PX4, PX25 valve collections, klyslrons, magnetrons,
transistors. Please post us list of what you have. Quick replies. cash waiting.

There will be trade stands, RSGB Morse tests, and lectures. You'll also have a

* CASE AND ALL HARDWARE INCLUDED *

G6XBH

power (ex -equipment) £25 plus VAT, post paid. Discount for 10 or more,
FOR SALE: Sockets for 4CX250B by AEI UK. ex -equipment but working and clean at £17 each,
discounts lor larger quantities. Ceramic circular chimney for same at £8 each.

practice before taking the plunge? If so, why don't you come and join us at
the first Clayesmore Morse Festival Weekend on Saturday and Sunday
March 27-28.

* 2W CW OUTPUT

LAKE ELECTRONICS

FOR SALE: 4CX250B and 4CX350A EIMAC and STC refurbished and fully tested at high

AGENTS FOR:

YAESU AZDEN ICOM KENWOOD ALINCO

LOOP ANTENNAS

SPC300/3000D
VFA ANTENNA

BRING YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

JUST GIVE US A RING

Radio Amateur Supplies
NQ

3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham NG8 I DU
Off Ring Rd., between A52 (Derby Road) & A609 (Ilkeston Road)
Monday. CLOSED

Tuesday -Saturday 10.00 am to 5.00 pm

Tel: 0602 280267
66

- Planning/space restrictions, TVI, BC'
problems, here's your answer for £199.50.
- The ATU you will NEVER need to replace.
- 1kW TX, 160-10 or SWL, why pay more
than £40 to achieve brilliant results?

CAPACITORS/ROLLER - See DEECOMM, they are now our main
COASTER

distributors for these items.

For more information and prices send SAE to:
AA&A Ltd., Sycamore House, Northwood, WENA, Shropshire SY4 5NN
Tel (0948) 75666 Fax (0948) 75668

MAKE YOUR DAY THE TRIPLE A WAY!
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PETER RODMELL COMMUNICATIONS G3ZRS
KENWOOD TS950 SOX

FOR

YAESU FT1000

Appointed by

COMPETITIVE
PRICES IN THE
NORTH OF
ENGLAND

SMC Southampton
ALINED DR599E

KENWOOD TS850 SAT

r

wmg,

YAESU FT990

for

ALINCO DJ180E

KENWOOD, YAESU,

ALINCO, DIAWA,

Appointed by

CUSHCRAFT, AOR,

KENWOOD U.K.

MANSON, MALDOL,
COMET and lots more

YAESU FT890

KENWOOD TS450S/690S

BP GARAGE

AUNCO 0.1580E

FIELD HEAD HOUSE LECONFIELD, NORTH HUMBERSIDE

Call/Fax me on 0964 550921

GOLD SEAL

Appointed by
WATERS Et STANTON

Next door to the petrol station between Beverley and Leconfield on the A164, 1 mile north of Beverley

95 Colindeep Lane, Sprowston,
Norwich, Norfolk NR7 8EQ.
Open Mon - Sat 9.30 - 5.30

`-'SNORTWAVE

Fill=4,111111111

IAVAVAVAVA

CEN11-1=1E

NORWICH

Do you need a scanner or receiver ?

C4=

HF-225
©CC

Do you need amateur radio equipment ?
"Kenwood, Icom, Yaesu, Alinco, Yupiter, Aor etc"

SHOP OPEN

But most of all do you need equipment serviced?

MON-SAT 9.30-5.30

We have up to date test equipment, fully equipped
workshop for all types of radio equipment.

TEL: OR FAX: 0603 788281
I(ITS AND READY BUILT PRODUCTS
A wide range of quality kits & modules for the home constructor
SPEECH PROCESSOR, increases average power output on SSB
Suitable for HF and VHF, SP444E

Boxed kit
£25.00

Boxed built
£40.00

PCB kit
£7.00

PCB built
£9.00
£47.50
£18.50
£35.50
£43.00
£7.00
£13.50
£15.50
£9.00

Second Hand Equipment Available, Part Exchange Welcome

AlArillt(W
* Telescopic, tiltover

TOWERS AND
QUALITY AT A MAST PRICE

r
L

FM BOARDS for HF receivers and transceivers
FM demodulator for R600, FRG7 etc FD455
FM demodulator for HF transceivers, FD311X
FM modulator for CW SSB AM rigs, FM2000
FM modulator for CW SSB only rigs, FM3000
FM demodulator for CB SSB rigs, FD3-11
FM modulator for CB SSB rigs, FM1000
FM mod/demod for AM CB rigs, FM455
Noise squelch for HAM or CB rigs, NS1000
10.7MHz IF filter board for FM CBs, SF10.7

-

£25.25
£5.00
£9.00
£11.50
£8.00

Supplied with S20 crystal, FTX201

for low retracted height

rA

rA
F

1

Wideband FM, meets the requirements of the DTI Restricted Service

AVI

Licence. Synthesised 40 channel in 50KHz steps giving a 2MHz portion of

2

TRANSMIT TONES
1750Hz repeater toneburst, AT1750
Piptone, like APOLLO beep, TP1000S
Kaytone, morse dah-di-dah, KT1000
Tunetone, nine tones, TT1000

PCB kit
£5.00
£7.00
£9.00.
£9.50

PCB built
£7.00
£9.50
£13.25
£14.50

Over 50 models available from 3m 60m including the popular and proven
SM30 and CM35 masts. Design
windloads based on BS CP3 CHAP V
1972 (BS8100) for windspeeds up to 100
mph / 45 m/s.

,

VIA

amplifier type TA100S3, ready built £106. Omnidirectional folded "J" aerial
for the above, £30 inc P&P.

BS729/5750 Pt ll

t

COMMUNITY BROADCAST TRANSMITTER, 88-108MHz band, 0.5W

ready built £106.00. Also 25W continuous rated matching Class C

* Fullalvanised
yg
to

rg

Boxed kit
£49.50

the broadcast band. Audio passband 150Hz to 15KHz. Type CTX100,

* Fixed
* Static, mobile
)" * 4.5m and 3m section modules

IA

FOUNDATION TRANSMITTER, 144MHz, 6 channel, 0.5W, CW and FM
PCB kit
£36.50

)0*

/

Ayl

Used by such professional bodies as: BT; Home Office;
DTI; British Aerospace; British Gas and the Police.

ALITOWERS AND MASTS
From 5m - 21 m telescopic and 70m fixed.
Using our unique robust leg extrusion, Alimast
is strong, light, attractive and affordable.
All Alitowers and Masts come with stainless
steel fittings and winch ropes.

V4

AQ6-20 'SPACE SAVER'
A8
V

compact 4 bander with 2, 3 or 4
elements. 6, 10, 15 & 20m.

v

close coupled capacity hat loaded
yagi with optimised performance

Unique fully sealed coils Hi 'Q'

7.
4.

a..

Ideal for small spaces Full
specification sheet available.

VAT & P&P inclusive prices. Send SAE for free full catalogue
.

.

SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS
(Factory & Shopl Unit 4 Grove Trading Estate, Dorchester, Dorset. Tel 0305 262250

(Shop) 60 Park Street, Weymouth, Dorset. Tel 0305 766250
Shop times: 9-1 2-5 Tue-Fri, 9-1 Sat. Closed Sun & Mon
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Send large SAE for lull details or phone (or quote.

COMMUNICMIONS
EOUIPMEN'f LTD
H.P. Terms

=

UNIT 1, PLOT 20, CROSS HANDS
BUSINESS PARK, CROSS HANDS
DYFED, S. WALES, SA14 6RE
Tel. 0269 831431 Fax 0269 845348
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TX -3 RTTY CW ASCII TRANSCEIVE
High performance, low cost. Unbeatable features. BBC, CBM64
tape £25, disc £27. SPECTRUM tape £40, +3 disc £42 inc
adaptor board. VIC20 RTTY CW program tape £20. All need our
TIF1 interface or a terminal unit.

GX-2 FAX SSTV TRANSCEIVE

A New Year Present..

All modes of FAX and colour/mono SSTV. Review in July 91 Rad
Com. BBC only. Complete system only £99 or £119 with FAX
direct printing option.

RX-8 MULTIMODE RECEIVE SYSTEM
Fax to screen and printer, colour SSTV, HF and VHF PACKET,
RTTY, AMTOR, CW, ASCII, UoSAT. Every feature. Full disc,
printer support. Review in July 91 Rad Com. BBC only. Complete
system only £259. DISCOUNT for RX-4 users.

Subscribe now to D-i-Y Radio and we
will send:

RX-4 RTTY CW SSTV AMTOR RECEIVE

+ The latest fun-packed edition
+ A "Can't wait for my Novice Licence" badge

+ A plastic wallet so you can keep your issues
of D-i-Y Radio safe
+ An RSGB Map of Western Europe (900mm wide
and 1200mm high)
+ Money -off vouchers

D-i-Y Club card

Still a best-seller. BBC, CBM64 tape £25, disc £27. VIC20 tape
£25. SPECTRUM tape £40, +3 disc £42 inc adaptor board. All
need our TIF1 interface. SPECTRUM software -only version £25.
TIF1 INTERFACE for best HF & VHF performance with our
software. Kit £30, ready-made and boxed £40. Only with TX -3 or
RX-4 software.

APT -1 WEATHER SATELLITE MODULE
Converts satellite signal for display on any FAX system. £59. For
use with RX-8, all connections included and price only £39 if
ordered at same time as RX-8.

+ An RSGB pen

FAX AND WEATHER SATELLITES

. . . Fora Whole Year .

. .

Full resolution charts and greyscale pictures for any SPECTRUM
computer to a dot matrix printer. FAX £80 or WX SATS £99, both
£139.
Also MORSE TUTOR £8, LOGBOOK £8, RAE MATHS £8 for BBC, CBM64,
VIC20, SPECTRUM. BBC LOCATOR with UK, Europe, World maps £10.
All available on disc £2 extra. Full info available on everything. Please ask.
PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND P&P BY RETURN

We will also send a further five editions
of D-i-Y Radio at two -month intervals during

AIWA- technical software (P.W.)

1993.

VISA

Fron, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon LL54 7RF Tel: (0286) 881886

. . . Maybe For a Lifetime
Wouldn't it be wonderful to pass on the
pleasure which amateur radio has given
you. D-i-Y Radio encourages a long term
interest in radio and electronics and may
even help towards a worthwhile career.
Each 16 -page full colour edition of D-i-Y

Radio - for beginners of all ages includes:
+ Complete construction projects
+ A colourful wall poster
+ Special offers
+ Prize competitions
+ An equipment/kit review
+ Special features, letters, puzzles, etc.

UK subscription

E9

(Overseas prices on application)
Please make your cheque payable to the RSGB, and send it to:

D-i-Y Radio, (Dept PW1),
RSGB, Lambda House, Cranborne
Road, Potters Bar, Herts. EN6 3JE
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BIRKETT

J.
SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

25 The Strait

Lincoln, LN2 1JF

Tel 520767
'

POSTAGE STAMP TRIMMERS 15pf,25pf, 50p1 020p ea., 85p1 0 25p, 500pf 040p_
DUAL GATE MOS PETS BF981 4 35p, 4 for £1.20.
Partners J.H.Birkett
MARCONI TEST SET TF893A AUDIO WATTMETER ImW to to Wan (a) E22 PAP 5.
J.L.Birkett
TRIACS T066 case 400PIV 8 Amp 0 5 for £2, TRIAC T05 case 400 PIV I Amp 03 for £1.
VOLTAGE REGULATORS M7811 2CK 12 Volt 3 Amp 0E1.65, 7912 04 for £1, LM317T with Heat Sink 0 3 1or£1.20,
SURPLUS DIE CAST BOXES sizes approx. 92,38,26 0 E1.30, 110,60,27 0E1.95, 120,93,27 0 EI.95, 120,93,52 0 E2.50,
195,118552 zzt E3.50.

SOLDER.IN FEED THRU'S 5pl, 27p1 300pf all 0 5p each.
VARIABLE DC TO DC CONVERTER KIT 2 to l0 Volt I Amp from 13 Volt FP £1.95.
TOKO 197 MHz I.F. TRANSFORMER TYPE KACS 618418 35p. 4 for £1,20.
LIGHTWEIGHT WALKMAN STEREO HEADPHONES 8 95p each, 5 pairs for El 00
TRIACS 400 PIV 8 Amp 0 80p, 4 for £2,75, 100 PIV 25 Amp BRIDGE 0 E1.30, SCR 400 PIV 25 Amp 0 80p, SCR 600 PIV 25

Amp @El
AIR SPACED VARIABLE 350.360pf with VHF panel attached 0 £1.95.
SURPLUS R.F. POWER TRANSISTORS 12 Volt 175MHz 10 Watt 0 535, 25 Watt 88 E6 .W.
HIGH POWER R.F. TRANSISTORS 2N6I66 175MHz, 100 Watt with data 0E12.60, MRF392 30 to 500 MHz, 125 Watt with
Data 0 £26.95. THAI5 IMRF4291 150 Watt 30MHz with Data 07E15.35. ACRIAN 2A592368A No Data UHF 05.95,
MRF1946 135 to 220MHz 30 Watt with data 0 f9.95
lent, of 50 OHM COAX FITTED WITH 2N PLUGS@ (1.50. LOW POWER DUMMY LOAD in N plug 0 EI.85.
DISC CERAMICS 470p1 2Kv.w. 0 10p, 4700pl 4KV,w. 0 15p, IDOOpf 500v.w,0 10p.
BLOW 1 Watt 960MHz FT4GHz 0 5.95, BLV92 4 Watt 960MHz FT4GHz 0E5.95, EILV938 wan 960MHz FT4GHz 0 £6.95.
ACCESS and BARCLAY CARDS accepted. PAP 50p under £5 Over Free. Unless otherwise staled.

C.M. HOWES NITS. Available by post and for callers.

riffic
EU::

SURE DATA

Tel/Fax: 081-902 5218
Second User HOTLINE

AMSTRAD REPAIRS AND SECOND USER SALES

0831 616519 (after hours)

FAREWELL '92. WELCOME 93
Well '92 was certainly a hard year to gel through (finishing up with crashing my car and
computer at the end) but we are still in business and '93 is looking a lot better.
So here ore just a few of the usual items.
PC 1640 external power supply C59.95 PCW 8256/8512/9512 3.7," drive upgrades Phone for a pnce
Amstrad Repairs phone me for an estimate 73s John G3TLU
UNIT 5, STANLEY HOUSE, STANLEY AVENUE, WEMBLEY, MIDOX HAO 4JB

ELECTRONICS
VALVES
& SEMICONDUCTORS

Phone for a
most courteous quotation

081 -74 3 0899
Fax: 081-9
74 393 4
Telex: 917257

We are one of the largest stockists of valves etc, in the U.K.
COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LTD.

170 GO LDHAWK ROAD

LONDON W12 8HJ
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ARC ADE

The PW Shopping Arcade

Welcome to the Practical Wireless 'Arcade'. In this section of the magazine, you'll be able to find all those
important services 'under one roof' - just like the shopping arcades you see in the High Street.

Let you eyes 'stroll through' the Arcade every month and you'll find all departments open for business
including: The Book Service, PCB Service, Binders and details of other PWServices. Make a regular habit of
'visiting' the Arcade, because in future, you'll have the chance of seeing special book offers and other
bargains. And don't forget, this Arcade is open wherever you're reading PW!

Services

PW PCB Service

Queries:

The p.c.b.s. for all the latest projects are now available. We have a
stock of boards for many other projects produced in the past, but
these stocks are subject to variation. Please add £1 p&p to orders
for one board (or one set of boards) and £2 p&p to orders for two
or more p.c.b.s.

Practical Wireless,
PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

We will always try to help readers having difficulties with Practical
Wireless projects, but please note the following simple rules:
1: We cannot deal with technical queries over the telephone.
2: We cannot give advice on modifications either to our designs,
to commercial radio , TV or electronic equipment.
3: All letters asking for advice must be accompanied by a
stamped self-addressed envelope (or envelope plus IRCs for
overseas readers).
4: Make sure you describe the problem adequately, with as much
detail as you can possibly supply.
5: Only one problem per letter please.

Back Numbers
Limited stocks of many issued of PWfor past years are available
at £1.80 each including post and packing. If the issue you want is
not available, we can photocopy a specific article at a cost of 85p
per article or part of article.
Over the years, PW has reviewed many items of radio related
equipment. A list of all the available reviews and their cost can be
obtained from the Editorial Offices ar Arrowsmith Court, Station
Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW for a stamped selfaddressed envelope.

Binders

You can telephone your order in by calling (0202)
659930 at any time. Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Club Discount. An additional saving.
Radio and electronics club members, save money on p.c.b.s when
you order through your club. Tell your club secretary to send for
details, marking the envelope 'PCB discount information' to our
editorial offices.
Board

Article (Project) Title

Issue

Price

WR314
WR313
WR312

UHF Pre -Amplifier
10MHz Transmitter

Dec 92
Nov 92
Nov 92
Sept 92
Aug 92
Aug 92

£3.45
£4.65

WR311
WR310

WR309
WR308
WR307
SET

WR302
WR301
WR300a
WR300
WR299
WR297/298
SET
SET

PWcan provide a choice of binders for readers' use. Plain blue
binders are available, each holding 12 issues of any A4 format
magazine. Alternatively, blue binders embossed with the PW logo
in silver can be supplied. The price for either type of binder is
£5.50 each (£1 P&P for one, £2 for two or more).
Send all orders to PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith
Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

Constructional Projects
Components for PW projects are usually readily available from
component suppliers. For unusual or specialised components, a
source or sources will be quoted.
Each constructional project is given a rating to guide readers as to
the complexity.
Beginner:A project that can be tackled by a beginner who is able
to identify components and handle a soldering iron.
Intermediate: A fair degree of experience of building radio or
electronic projects is assumed, but only basic test equipment will
be needed to complete any tests and adjustments.
Advanced: A project likely to appeal to the experienced
constructor. Access to workshop facilities and test equipment will
often be required. Definitely not for the beginner to attempt
without assistance.

Mail Order
All items from PW are available Mail Order, either by post or
using the 24hr Mail Order Hotline (0202) 659930. Payment should
be by cheque, postal order, money order or credit card
(Mastercard and Visa only). All payments must be in sterling and
overseas orders must be drawn on a London Clearing Bank.
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SET
SET

WR289
WR288
WR286
WR287
WR255
WR285
WR284
WR283
WR282
WR281
SET

WR272
WR275
WR273
WR274
WR271
WR270
WR269
WR268
WR264
WR263
WR267
WR266
WR265
WR199
WR161

Receive/Mixer (Getting Started)
Oscillator BFO (Getting Started)
1.2GHz Pre -scaler
Volt Reg/Divide by 100
TTL 1MHz Oscillator (Getting Started)
Crystal Checker (Getting Started)
WR303/364/305/306
Inductance Bridge
GDO (Getting Started)
Challenger Receiver
OSCAMP Oscillator
OSCAMP Amplifier
Multivibrator (Getting Started)
Additional Beaver boards
WR295/296 PW Beaver
WR292/293/294 Chatterbox
WR290/291 Robin Freq. Counter
WR292a93/294 Chatterbox
Meon-4 (Control)
Morse Master
Meon-4 (RF PA)
Morse (Speedbrush)
Meon-4
Scope Probe PSU
Scope Probe
Sudden Receiver
Repeater Toneburst
High Voltage PSU
WR263/264 +WR276-80
Marland Transmitter
NiCad Recycler
Low Voltage Alarm
Valve PSU
RX Attenuator
Product Detector
Badger Cub
Glynme
Irwell (RF PA)
Irwell (Relay)
Irwell (VFO)
PW 49'er
Tuned Active Antenna
Tuned Active Antenna (PSU)
Meon 50MHz Transverter
Marchwood 12V 30A PSU

July 92
June 92
Apr 92
Apr 92
Feb 92

Mar 92
Feb 92

£4.15
£2.60
£3.75
£3.15
£2.20
£4.25
£19.30
£4.75
£4.75
£4.75
£5.20

Jan 92

0/S
0/S

Oct 91

£12.00
£14.00

Aug 91
Aug 91
Aug 91
Jul 91
Jun 91
Jun 91
May 91
May 91
Apr 91
Apr 91
Mar 91

0/S
£14.00
£4.67

Jul 90

£4.89
£5.54
£4.85
£6.76
£4.87
£5.75
£4.54
£5.10
£4.70
£21.96

Sep 90
Jun 90
Jun 90

£7.06
£6.49

Feb 91

Jan 91

May 90
May 90
Apr 90
Apr 90
Feb 90
Feb 90
Feb 90

Jan 90
Jan 90
Jan 90
Jan 90
Oct 85
Jul 83

£7.00
£5.84
£5.05
£5.£04
£6.83
£6.12
£5.10
£6.12
£6.12
£5.71
£5.71

£6.83
£4.28

Please use the order form on page 73
for all items in the PW arcade.
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The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers. They are supplied direct
to your door. Some titles are overseas in origin.
HOW TO ORDER. PLEASE USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 73.

POST AND PACKING; add 61.00 for one book, 62.00 for two or more books, orders over 640 post and packing free, (overseas
readers add £1.75 for one book, £3.50 for two or more for surface mail postage) and send a postal order, cheque or international
money with your order (quoting book order code, e.g. ABRN, and quantities) to PW Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Please make your cheques payable to PW Publishing Ltd. Payment by Access, Mastercard,
Eurocard or Visa also accepted on telephone orders to Poole (0202) 659930. Books are normally despatched by return of post but
please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices correct at time of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling.
LISTENING GUIDES
AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK (4th
Edition) ABRH
David J. Smith
Extensively revised & updated
(October 1992). Air band radio
listening enables you to listen -in on

the conversations between aircraft
and those on the ground who control
them, and is an increasingly popular
and fascinating hobby. A new chapter
on military air band has been added.
The author, an air traffic controller,
explains more about this listening
hobby. 190 pages. 67.99

AIR TRAFFIC RADIO 8th Edition ATR
Compiled by Ken Davies
Completely revised (early 1992) to

make this a comprehensive guide to
UK airband communications.
Frequencies and abbreviations used
in UK air traffic control. Where to
listen for tower, ground and radar
control in civilian and other airports.
Includes a section on off -shore oil
related use. 72 pages. f4.50
COMPLETE VHF/UHF FREQUENCY
GUIDE (THE) CVUF

This book gives details of frequencies
from 26-2250MHz with no gaps and
who uses what. Recently updated
(August 1992(, there are chapters on
equipment requirements as well as
antennas & the military aeronautical
band between 225 & 399MHz.
88 pages. £5.95

DIAL SEARCH 1992/94 DS

George Wilcox
The listener's check list and guide to
European radio broadcasting. Covers
m.w.,I.w., v.h.f. & s.w., including two
special fold -out maps. Also includes a
full list of British stations, a select list
of European station, broadcasts in
English and Making to 'Most of Your
Portable'.
46 pages. £4.25

FERREIXS CONFIDENTIAL
FREQUENCY UST 8th edition FCFL

Compiled by Geoff Halligey
Completely revised, much larger &
spirally bound for easy use. Now
covers 1.6-28MHz in great depth, all
modes and all 'utility' services, with
new reverse frequency listing
showing every known frequency
against each callsign. Who's using
what frequency and mode, what's that
callsign? These are some of the
answers this book will help you
find.544 pages. £17.95
FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1992 FR92

Compiled by T.T. & S.J. Williams
This guides was produced with the
sole aim of assisting airband listeners
to quickly find details of a flight once
they have identified an aircraft's
callsign. Identifies the flights of
airlines, schedule, charter, cargo and
mail, to and from the UK and Eire and
overflights between Europe and
America. 122 pages. E.5.75

GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS 12th
Edition GTFS/2

Joerg Klingenfuss
This manual is the basic reference
book for everyone interested in FAX.
Frequency, callsign, station name, ITU
country/geographical symbol,
technical parameters of the emission
are all listed. All frequencies have
been measured to the nearest 100Hz.
Included are 300 sample charts and
their interpretation. 416 pages f18.00
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GUIDE TO FORMER UTILITY

ascending frequency order, from 1.6

TRANSMISSIONS 3rd Edition GTFU3
Joerg Klingenfuss
Built on continuous monitoring of the
radio spectrum from the sixties until
the recent past. A useful summary of
the former activities of utility stations
providing information for the
classification and identification of
'new' & 'unknown' radio signals.

to 26.8MHz. 57 pages. 13.95
RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1992 RLG92

227 pages. £8.00

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS 11th
Edition GTUS11

Clive Woodyear
This is the third edition of this radio
listener's guide. Simple -to -use maps
and charts show the frequencies for
radio stations in the UK. Organised so
that the various station types are
listed separately, the maps are useful
for the travelling listener. Articles
included in the guide discuss v.h.f
aerials, RDS, the Radio Authority and
developments from Blaupunkt.

Joerg Klingenfuss
This book covers the complete short
wave range from 3 to 30MHz together
with the adjacent frequency bands

56 pages. 62.95

from 0 to 150kHz and from 1.6 to

Edition SWLC
Bill Laver
Covering the services and
transmission modes that can be heard
on the bands between 1.635 and
29.7MHz. The guides main objective is
to quickly direct the listener to the
frequency, or band of frequencies
most likely to provide the type of
stations that are being sought.

3MHz. It includes details on all types
of utility stations including FAX and
RTTY. There are 19549 entries in the
frequency list and 3590 in the

alphabetical callsign list plus press
services and meteorological stations.
Included are RTTY & FAX press and
meteo schedules. There are 11800
changes since the 10th edition.

SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S
CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 8th

534 pages. £24.00

187 pages. 68.95

HF OCEANIC AIRBAND
COMMUNICATIONS 4th Edition HOAC

SOUNDS EASY The complete guide to

Bill Laver
HF aircraft channels by frequency and
band, main ground radio stations,
European 11/T networks and North

Atlantic control frequencies.
31 pages. £3.95

Britain's radio stations SE
Compiled by Ken Davies
A guide to the numerous local radio
stations throughout the UK. If you do a
lot of travelling this book is invaluable.
Itemised by areas, it makes finding
your kind of sounds easy.
52 pages. 62.95

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS
GUIDE BP255
Peter Shore

As in 'Broadcast Roundup', his
column in PW, Peter Shore has laid
this book out in world areas, providing
the listener with a reference work
designed to guide around the evermore complex radio bands. There are
sections covering English language
transmissions, programmes for DXers
and s.w.l.s. Along with sections an
European medium wave and UK f.m.

VHF/UHF AIRBAND FREQUENCY
GUIDE 4th Edition VUAF

A complete guide to civil & military
airband frequencies including how to
receive the signals, the frequencies
and services. VDLMET, receiver
requirements, aerials and much more
about the interesting subject of
airband radio are included.
123 pages. 66.95

stations. 266 pages. 65.95

ANTENNAS (AERIALS)

INTERNATIONAL VHF FM GUIDE
(THE) IVFG

ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD
ANTENNAS AACO

7th Edition.
Julian Baldwin G3UHK & Kris
Partridge G8AUU
This book gives concise details of
repeaters & beacons world-wide plus
coverage maps & further information
on UK repeaters. 70 pages. £2.85

William I. Orr W6SAI and Stuart D.
Cowan W2LX
The quad antenna came into being,
and popularity, aver 50 years ago. This

book shows you how to design build
and 'feed' this versatile antenna. If
you just want to build one, there are
ready -to -go designs for bands

MARINE UK RADIO FREQUENCY
GUIDE MURF

between 7 & 50MHz.109 pages. £6.75

Bill Laver
A complete guide (reprinted August

ANTENNA EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE
(THE) AEG
Peter Dodd G3LDO

1992) to the UK s.w. and v.h.f. marine

radio networks. Useful information,
frequency listings and the World
Marine Coastal Phone Stations.
62 pages. £4.95

NEWNES SHORT WAVE LISTENING
HAND BOOK NSWL

Joe Pritchard G1UQW
A technical guide for all short wave
listeners. Covers construction and
use of sets for the s.w.l. who wants to
explore the bands up to 30MHz. Also
covers the technical side of the hobby
from simple electrical principles all
the way to simple receivers 276
pages. a 5.95
POCKET GUIDE TO RTTY AND FAX
STATIONS (THE) PGTR

Bill Laver
A handy reference book listing RTTY
and FAX stations, together with
modes and other essential
information. The listing is in

Although written for radio amateurs,
this book will be of interest to anyone
who enjoys experimenting with
antennas. You only need a very basic
knowledge of radio & electronics to
get the most from this book. Chapters
include details on measuring
resonance, impedance, field strength
and performance, mats and
materials and experimental antennas.
200 pages. 18.90

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING

AIM
Wilfred N. Caron
Proper impedance matching of an
antenna to a transmission line is of
concern to antenna engineers and to
every radio amateur. A properly
matched antenna as the termination
for a line minimises feed -line losses.
Power can be fed to such a line
without the need for a matching
network at the line input. There is no

mystique involved in designing even
the most complex multi -element
networks for broadband coverage.

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK (THE) 16th

large and clear and each chapter
ends with a glossary of terms. It is
written in plain language and you
don't need to be a mathematician to
build and erect the support structures
that are presented in this book.

Edition MB

124 pages. £6.95

195 pages . £11.95

A station is only as effective as its
antenna system. This book covers
propagation, practical constructional
details of almost every type of
antenna, test equipment and formulas
and programs for beam heading
calculations. 789 pages. £14.50
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM (THE)
Volume OneAAC1

Fascinating and hitherto unpublished
material. Among the topics discussed
are quads and loops, log periodic
arrays, beam and multi -band
antennas, verticals and reduced size
antennas. 175 pages. £9.50
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM (THE)
Volume Two AAC2

Because antennas are a topic of
great interest among radio amateurs,
ARRL HO continues to receive many
more papers on the subject than can
possibly be published in OST. Those
papers are collected in this volume.
208 pages. £9.50

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK BAH
W. I . Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Design, construction, adjustment and
installation of h.f. beam antennas. The
information this book contains has
been complied from the data obtained
in experiments conducted by the
authors, and from information
provided by scientists and engineers

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA
HANDBOOK (THE) RAAH

William I. Orr W6SAI & Stuart D.
Cowan W2LX
Yagi, quad, quagi, I -p, vertical,

horizontal and 'sloper' antennas are
all covered. Also towers, grounds and
rotators. 190 pages. 0/P
SIMPLE, LOW-COST WIRE
ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS
SLCW
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX

Efficient antennas for Top Band to 2m,
including 'invisible' antennas for
difficult station locations. Clear
explanations of resonance, radiation
resistance, impedance, s.w.r.,
balanced and unbalanced antennas
are also included. 188 pages. 67.50
W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK WAN
Doug DeMaw WIFB
This book provides lots of designs, in
simple and easy to read terms, for
simple wire and tubing antennas. All
drawings are large and clear making
construction much easier. There is no
high-level mathematics in this book,
just simple equations only when

necessary to calculate the length of
an antenna element or its matching
section. 123 pages. £6.95

working on commercial and military

WIRES & WAVES WAW
Collected Antenna Articles from PW

antenna ranges. 268 pages. £7.50

1980-1984

G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK
(THE) GCAH
Compiled and edited by P. Linsley
G3PDL & T. Nicholson
KA9WRI/GWOLNQ.

Antenna and propagation theory,
including NBS Yagi design data.
Practical designs for antennas from
medium waves to microwaves, plus
accessories such as a.t.u.s, s.w.r. and
power meters and a noise bridge.
Dealing with NI is also covered.

This book is a collection of antenna
and related circuits taken from Sprat,
the G-ORP Club's journal. Although
most of the circuits are aimed at the
low -power fraternity, many of the
interesting projects are also useful for
general use. Nat intended as a text
book, but offers practical and proven
circuits. 155 pages. £5.00
HF ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB)
HFAC

Edited by Erwin David G4LQI
This book contains a collection of
useful, and interesting h.f. antenna
articles, first published in the RSGB's
Radio Communication magazine,
between 1968 and 1989, along with

other useful information on ancillary
topics such as feeders, tuners,
baluns, testing and mechanics for the
antenna builder. 233 pages. 6.9.50.
INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA
THEORY (AN) BP198
H. C. Wright

This book deals with the basic
concepts relevant to receiving and
transmitting antennas, with emphasis
on the mechanics and minimal use of
mathematics. Lots of diagrams help
with the understanding of the
subjects dealt with. Chapters include
information on efficiency, impedance,
parasitic elements and a variety of
different antennas. 86 pages. 62.95

160 pages. 63.00

YAGI ANTENNA DESIGN YAD
Dr James. L Lawson W2PV
This hook is a polished and expanded

version of a series of articles first
published in Ham Radio following on
from a series of lectures by the
author, who was well-known as the
expert on Yagi design. Chapters
include simple Yagi antennas, loop
antennas, effect of ground, stacking
and practical antenna design.
210 pages. E10.95

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS
BP125
E. M. Noll
How to build 25 simple and
inexpensive amateur band aerials,
from a simple dipole through beam
and triangle designs to a mini -

rhombic. Dimensions for specific spot
frequencies including the WARC
bands are also given. 63 pages. 61.95
25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW
AERIALS BP136
E. M. Noll

Designs for people who live in flats or
have no gardens, etc., giving
surprisingly good results considering
their limited dimensions. Information
is also given on short wave bands,
aerial directivity, time zones and
dimensions. 50 pages. 61.75

NOVICE ANTENNA NOTEBOOK

Doug DeMaw W1FB NAN
Another book from the pen of W1FB,
this time offering "new ideas for
beginning hams". All the drawings are

25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE
BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP132
E. M. Noll

Designs for 25 different short wave
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BOOK S
broadcast band aerials, from a simple
dipole through helical designs to a
multi -band umbrella. Information is
also given on short wave bands,
aerial directivity, time zones and
dimension tables that will help spot an
aerial on a particular frequency.
63 pages. E1.95

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW
BAND AERIALS BP145
E. M. Noll

Simple and inexpensive aerials for the
broadcast bands from medium wave
to 49m. Information is also given on
band details, directivity, time zones
and dimensions. 54 pages. E1.75

MORSE
INTRODUCING MORSE IM

Collected Articles from PW 1982-1985
Ways of learning the Morse Code,
followed by constructional details of a
variety of keys including Iambic,
Triambic and an Electronic Bug with a
528 -bit memory as well as a practice
oscillator and Morse tutor.
48 pages. £1.25
SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE
(THE) SOLM

Mark Francis
Updates for the Novice Licence.
Designed to make you proficient in
Morse code in the shortest possible
time, this book points out many of the
pitfalls that beset the student.

accessories, cable and tuner.
73

pages.

£1.00

SATELLITE TELEVISION
INSTALLATION GUIDE 2nd Ed STIG

John Breeds
A practical guide to satellite
television. Detailed guide -lines on
installing and aligning dishes based
on practical experience.
56 pages. E11.95

WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 4th

edition WSH
Dr Ralph E. Taggart WEI8DOT

This book explains all about weather
satellites, how they work and how you
can receive and decode their signals
to provide the fascinating pictures of
the world's weather. Plenty of circuit
diagrams and satellite predicting
programs. 192 pages. £14.50

AMATEUR RADIO
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO
AA VA

David Newkirk
A collection of practical ideas

gleaned from the pages of OST
magazine. Plenty of projects to build,
hints and tips on interference, c.w.
and operating and snippets of
information from amateurs who've
tried and tested the idea.

a full 27 hours on a car battery - it's
the perfect equipment for emergency
communication when the power fails.
Extracts from OST and the ARRL
Handbook. 274 pages E9.95

129 pages. £4.95

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK
INTERNATIONAL LISTINGS 1992 70th
Edition RACI92

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO
AMATEURS' EXAMINATION (RSGBI
HTPT
Clive Smith G4FZH and George

The only publication listing licensed
radio amateurs throughout the world.
Also includes DXCC Countries list,
standard time chart, beacon lists and
much more. Over 1400 pages. 0/P

Benbow G3HB
The background to multiple choice
exams and how to study for them with
sample RAE papers for practice plus
maths revision and how to study for
the exam. The majority of this book is
given to sample examination papers
so that candidates can familiarise
themselves with the examination and
assess their ability. 88 pages. £6.70
INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES IAN)
BP290

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK NORTH
AMERICAN LISTINGS 1992 70th
Edition RACN92

Listings of US amateurs (including
Hawaii). Also contains standard time
chart, census of amateur licences of
the world, world-wide QSL bureau,
etc. Over 1400 pages. E19.50
RADIO AMATEUR'S QUESTIONS &
ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL(THE)
4th Edition. RAGA
R. E. G. Petri GBCCJ

covering important aspects of vh.f.
radio and tells you where you can find
additional data. If you have a scanner,
you'll find a lot of interesting signals in
the huge span of frequencies
covered, 100-300MHz & 50, 420, 902 &

A. Pickard
This book describes several currently
available systems, their connection to
an appropriate computer and how
they can be operated with suitable
software. The results of decoding
signals containing such information
as telemetry data and weather
pictures are demonstrated.

This book has been compiled
especially for students of the City and
Guilds of London Institute RAE. It is
structured with carefully selected
multiple choice questions, to progress
with any recognised course of
instruction, although is is not intended
as a text book. 280 pages. E7.95

W. I. Orr W6SAI
Written in non -technical language,
this book provides information

1250MHz bands. 163 pages. £9.50.

102 pages. £3.95

RAE MANUAL (THE) RSGB RAEM
G.LBenbow G3HB

84 pages. £4.95

AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK (RSGB)
1993 Edition ARCB93
Over 60000 callsigns are listed

INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO
(AN) BP257
I. D. Poole

SATELLITES

including El stations. Now
incorporates a 122 -page section of
useful information for amateur radio
enthusiasts and a new novice callsign
section. 444 pages. £9.00

This book gives the newcomer a
comprehensive and easy to
understand guide through amateur
radio. Topics include operating
procedures, jargon, propagation and
setting up a station. 150 pages13.50

The latest edition of the standard aid
to studying for the Radio Amateurs'
Examination. Updated to cover the
latest revisions to the syllabus. Takes
the candidate step-by-step through
the course. 127 pages f6.70

INTRODUCTION TO SATELUTE
TELEVISION (AN) 8P195

F. A. Wilson
Answers all kinds of questions about
satellite television. For the beginner
thinking about hiring or purchasing a
satellite TV system there are details to
help you along. For the engineer there
are technical details including
calculations, formulae and tables.
104 pages. £5.95

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATEWTE TV
NGST

Derek Stephenson
This book, the 2nd edition, is a hard
bound volume, printed on high quality
paper. The author is a satellite repair
and installation engineer and the book
covers all information needed by the
installation engineer, the hobbyist and
the service engineer to understand
the theoretical and practical aspects
of satellite reception with dish
installation and how to trouble -shoot
when picture quality is not up to
anticipated reception. Mathematics
has been kept to a minimum.
284 pages. £16.95

ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO
AMATEURS (THE) 1993 AHFR93

This is the 70th edition of this
handbook and contains the best
information from previous issues.
New for this edition is some
information on feedback -loop design
for power supplies, a new gel -cell
charger project, updates on antenna
systems and new coverage of baluns,
propagation programs are compared
and colour SSTV and telephone FAX
machines are also covered. Finally
there's a new section on 'for the
workbench' with new projects for the
reader to build. 1214 pages. £17.95
ARRL OPERATING MANUAL (THE)

AOM
Another very useful ARRL book.
Although written for the American
amateur, this book will also be of use
and interest to the UK amateur. Topics
covered range from short wave
listening through operating awards to
repeaters, operating and satellites.

INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE
PROPAGATION (AN) BP293
J.G. Lee

How does the sun and sunspots affect
the propagation of the radio waves
which are the basis of our hobby?
They affect the ionosphere, but
differing frequencies are treated
differently. Find out how to use charts
to predict frequencies that will be the
most profitable. What effect will noise
have on the signal? Find out with this
book. 116 pages. £3.95
INTRODUCTION TO VHF/UHF FOR
RADIO AMATEURS (AN) BP281

I.D. Poole
An excellent book to go with the new
Novice or full callsign. Nine chapters
and an appendix deal with all aspects
and frequencies from 50 to 1300MHz.
Topics include propagation,
descriptions of the bands, antennas,
receivers, transmitters and a special
chapter on scanners. 102 pages. £3.50

684 pages £12.95

SATELLITE BOOK (THE) - A complete

guide to satellite TV theory and
practice SB
John Breeds
This book deals almost exclusively
with television broadcast satellites
and is a comprehensive collection of
chapters on topics, each written by a
expert in that field. It appears to be
aimed at the professional satellite
system installer, for whom it is
invaluable, but it will be appreciated
by a much wider audience - anyone
interested in satellite technology.
280 pages. E27.00

SATEWTE EXPERIMENTER'S
HANDBOOK (THE) 2nd Edition SEH
Martin Davidoff K2UBC
The book is divided into four main
sections - History, Getting Started,
Technical Topics and Appendices. It

provides information on spacecraft
built by, and for, radio amateurs. In
addition, it discusses weather, TV broadcast and other satellites of
interest to amateurs.3/3 pages 614.50
SATELLITE TELEVISION A layman's

guide ST
Peter Pearson
Pictures from space, that's what
satellite television is all about.
Orbiting satellites, 35000km high,
receive TV signals from stations on
the earth and re -transmit them back
again. This book explains all you need
to know to set up your own satellite
TV terminal at home, dish and

ARRL SATEWTE ANTHOLOGY (THE)
ASA

PASSPORT TO AMATEUR RADIO
PTAR
Reprinted from PW19171-1982

The best from the Amateur Satellite
News column and articles out of 31
issues of OST have been gathered
together in this book. The latest
information on OSCARs 9 through 13
as well as the RS satellites is
included. Operation on Phase 3

The famous series by GW3JGA, used
by thousands of successful RAE
candidates in their studies. Plus other
useful articles for RAE students
including emission codes,
explanations of diodes, s.s.b. and
decibels. 87 pages. £1.50

satellites (OSCAR 10 and 13) is

covered in detail. 97 pages. 5.95
ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE
EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL
(THEIAUME

Venous Authors
A truly excellent manual for the keen
microwave enthusiast and for the
budding 'microwave'''. With
contributions from over 20 specialist
authors. Chapters covering
techniques, theory, projects, methods
and mathematics. 446 pages. £14.50
COMPLETE DX'ER (THE) CD

Bob Locher W9KNI
This book covers equipment and
operating techniques for the DX
chaser, from beginner to advanced.
Every significant aspect of DXing is
covered, from learning how to really
listen, how to snatch the rare ones
out of the pile-ups and how to secure
that elusive QSL card. 204 pages f7.95
HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR HAKE

Edited by Charles L Hutchinson and

Practical Wireless, February 1992

PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET
OPERATION IN THE UK PGTP

Mike Mansfield G6AWD
Introduces the concept of packet
radio to the beginner. Problem areas
are discussed and suggestions made
for solutions to minimise them. Deals
with the technical aspects of packet
taking the reader through setting up
and provides a comprehensive guide
to essential reference material.

W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK WDN
Doug DeMAW W1FB
This book is aimed at the non-

technical amateur who wants to build
simple projects and obtain a basic
understanding of amateur electronics.
Your workshop does not need to be
equipped like an engineering lab to be
successful as an experimenter. Don't
let a lack of test equipment keep you
from enjoying the thrills of
experimentation. 195 pages E9.50

W1FB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS WHFH
Doug DeMaw W1FB

This book covers everything from
getting acquainted with new
equipment to constructing antennas,
station layout, interference and
operating problems to on -the -air
conduct and procedures. 155 pages
£6.95

W1FB's GRP NOTEBOOK WCIM
2nd Edition
Doug De Maw W1FB
The new improved and updated 2nd
edition of this book, covers the
introduction to ORP,.construction

methods, receivers and transmitters
for GRP. This workshop -notebook

style publication, which is packed
with new designs for the keen QRP
operator, also covers techniques,
accessories and has a small technical
reference section. 175 pages. £7.95

AUDIO (Elements of electronics -

book 6) BP111
F. A. Wilson
This book studies sound and hearing,
and examines the operation of
microphones, loudspeakers,
amplifiers, oscillators, and both disk
and magnetic recording. Intended to
give the reader a good understanding
of the subject without getting involved
in the more complicated theory and
mathematics. 308 pages. E3.95
BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS (Al
BP285
R.A. Fanfold

This book covers a wide range of
modern components. The basic
functions of the components are
described, but this is not a book on
electronic theory and does not
assume the reader has an in-depth
knowledge of electronics. It is
concerned with practical aspects
such as colour codes, deciphering
code numbers and the suitability.
166 pages. £3.95
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA
BOOK EEDB

Mike Tooley BA
This book is an invaluable source of
information of everyday relevance in
the world of electronics. It contains
not only sections which deal with the
essential theory of electronic circuits,
but it also deals with a wide range of
practical electronic applications.
250 pages. E8.95

FILTER HANDBOOK A practical
design guide FH

Stefan Niewiadomski
A practical book, describing the
design process as applied to filters of
all types. Includes practical examples
and BASIC programs. Topics include
passive and active filters, worked
examples of filter design, switched
capacitor and switched resistor filters
and includes a comprehensive
catalogue of pre -calculated tables.
195 pages. 05.00
FROM ATOMS TO AMPERES BP254
F.A.Wilson

Explains in simple terms the absolute
fundamentals behind electricity and
electronics. Topics include the use of
SI units, gravity, magnetism, light, the
electron, conduction in solids and
electrical generators. 244 pages. E3.50
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE
BP53

F. A. Wilson
This has been written as a workshop
manual for the electronics enthusiast.
There is a strong practical bias and
higher mathematics have been
avoided where possible.
249 pages. 0/P
REFLECTIONS Transmission Lines &
Antennas RTLA

M.Walter Maxwell W2OU
This will help dispel the half-truths
and outright myths that many people
believe are true about transmission
lines, standing waves, antenna
matching, reflected power and
antenna tuners. 323 pages. £14.50

YOUR GATEWAY TO PACKET RADIO
YGTP
Stan Horzepa WATLOU

What is packet radio good for and
what uses does it have for the
'average' amateur? What are
protocols? where, why, when? Lots of
the most asked questions are
answered in this useful book. It
included details of networking and
space communications using packet.
278 pages. £8.95

SOUD STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR SSDF
Les Hayward VV7201 and Doug

DeMaw W1FB
Back in print by popular demand) A
revised and corrected edition of this
useful reference book covering all
aspects of solid-state design. Topics
include transmitter design, power
amplifiers and matching networks,
receiver design, test equipment and
portable gear. 256 pages E10.95

205 pages. £7.95
PRACTICAL IDEAS FOR RADIO
AMATEURS PIER
Ian Poole G3YWX

The 1992 Offers a wealth of hints, tips
and general practical advice for all
transmitting amateurs and short wave
listeners. 128 pages £5.95
QRP CLASSICS DC

Edited by Bob Schetgen KU7G
Operating GRP is fun. The equipment
is generally simple and easy to build,
but often performs like more
sophisticated commercial equipment.
Some QRP Field Day stations operate

THEORY
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK
(THE) AEDB

Doug DeMaw W1FB
Back by popular demand, completely
revised and expanded, this is a handy
reference book for the r.f. designer,
technician, amateur and
experimenter. Topics include
components and materials, inductors
and transformers, networks & fitters,
digital basics and antennas and
transmission lines. 260 pages. £8.95

TRANSMISSION UNE
TRANSFORMERS TLT

Jerry Sevick W2FMI
This is the second edition of this book,
which covers a most intriguing and
confusing area of the hobby. It should
enable anyone with a modicum of skill
to make a balun, etc. Topics include
analysis, characterisation,
transformer parameters, baluns,
multimatch transformers and simple
test equipment. 270 pages. E13.50
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AIR & METED CODE MANUAL 12th

Edition AAMC12
Joerg Klingenfuss
Detailed descriptions of the World
Meteorological Organisation Global
Telecommunication System operating
FAX and RTTY meteo stations, and its
message format with decoding
examples. Also detailed description of
the Aeronautical Fixed
Telecommunication Network amongst
others. 358 pages f15.00
HIGH POWER WIRELESS EQUIPMENT

Articles from Practical Electricity
1910-11 HPWE

Edited by Henry Welter Young
A reprint of interesting practical
articles from the very early days of
radio, when materials and methods
described are from another era.
Subjects covered ranges from aerials
through detectors to things like Tesla
and his wireless age. 99 pages. £6.85
PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO
1993 PTWB93

This book gives you the information to
explore and enjoy the world of
broadcast band listening. It includes
features on different international
radio stations, receiver reviews and
advice as well as the hours and
language of broadcast stations by
frequency. The 'blue pages' provide a
channel -to -channel guide to world
band schedules. 416 pages. E14.50.
RADIOTELETYPE CODE MANUAL 12th

Edition RCM12
Joerg Klingenfuss
This book gives detailed descriptions
of the characteristics of telegraph
transmission on short waves, with all
commercial modulation types
including voice frequency telegraphy
and comprehensive information on all
RTTY systems and c.w. alphabets.
96 pages. £11.00

RESCUE R
Paul Beaver & Paul Berries

This book follows the life and
conditions of rescue helicopter
crews. This is not drama, this is real
life and it makes a true impression of
the rescue services for the reader.
There are transcriptions of air/ground
and between crew dialogues, a
summary of the main distress and
rescue radio frequencies and
helicopter base locations.
192 pages. £9.99

SCANNERS (Third Edition) S
Peter Rouse GUlDKD
A guide for users of scanning
receivers, covering hardware,
antennas, accessories, frequency
allocations and operating procedures.
245 pages. 0/P
SCANNERS 2 S2
Peter Rouse GUlDKD

The companion to Scanners, this
provides even more information on
the use of the v.h.f. and u.h.f.
communications band and gives
constructional details for accessories
to improve the performance of
scanning equipment 261 pages.
£10.95

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS

SWC. Peter Rouse GUIDO
Covers a very wide area and so
provides an ideal introduction to the
hobby of radio communications.
International frequency listings for
aviation, marine, military, space
launches, search and rescue, etc.
Chapters on basic radio propagation,
how to work your radio and what the
controls do, antennas and band plans.

In easy -to -read, non -technical
language, the author guides the
reader through the mysteries of
amateur, broadcast and CB
transmissions. Topics cover
equipment needed, identification of

student, service engineer and all
those interested in computer and
microprocessor systems.

stations heard & the peculiarities of

BOOK 5th Edition NEPB
Presenting all aspects of electronics
in a readable and largely non mathematical form for both the
enthusiast and the professional
engineer. 315 pages. Hardback £10.95

the various bands. 207 pages. £7.99
WORLDWIDE HF RADIO HANDBOOK
WHRH

Marlyn R. Cooke
This book lists high frequencies used
by aircraft and aeronautical ground
stations. Divided into sections,
Military, Civil, etc. The book should be
easy to use. 124 pagesf6.95
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO

MANUAL OSWR
Edited by Hugo Gernsback
A fascinating reprint from a bygone
age with a directory of all the 1934
s.w. receivers, servicing information,
constructional projects, circuits and
ideas on building vintage radio sets
with modern parts. 260 pages. £10.15

BEGINNERS
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO 9th

Edition BGTR
Gordon J. King
The book takes you in logical steps
from the theory of electricity and
magnetism to the sound you hear
from the loudspeaker. Radio signals,
transmitters, receivers, antennas,
components, valves &
semiconductors, CB & amateur radio
are all dealt with . 266 pages. E12.95
ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED - CRYSTAL
SET CONSTRUCTION BP92
F. A. Wilson

Especially written for those who wish
to take part in basic radio building. All
the sets in the book are old designs
updated with modern components. It
is designed for all ages upwards from
the day when one can read
intelligently and handle simple tools.
72 pages. £1.75
SIMPLE ELECTRONICS CIRCUIT AND
COMPONENTS Book One (THE) BP62

The aim of this book is to provide an
in -expensive but comprehensive
introduction to modern electronics.
209 pages. E3.50

INTERFERENCE
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK (USA) 1H

William R. Nelson WA6FQG
How to locate & cure r.f.i. for radio
amateurs, CBers, TV & stereo
owners. Types of interference
covered are spark discharge,

electrostatic, power line many 'cures'
are suggested. 250 pages. £9.50

DATA REFERENCE

pages £2.95.
NEWNES ELECTRONICS POCKET

NEWNES RADIO AMATEUR AND
LISTENER'S POCKET BOOK NRAA
Steve Money G3FZX

This book is a collection of useful and
intriguing data for the traditional and
modern amateur as well as the s.w.l.
Topics such as AMTOR, packet radio,
SSTV, computer communications and
maritime communications are all
covered. 160 pages hardback. f9.95
NEWNES RADIO AND ELECTRONICS
ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK 18th

Edition NRAE
Keith Brindley
Useful data covering math,
abbreviations, codes, symbols,
frequency hands/allocations, UK
broadcasting stations, semiconductors, components, etc. 325
pages hardback £9.95
POWER SELECTOR GUIDE BP235
J. C. J. Van de Ven

This guide has the information on all
kinds of power devices in useful
categories (other than the usual alpha
numeric sort) such as voltage and
power properties making selection of
replacements easier. 160 pages14.95

OSCILLOSCOPES, HOW TO USE

including the PW"Marchwood"

THEM, HOW THEY WORK 3rd Edition

giving a fully stabilised and protected

OHTU

12V 30A d.c. supply.
48 pages. £1.25

Ian Hickman
This book describes oscilloscopes
ranging from basic to advanced
models and the accessories to go
with them. Oscilloscopes are
essential tools for checking circuit
operation and diagnosing faults, and
an enormous range of models is
available. 248 pages £14.95

TELEVISION

RADIO/ TECH MODIFICATIONS
NUMBER 3 RTM3

This book is intended as a reference
guide for the experienced.radio
technician. Produced for the US
market it contains modification
instructions for a wide variety of
scanners, CB rigs and amateur
equipment including Alinco, Icom
,Kenwood, Yaesu and other makes.
160 pages. £9.95

ATV COMPENDIUM (THE) ATVC

cow

Mike Weeding
This book is for those interested in
amateur television, particularly the
home construction aspect. There is
not a 70cm section as the author felt
this is covered in other books. Other
fields, such as 3cm TV, are covered in
depth. A must for the practical ATV
enthusiast. 104 pages. E3.00
GUIDE TO WORLD-WIDE TELEVISION
TEST CARDS GTWT
Edition 3

Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
Completely revised and expanded,
this is a very handy and useful
reference book for the DXTV
enthusiast. Over 200 photographs of
Test Cards, logos, etc., world wide.
60 pages. £4.95

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
BP248
R.A.Penfold

Describes, in detail, how to construct
some simple and inexpensive, but
extremely useful, pieces of test
equipment. Stripboard layouts are
provided for all designs, together with
wiring diagrams where appropriate,
plus notes on their construction and
use. 104 pages. E2.95
50 (FET) FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
PROJECTS BP39
F.G.Rayer

50 circuits for the s.w.l., radio
amateur, experimenter or audio
enthusiast using f.e.t.s. Projects
include r.f. amplifiers and converters,
test equipment and receiver aids,
tuners, receivers, mixers and tone
controls. 104 pages. £2.95

ADVANCED SHORT WAVE SUPERHET
RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP276
R.A. Penfold

COMPUTING

ARE THE VOLTAGES CORRECT? ATVC

A general purpose receiver to build,
from antenna to audio, described in
understandable English. Topics
include switched mode power
supplies, precision regulators, dual
tracking regulators and computer
controlled supplies. 92 pages. f2.95

COMMUNICATIONS (AN) BP177
R. A. Penfold
Details of various types of modem and

Reprinted from PW 1982-1983
How to use a multi -meter to fault -find
on electronic and radio equipment,
from simple resistive dividers through
circuits using diodes, transistors, i.c.s
and valves. 44 pages. £1.50
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR
MULTIMETER BP239
R. A. Penfold

This book is primarily aimed at
beginners. It covers both analogue
and digital mufti -meters and their
respective limitations. All kinds of
testing is explained too. No previous
knowledge is required or assumed.
102 pages. £2.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES &
OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267

RA. Penfold
Hints and ideas on how to use the test
equipment you have, to check out, or
fault find on electronic circuits. Many
diagrams of typical waveforms and
circuits, including descriptions of
what waveform to expect with
particular faults, or distortion in audio

A. Michaels
Possible substitutes for a popular
selection of European, American and
Japanese transistors and includes

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION BP249
R.A. Penfold

NEWNES AUDIO & HI-FI ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK NAHE
Vivian Cape!

Collected articles from PW 1978-1985
Characteristics of batteries,
transformers, rectifiers, fuses and
heatsinks, plus designs for a variety of
mains driven power supplies,

CONSTRUCTION

amplifiers. 104 pages. E3.50

devices produced by over 100
manufacturers. 299 pages. £3.95

PRACTICAL POWER SUPPLIES PPS

FAULT FINDING

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE BP85

A follow on from Test Equipment
Construction H3P248)this book looks
at digital methods of measuring
resistance, voltage, current,
capacitance and frequency. Also
covered is testing semi -conductors,
along with test gear for general radio

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER

their applications, plus how to
interconnect computers, modems and
the telephone system. Also
networking systems and RTTY.
72 pages. £2.95

COIL DESIGN AND CONTRUCTION

MANUAL BP160
B.B. Babeni
Covering audio to r.f. frequencies, this
book has designs for almost
everything. Sections cover such
topics as mains and audio output
transformers, chokes and r.f. coils.
What is the required turns ratio? This
book will show you how to find out.
Text and tables. 106 pages. f2.50
HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR
OWN PCBs BP121
R. A. Penfold

The purpose of this book is to
familiarise the reader with both
simple and more sophisticated
methods of producing p.c.b.s. The
emphasis of the book is very much on
the practical aspects of p.c.b. design
and construction.
66 pages. 12.50

NEWNES AMATEUR RADIO
COMPUTING HAND BOOK NARC

Joe Pritchard GlUQW
Shows how radio amateurs and
listeners can 'listen' to signals by
reading text on a computer screen.
This book also covers the application
of computers to radio 'housekeeping'
such as log -keeping, QSL cards,
satellite predictions and antenna
design as well as showing how to
control a radio with a computer.
363 pages. E14.95

MAPS
NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART
NARC

This is a five -colour chart designed
for the use of ATC in monitoring
transatlantic flights. Supplied folded.
740 x 520mm. £5.50

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY
PROJECTS BP192
R. A. Penfold

The practical and theoretical aspects
of the circuits are covered in some
detail. Topics include switched mode
power supplies, precision regulators,
dual tracking regulators and
computer controlled power supplies,

QTH LOCATOR MAP OLM

This full colour map has been
produced by members of one of the
Hungarian Amateur Radio Clubs for
v.h.f. and uft.f. amateurs in Europe.
The map is based on the Maidenhead
Locator System and also the main
v.h.f. and uft.f. beacons with their
locator, power output, height above
sea level and modulation system.

This is a concise collection of
practical and relevant data for anyone
working on sound systems. The topics
covered include microphones,

related topics. 102 pages. 03.50
MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE
MULTIMETER BP265

etc. 92 pages. £2.95

gramophones, CDs to name a few. 190
pages. Hardback £10.95

R.A. Penfold
This book is primarily intended as a
follow-up to BP239, Getting the most
from your Multi -meter. By using the
techniques described in this book you
can test and analyse the performance
of a range of components with just a
multi -meter (plus a very few

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76
R. A. Penfold

970 x 670mm. £5.95

This book gives a number of power
supply designs including simple
unstabilised types, fixed voltage
regulated types and variable voltage
stabilised designs.

RADIO AMATEUR'S MAP OF NORTH
AMERICA (USA) RAMO
Shows radio amateur prefix
boundaries, continental boundaries
and zone boundaries.

89 pages. £2.50

760 x 636mm. £3.50

187 pages. £8.95

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK NCEP

SHORT WAVE RADIO LISTENERS'
HANDBOOK SWRL

This is an invaluable compendium of
facts, figures, circuits and data and is
indispensable to the designer,

Arthur Miller

255 pages. Hardback £10.95

inexpensive components in some
cases). The simple add-ons described
extend the capabilities of a multi meter to make it even more useful.
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*$ cheques only please.

SUBS CLUB OFFER
Please send me
Newnes Short Wave Listening Handbook
@ £13.00 (UK) inc. p&p.
@ £13.75 (overseas) inc. p&p.
BINDERS

0 Please send me

PW BINDER/s @ £ 5.50 each. £
Postal charges. £1 for one, £2 for two or more.
£
PCBs

0 Please send me
oe

Pritchard

PCB/s Number/s

£

otuQw

£

Postal charges. £1 for one, £2 for two or more.

Are you new to the radio hobby? Or do you want to get more
from your listening? Well, this month's PW Subscribers'
Club special offer is just the thing to help you. The Newnes
Short Wave Listening Handbook by Joe Pritchard G1UQW,
provides a very readable, information -filled handbook for the
newcomer to radio and the established enthusiast alike.
Joe Pritchard has provided chapters dealing with electrical
principles, practical matters, receivers, converters, antennas,
add-ons, what you can hear, and propagation. Importantly, in
this electronic age, there's also a useful and interesting
section on using a computer, from the viewpoint of the short

Subscribers' Club members can get
their copy of the Newnes Short Wave
Listening Handbook for £12 plus £1
p&p (UK) £1.75 p&p overseas
(surface mail).
Normal price is £15.95 plus
offer open until March 4

BOOKS
D Please send me the following book/s,
giving the order code and price.
Postal charges. £1 for one, £2 for two or more.

£

TOTAL ORDER
TOTAL POST

GRAND TOTAL
PAYMENT DETAILS
Name

Address

Postcode

p&p.

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd) £
Or

FORM
Practical Wireless, February 1992

Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of
Card No.

Valid from
Signature

to
Tel

73

Whilst prices of goods shown in
advertisements are correct at the time of
going to press, readers are advised to check
both prices and availability of goods with

the advertiser before ordering from noncurrent issues of the magazine

To advertise on this page see booking form below.

Computer Soft/w & Hard/w

Service Sheets and Servicing

IBM/COMPATIBLE SHAREWARE 10,000+ FILES.
Send £1.50 for comprehensive catalogue on disk.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICES (PW)
76

Cheapest prices) AK SHAREWARE, 54 Sheldrake Road,
Mudeford, Dorset BH23 4BP.

,CHURCH STREET, LARKHALL, LANARKSHIRE ML9 JHE

Phone: (0698) 884585, Mon -Fri, 9am-5pm. OR Phone: (06981 883334 any other time.

IMMEDIATE dispatch on all ACCESS & VISA orders

PHONE OR WRITE NOW FOR FREE QUOTE & FREE CATALOGUE with every SA.E.
Remember, not only do we have EVERY Service Sheet ever made, but we also have

ULTIMATE MORSE TUTOR. Send/receive. Interface
cable supplied for your key. IBM PC's and ATARI 520/

ONE OF THE WORLDS LARGEST SELECTION OF SERVICE MANUALS

1040/STE. £30.00. FREE demo disk available. BOSCAD

SERVICE MANUALS & SERVICE SHEETS

NOTE:- Over 200 separate Titles of Technical books are always in stock, over 1/2 are exclusive to TIS!

Ltd, 16 Aytoun Grove, Baldridgeburn, Dunfermline,

CTV SERVICING by KING - E14.95, VCR SERVICING by BEECHINGS £215.00, Ku -BAND SATELLITE TV - £25.00

PC TECHNICAL SHAREWARE

SERVICE MANUALS
We can supply Service Manuals for almost any type of
Equipment. Televisions. Video Recorders, Amateur Radio, Test
Equipment, Vintage Valve, any type of Audio Equipment,
Military Surplus etc. etc.
All makes and models supplied from the 1930's to the present.
Originals or photostats supplied as available.
FREE repair and Data Guide with all orders or SAE for your copy.

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (PW)e
8 CHERRY TREE ROAD, CHINNOR,
OXON, OX9 419Y

Tel: (0844) 51694

FAX: (0844) 52554

FIFE KY12 9TA. Tel: (0383) 729584 evenings.

Would you like to see the best range of low nest technical and
scientific public domain & shareware for IBM PC in the UK. ?

Educational
COURSE FOR CITY & GUILDS Radio Amateurs
Examination. Pass this important examination and
obtain your licence, with an RRC Home Study Course.
For details of this and other courses (GCSE, career and
professional examinations, etc) write or phone - THE

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, R210, HRO, £4
each. Circuits only 150 pence, plus SAE, lists thousands.
BENTLEY, 27 De Vere Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3EB.
PHONE 081-554 6631.

Cromwell Chambers,

The Public Domain Software Library
Winscombe House, Beacon Road

Crowborough, Sussex TM IUL
Tel 0892 663298, Fax 0892 667473

AN Awe. VI*,

RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, DEPTJX108, Tuition House,

London SW19 4DS. Tel: 081-947 7272 (9am-5am) or
use our 24hr Recordaca II service 081-9461102 Quoting
JX108.

Hesing Technology

HUGE RANGE includes:. PACKET. FAX, RX/TX control.
PCB design. Circuit and ANTENNA analysis. QSO logging. CAD
ELECTRONIC & MECH engineering. SCIENTIFIC, MATHS @
STATS. MEDICAL. PROGRAMMING, SOURCE CODE. DATA.
EDUCATION. WINDOWS. BUSINESS and lots mom.
Write phone or Fax today for your free 124 page printed catalogue.

e

Tel: (0480) 433156

Why pay over £200 to join in the fun of the latest HF digital

mode? This user friendly system includes all the unique

H EATHK IT EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS/UK
DISTRIBUTOR Spares and Service Centre.

SYSTEM CONSULTANCY

Supply
Maintenance
Commissioning

Replacement Parts

Supply of Service &
Operators Manuals
Components

Distributors for:
WAUGH INSTRUMENTS, RAMTEST LTD., KRENZ
ELECTRONICS PANTHER

Cedar

Electronics. 12 Isbourne Way, Broadway Road,
Winchcombe, Cheltenham. Glos. G L545NS. Tel: (0242)
602402.

PACTOR features like data compression, Memory-ARQ and
automatic 100/200 Baud operation. Pactor is much better on
HF than Packet Radio. Complete RX & TX system for IBM
PC/AT (286 or faster).

AMTOR + PACTOR + RTTY
Modem and G4BMK software.

ONLY £129
Add PACTOR to your existing BMK-Malty:.. ONLY £35
State callsign.disk size. and 9 or 25 pin RS232. Also available:

R. A. E. PAY AS YOU LEARN CORRESPONDENCE,
£3 per lesson includes tuition. KEN GREEN, C. Eng.,
M. I. E. E., Chylean, Tintagel, Cornwall. (0840) 212262.

8 St Johns Street,
Fax: (0480) 214488
Huntingdon, Cambs. PEI 8 6DD

TEST EQUIPMENT

PACTOR

CW. FAX, SSTV, TUNER. Send SAE for full details.

GROSVENOR SOFTWARE (PW)
2 Beacon Close, SEAFORD, East Sussex BN25 2JZ

Tel: (0323) 893378

OOOOO

OOOOOOOOOOOOOO O

ADVERTISERS:

:

:
;
O OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOO
To advertise in the April issue please send copy by
18th January

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting £13.90 per
single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to PW
Publishing. Treasury notes should always be sent by registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance should be sent to the Classified
Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless, Enefco House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP. Telephone (0202) 676033.

Please insert this advertisement in the
it in the next available issue of PW) for

insertion/s

issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we will insert
I enclose Cheque/P.O. for
(42p per word, 12 minimum, please

add 17.5% VAT to total).
Name

Address

Telephone No

Box Number @ 70p: Tick if appropriate
Category Heading:
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Wanted

For Sale

Components

TEST GEAR, Computers, Computer Surplus, Amateur.
Bought for cash. (0425) 274274

VALVES GALORE Most valves available from stock.
Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send SAE stating
requirements or telephone. VALVE & ELECTRONIC

J. A. B. Electronic and RF Components. (Toko coils
etc) & Kits for many mag projects. Callers 1180
Aldridge Road, (rear Queslett Motors), Great Barr,
Birmingham. Tel: 021-3666928 for opening times. Our

WANTED FOR CASH Valve communication receivers
and domestic valve radios (working or not). Items of
Government surplus wireless equipment and obsolete
test equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and audio components

and accessories. Pre -1975 wireless and TV books and
magazines. Also, most valves wanted for cash. Must be
unused and boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool,
FY1 2EU. Tel: (02531 751858.

SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool
FY1 2EU. Tel: (0253) 751858.

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS BOOK LISTING Published
regularly containing 100s of out of print, old and collectable wireless and TV books and magazines etc. Send
five first class stamps for next issue or £3.50 for next four
issues. Chevet Books, Dept PW, 157 Dickson Road,
Blackpool FY1 2EU.

WANTED Good price paid for working examples of the
original Sinclair Black Watch c1975. Combley. 126 The
Slade, Headington, Oxford. (08651 62226.

1992 MAIL ORDER catalogue lists over 3000 products
send £1.25 for your copy & discount vouchers.

RF COMPONENTS. Low and high power rf components stocked. ie: MRFxxx, SDxxxx, 2N60xx, PTxxx
transistors, Arco compression trimmers, Metal clad
capacitors, Connectors and more. Free DATA SHEETS
available. For your FREE CATALOGUE contact: SSB
PROTEK (PW), 80 The Paddocks, Stevenage, SG2 9UB.
(04381 749669.

BAROGRAPHS Brass. Mahogany meteological charts.
£238. Lucking GONIB (Manufacturer), 62 Ember Farm
Way, East Molesey, Surrey. 081-398 3603. SAE.

MASSIVE ELECTRONIC COMPONENT Clearance.
Chips 10p, caps 4p, transformers, resistors, etc... SAE
details. N. S. Elvy, 108 West Drive, Cleveleys, FY5 2JG.

WANTED VALVES ESP. KT66, KT88, PX4, PX25,
Klystrons, Magnetrons, Transistors, I.C.s, Plugs, Sockets. If possible send written list - we reply same day.
Cash waiting. BILLINGTON VALVES, Oakendene Industrial Estate, Near Horsham RH138AZ. Callers please
phone for appointment. Tel: (04031865105. FAX: (04031
865106. Telex: 87271.

JAPANESE SEMICONDUCTORS and Transmitting
Tubes for broadcasting, communication and industrial
use. Quotation sent on request. TSUTOM YOSHIHARA,
OSAKA, JAPAN Fax: 81-6-338-3381

FOR SALE 'Practical Wireless' dated 1953-1986. Bound.
Offers, please contact Mrs P. Toulmin on (09021312025.

DISCLAIMER
Some of the products offered for sale in
obtained from abroad or from unauthorised
sources. Practical Wireless advises readers
contemplating mail order to enquire whether

Hands kits for rf constructors

the products are suitable for use in the UK and
have full after -sales back-up available.

We produce kits for QRP tx's,power meters
directional couplers QRO hf psu's, noise meters
Rx's and front end replacement boards.

The publishers of Practical Wireless wish to point
it

Please send a stamp or IRC for a copy of our
catalogue. Hands Electronics, Tegryn,
Llanfyrnach, Dyfed SA35 OBL.
Phone (0239) 77427

is the responsibility of readers to

ascertain the legality or otherwise of items offered

for sale by advertisers in this magazine.

AERIAL LIFTING KITES
join the growing band of mobile/portable H.F. operators
transmitting from kite lifted aerials, ideal for top band/
80 metres. Kites can be personalised with your own
callsign. Free brochure available from:

d accepted

Receivers
B.F.O. KITS, resolves single side -band on almost any
radio, £16.49. H. CORRIGAN, 7 York Street, Ayr KA8
8AR.

VALVES VALVES VALVES
The following valves in matched pairs 6JSC, 6KD6, 6JE/A, 6LQ6, 6HF5, 6146A,
6146B, yes the 6JS6/C is Japanese and works in the FT101. Most amateur radio
valves including difficult to obtain types ex stock. Quotations without obligation please
enquire. Remember over 200 types ex stock. SAE for list. Phone for assistance re
types suitable for your equipment. USA and Jap manufacture of popular type available

PHONE 0484 654650 or 420774 FAX 0484 655699
WILSON VALVES (Prop. Jim Fish G4MH)
28 Banks Ave, Golcar, Huddersfield HD7 4LZ

CORNISH KITES, THE WORKSHOP, MULLION, TRI2 7DN
gherdircva.vr.rspahcocneep

DIY Inexpensive radio projects. Easy to make. SAE.
RYLANDS, 39 Parkside Avenue, Southampton SO1
9AF.

advertisements in this magazine may have been

out that
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0326 240144
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YOUR LOCAL DEALERS
SOUTH WALES

ELECTRO MART
Receivers, Scanners, Howes, ERA,
CB, Marine radio etc. part exchange
welcome.

Full Service & Repair Facilities
96 High St, Clydach,
Swansea
Tel: 0792 842135

HERNE BAY

SOUTHAMPTON

PORTSMOUTH

South Midlands
Communications

Communications

Nevada

ICOM (UK) LIMITED

Visit our showrooms for Icom, Kenwood, amateur
radio products and a large range of scanning
receivers. New and part exchange welcome.

S.M. House, School Close,
Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate,
Eastleigh, Hants SO5 3BY.
Tel: 0703 255111

189 London Road,
North End, Portsmouth,
Hants, P02 9AE
Tel: 0705 662145

Unit 8, Sea Street
Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD
Tel: 0227 741741
Fax: 0227 360 155

Fax No. (05921610451

KENWOOD, YAESU & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS

Reg. Ward & Co. Ltd.
The South -West's largest amateur radio
stockist. Approved dealer for Kenwood,
Yaesu and Icom

INUMCDHEO0
All your requirements under one roof

1 Western Parade,
West Street, Axminster,
Devon, EX13 5NY
Tel: 0297 34918

Open Monday -Saturday 9am-5.30pm

Midleton Enterprise Perk, Midleton,
County Cork 021/632725 + 613241

A good stock of new and secondhand
equipment always in stock

(Closed 1.00-2.00 and all day Monday)

TYNE + WEAR

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Photo -Acoustics Ltd
Approved Kenwood, Yaesu and
Icom dealer (part exchange
always welcome)
58 High Street, Newport Pagnell,
Buckinghamshire MK16 8A0
Tel: 0908 610625

YORKSHIRE

SUPERTECH

Communications Specialists

YUPITERU SONY.
AOR

125 LANGWITH ROAD
HILLSTOWN
CHESTERFIELD S44 6LX
PHONE 0246 826578

RECEIVERS -TRANSCEIVERS -ACCESSORIES

Open: Tues-Fri 9-5: Sat 9-4

Open Mon -Fri 9am-5.30pm (Lunch 1-2)

TELEPHONES KITS AND CABLES

DEVON

PLDOON

JAYCEE
ELECTRONICS LTD

SCANNERS - C.O. 27-934 MHz AERIALS - TEST METERS - TOOLS -

CLOSED WEDNESDAY

IRELAND

20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife KY7 5DF
Tel: 0592 756962 (Day or Night)

The Official Icom Importer

SUPPLIERS OF: -

Official Yaesu Importer

SCOTLAND

0
ICOM

DERBYSHIRE
RILEY'S T.V. SERVICES LTD.

LAMA

Contact Marcia
on the
Advertising
Hotline

?COM

Kenwood

Alan Hooker
Radio Communications
42, Netherhall Road, Doncaster
Tel: 0302 325690

(0202) 676033

Official Nevada and Kernow stockists

YAESU

Open Mon -Sat 10-5pm
Closed Thursdays

(Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30, Sat 9.30-4.30)

Full range of CBs,
Scanners + Accessories

CORNWALL

241r, 7 days a week

SKYWAVE

Mail Order Branches throughout the North East

RADIO AMATEUR AND MARINE
COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
ICOM, YAESU, NAVICO,
JAYBEAM, etc.

GATESHEAD METRO CENTRE NEll 9YZ

Slades Road, St. Austell,
Cornwall PL25 4HG
Tel: 0726 70220
Voice Bank: 0426 961909

Open: Monday -Friday 10am - 8pm
Thursday 10am -9pm
Saturday 9am - 7pm

Access

32 RUSSELL WAY

TEL: (091) 4932316

Drake RR -3

WEST SUSSEX

KANGA PRODUCTS

vArDER

BREDHURST
ELECTRONICS LTD.

For QRP kits

High St., Handcross, West Sussex
Tel: (0444) 400786
Fax: (0444) 400604
Situated at the Southern end of M23.
Easy access to M25 and
South London.
Open Mon -Fri 9am-5pm
ICOM
Sat 9.30am-4.30pm.

A variety of kits for RECEIVERS,
TRANSMITTERS & TEST GEAR.

Send an A5 SAE for a free copy
of our catalogue
3, Limes Road. Folkestone KENT CT19 4AU
Tel/Fax 0303 276171
0900 -1900 Only

RADIO SHACK

ALL OF THE EQUIPMENT WE SELL HAS BEEN IMPORTED BY
THE FACTORY AUTHORISED DISTRIBUTORS WITH FULL
WARRANTY BACK-UP AND PARTS SERVICE.
Lowe HF-225
Kenwood R-2000
Kenwood VC -10
Kenwood R-5000
Kenwood VC -20
Yaesu FRG8800
Yaesu FRV-8800
Icom IC-R71E
Icom IC-R72E
loom IC -R9000
JRC-535

KENT

High performance compact receiver
10 Memories
VHF converter for R-2000
Top of their range receiver
VHF converter for R-5000
Fine performing all mode set
VHF converter for above
The old favourite
loom's latest, small & excellent
The set with everything
The latest from Japan Radio Company
Second-hand high specification set

£425.00
£595.00
£161.00
£875.00
£167.00
£640.00
£100.00
£855.00
£645.00
£3995.00
£1095.00
£1595.00

KENWOOD TS -850S
The latest transceiver from this famous stable

We will be pleased to
quote you for anything
you require in the

communications or
computer field. In

TS -850S SUPERB SPECIFICATIONS

order to avoid a great

Creating a new era in Amateur Radio!
Call us for the latest details and stock position, also for
any other model from

deal of time wasting
on both our parts, we
now deal with callers
by appointment. We

KENWOOD ICOM YAESU

from you and see you,

Scanners by AOR, Fairmate, Jupiter, Icom, Realistic,
Bearcat to name but a few.

RADIO SHACK

Competitive service and prices.

are pleased to hear

and we aim to give
you the attention you

deserve, so please
call us first.

73s Terry Edwards
G3STS

188 BROADHURST GARDENS,
LONDON NW6 3AY

Access

(Just around the corner from West Hampstead Station on the Jubilee Line)
Giro Account No. 588 71 51 Fax: 071-328 5066 Telephone: 071-624 7174
76
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MONUMENTAL MOBILES
IC-229E/H

144MHz FM transceiver
IC -449E

430MHz FM transceiver

Ultra -compact body.
One -touch access functions.
20 memory channels.
Illuminated switches and
controls for night driving.
140(w)x40(H)x105(D) mm.
Photograph shows U S A version

IC-3220E/H

144/430MHz Dual band FM
transceiver.

0
ICOM

MW

MONI

DUAL BAND FM TRANSCEIVER IC -3220E

DUAL

Simple dual band operation.
Receives 2 band signals

I

i sr rrin
'tit

0

I

In lil
`,,oluommoommuisse

simultaneously.

BUSY

Full duplex QSO.
Optional pager, code squelch,
packet beep & tone squelch.

V/MN:

M/CALL

BAND

T/T.SOL

DUP

POR/CS

---

HI/L0

SET

140(W)x40(H)x195(D)mm.

TX

CALL

0
ICOM

1200MHz FM transceiver
DUP

RB

t -t _-1 r rt rt rt
1. LI I 1
L

MICROPHONE

mirimstymirilli i© ICI
SET

TS

PIRO

High sensitivity receiver.
Stable lOW output power.
Convenient AFC, RIT and

1.111.1111111.

DUP - T

PUSH -ON

AFC MW

T/T.SOL

1200NINz FM TRANSCEIVER IC -1201E

PUSH-ON/VOL
SOL/MpNITOR

VXO functions.

20 memory channels.
Priority watch.
Programmable call channel.

HI/LO

140(w)x40(H)x200(D) mm.

IC -901

144/430MHz dual band FM
transceiver

Detachable remote controller.
6 band capability: 28, 50,144,
430 and 1200MHz.

?ow

Optional wideband

receiving unit.
150(w)x50(H)x191(D) mm.

V.F/IMF M.IAL W. F. MN:WM IC -901

FR

Simultaneous dual band
reception.

TS

r45.550 0 --Lave cir--)
F.
ICOM

Exam. sKAKEn BP-,.'

For further information about ICOM products and your nearest
authorised dealer please contact:
Icom (UK) Ltd. Dept PW Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD
Telephone: 0227 741741 (24hr). Facsimile: 0227 741742
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Over 700 product packed pages with
hundreds of brand new products.
On sale now, only £2.95

"0
90 'C'gl
C.'

450

Available from all branches of WH SMITH and
Maplin shops nationwide. Hundreds of new
products at super low prices!

